ABSTRACT
LEE, ALICE MEI. Functional Analysis of Tungsten Metabolism in Pyrococcus furiosus.
(Under the direction of Dr. Amy M. Grunden).
The anaerobic hyperthermophilic archaeon Pyrococcus furiosus is reported to
require the metal tungsten for growth. The metal is bound to a unique tricyclic pterin moiety
to form the organic cofactor referred to as the tungstopterin, part of the active center in
tungstoenzymes from this organism. The study of tungsten metabolism in P. furiosus has
mostly been confined to cultivation studies and the purification and characterization of
tungstoenzymes. Given the importance of this element in some biological systems,
especially in a model hyperthermophile organism such as P. furiosus, a functional genomics
approach to investigate tungsten metabolism in P. furiosus was undertaken. The use of
technologies such as whole genome microarray analysis and the development of proteome
profiling techniques enable a systems level understanding of tungsten homeostasis in this
important extremophile.
In the first part of the study, we investigated the role of several putative tungsten
cofactor biosynthesis genes by using in vivo and in vitro complementation studies in
Escherichia coli, a genetically tractable bacterium that has a homologous molybdenum
cofactor synthesis system. The results of this study indicate that there is conservation
between the tungsten and molybdenum cofactor biosynthetic pathways, as evidenced by the
partial in vivo complementation of one of the moeA homologs in P. furiosus. In addition, it
was determined that similar complementation experiments were not suitable for functional
analysis of the moaD and moaE homologs; however, the findings provided insight into the
possible development of a more defined in vitro system for future studies.

Next, metal homeostasis was explored using whole genome microarray analysis of
chemostat cultures of P. furiosus in response to limiting, standard and high concentrations of
tungsten. The data analysis indicated that the transcriptomic response in P. furiosus cultured
with standard (10 μM) compared to no added (≤ 30 nM) tungsten are nearly identical. Levels
of tungsten appear to be sufficient for cellular metabolism even when no tungsten is added to
the culture media. This is supported by reports of tungsten concentrations in the nanomolar
range near where this organism was first isolated and by the activity of the high affinity
tungstate transporter WtpA. However, the transcriptome under high (0.5 mM) when
compared to standard and no added tungsten indicated that transcriptional adjustments
occurred, primarily in genes related to amino acid metabolism and the transport of inorganic
ions. One of the most interesting findings of this work relates to the coordinate response of
ABC transporters. Surprisingly, genes important in tungsten metabolism, such as those
coding for tungstoenzymes, biosynthesis of the cofactor, and tungsten transport were
minimally impacted by varying concentrations of tungsten.
Lastly, we have developed a simple shotgun proteomics approach for the global
identification of the P. furiosus proteome. This methodology uses a detergent-based
microwave assisted acid hydrolysis (MAAH) step coupled with an overnight trypsin digest to
obtain peptides. Subsequent peptide fractionation by isoelectric focusing in immobilized pH
gradients (IPG-IEF), followed by chromatographic separation with reverse phase nano-HPLC
and electrospray ionization tandem mass spectrometry (ESI-MS/MS) of peptides enabled the
identification of over 900 proteins, representing ~44% of the proteome. This is the first high
throughput method developed for handling of hyperthermophilic proteomes and will enable
extensive proteomics data to be obtained for this organism.
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CHAPTER 1

Literature Review

1

Aim and Outline
The aim of this thesis is to examine tungsten metabolism in Pyrococcus furiosus through a
functional genomics approach. P. furiosus has been a model organism for research on
hyperthermophilic proteins and its genome has been sequenced. It can be easily cultured;
however, tools for easy genetic manipulation of P. furiosus are still lacking. P. furiosus
demonstrates a tungsten dependent growth and this can be attributed to a requirement for this
element in tungstoenzymes, which incorporate a tungsten cofactor (Wco) for functionality.
We are interested in the synthesis of the Wco, the dynamic aspects of gene transcription, and
protein expression profiles in response to tungsten. The questions we are trying to answer
are: What are the genes responsible for synthesis of the Wco? Is the pathway for its
synthesis similar to the molybdenum cofactor? Are these putative Wco biosynthesis genes
responsive to tungsten concentration? What is the whole genome transcriptional response to
various tungsten concentrations? What are the biologically meaningful patterns in gene
expression when tungsten levels change? How can we study the tungsten proteome of P.
furiosus? What are the challenges to modern hyperthermophilic proteomics? The results of
this study are presented as follows:
Chapter 1: Literature review, then presentation of experimental data in three parts:
Chapter 2: Investigation of Tungsten Cofactor Biosynthesis Homologs moaD, moaE and
moeA from Pyrococcus furiosus
Chapter 3: Influence of Tungsten on the Transcriptome of Pyrococcus furiosus
Chapter 4: Proteomics of Pyrococcus furiosus, a Hyperthermophilic Archaeon Refractory to
Traditional Methods and Research Contributions

2

Literature Review

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Metals are thought to have a major role in the evolution of life on earth. The
autotrophic theory assumes that life originated in a hydrothermal environment, presumably
volcanic, where the formation of basic organic compounds was favored by the presence of
transition metals acting as catalysts (15, 46, 72, 137). This theory is supported by the
discovery of the oldest microbial fossils (3.2 billion years) in deep-sea volcanogenic sulfide
deposits (106). The notion that the first inhabited environments are thought to be thermal
springs at oceanic ridges is also supported by phylogenetic analyses placing thermophiles on
the deep branches of the tree of life (32). These organisms are sulfur dependent and use the
reductive Krebs cycle, suggesting that primordial reactions were non-enzymatic but possibly
catalyzed by metals (67). Furthermore, all living organisms require transition metals and the
metabolism of these metals is broadly linked to a range of metabolic processes essential to
life on Earth, such as nitrogen fixation, respiration, oxidation-reduction reactions or electron
transfer for energy production (Table 1-1). Enzymes in many of these pathways contain
metal cofactors, which often are the sites of electron transfer and redox chemistry. These
cofactors can play diverse roles, as sites of enzyme regulation (77, 126), as a stabilizing
structural component (9) and in catalysis (102).
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The study of metals in biological systems is such a large area that one series of
monographs, Metal ions in Biological Systems (edited by H. Siegel, first volume appeared in
1973) is now over 40 volumes. One particular area of study in the field of metals in biology
is the metabolism of metals in microorganisms, which has been extensively studied in
bacteria, but only recently investigated in archaea. Similar to other living organisms, metals
are used in fundamental biological processes, either in assimilatory reactions where they are
incorporated into a protein or enzyme and function as cofactors or in dissimilatory reactions
where metals are terminal electron acceptors for energy production. Regardless of whether
assimilatory or dissimilatory reactions are occurring, there must be a homeostatic balance for
metals within cells, since excessive metal exposure can damage cellular components or
impair function (86). As a result, mechanisms to avoid metal toxicity are widespread.
With advances in genome sequencing, homology searches on completed microbial
genomes allow detection of genes related to metal metabolism, enabling studies of their
distribution and evolution. From comparative genomics studies, it is becoming evident that
genes for metal resistance and detoxification are widespread in the archaeal domain (15).
Application of genome sequences in global expression studies will help identify novel
systems for metal metabolism. Using high throughput methods, such as microarray analysis
and proteomics, large amounts of data can be generated and analyzed using systems-level
approaches. For example, attempts to describe metal homeostasis in the archaeal halophile,
Halobacterium NRC-1 using a systems approach have been made (54). There is a growing
awareness that all microorganisms, including archaea, have an important impact on the
biogeochemical cycling of elements. Therefore, investigations of the mechanisms that
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underlie metal homeostasis, especially of essential metals in archaea are required. These
studies can be particularly enhanced using a functional genomics approach, as there are few
tools for genetic manipulation in archaea.

1.2 The Bioelement Tungsten
The element tungsten (W) has been known for more than 30 years to be important in
biological systems (64). The first indication of its biological relevance was when different
Clostridia were positively influenced by the addition of tungstate to the growth media (8). It
is the only member of the third row transition elements with a known biological role.
Likewise, molybdenum (Mo) is the only second row element required in biological systems.
Molybdenum and tungsten are often referred to as “twin” elements, both are in Group 6 of
the periodic table and consequently share many similar chemical properties (Table 1-2).
They share similar ionic (1.40Å) and atomic radii for the IV oxidation state (0.68 Å), and
exhibit comparable coordination chemistries. The metal to oxygen bond lengths is the same,
1.76 Å, resulting in similar tetrahedral structures of the oxyanions molybdate MO42- and
tungstate WO42-. Both are redox active under physiological conditions (ranging between VI
and IV oxidation states). This range of chemical versatility is useful to biological systems
(97).
Organisms in all three domains of life utilize molybdenum-containing enzymes
(molybdoenzymes), but thus far, tungsten-containing enzymes (tungstoenzymes) appear to be
restricted to the bacteria and archaea. More than 40 (mostly bacterial) molybdoenzymes
have been described in nature, and they catalyze important redox reactions in the global
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carbon, sulfur and nitrogen cycles (121). Many molybdo- and tungsto-enzymes often
catalyze the same kind of chemistry, such as oxidation of aldehydes to carboxylic acids (42).
All molybdoenzymes (with one exception) incorporate the metal in the form of a
molybdenum cofactor (Moco), an integral part of the active site. In Moco, the Mo is bound
to an unusual pterin moiety referred to as a molybdopterin or MPT (105). The other type of
Mo containing cofactor is only found in nitrogenase, the iron-Mo cofactor (FeMoco) (4).
Molybdenum has been known to have a biological role for a long time, and the biochemical
properties of molybdoenzymes and synthesis of the pterin cofactor are well studied in both
bacteria and plants (75, 121). In contrast, the study of tungsten metabolism and biochemistry
is fairly recent, and therefore, tungsten studies typically compare new findings with what is
understood to occur in molybdenum metabolism.

1.3 Availability of Tungsten
Tungsten is relatively scarce in nature, ranking 54th in the abundance of elements on
Earth with molybdenum at 53rd (30). Generally it is found as oxo-rich tungstate minerals,
scheelite (CaWO4) or wolframite ([Fe/Mn]WO4) and its solubility in surface waters is low
compared to molybdenum (57). The dilute aqueous speciation of tungsten in water is
predominantly the tungsten (VI) oxoanion WO42-, tungstate (141). The concentration of
tungstate in seawater is extremely low, according to some reports in the picomolar range
(0.81 pM) (18, 57), though some sources give a much higher WO42- concentration of 0.5 nM
(21, 49). Although tungsten is relatively rare, it is enriched in certain ecological niches such
as hot springs, brine lakes and hydrothermal vent fluids (56). Some marine sediments can
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contain much higher concentrations, from 40 nM to 250 nM (58). The highest value reported
was more than 0.27 mM in highly concentrated brines of Searles Lake, California (20). One
report for shallow marine hydrothermal vent (SMV) fluids estimates it to be from 0.5 nM to
315 nM, collected from several sampling sites near Vulcano, Italy (3, 44) (Table 1-3). It is
from this area that the hyperthermophilic archaeon, Pyrococcus furiosus, was first isolated in
geothermally heated marine sediments (31).

1.4 Hyperthermophilic Archaea
Hyperthermophiles (optimal growth temperatures of 80°C and higher) have been
isolated for over 25 years from geographically diverse hydrothermal environments that range
from shallow and deep sea vents to terrestrial and submarine heated soils (16, 128). At
present, there are more than 90 species of hyperthermophiles grouped into 34 genera and 10
orders (129). Most are strictly anaerobic and belong to the domain Archaea based on the
universal small subunit ribosomal RNA (ssu rRNA) (143) widely used in phylogenetic
studies. Sequence comparisons of the ss rRNA can be used to create a phylogenetic tree
(129) showing a tripartite division of the living world into the bacterial, archaeal and
eukaryal domains (Figure 1-1). According to this phylogenetic tree, all extremely short and
deeply branching-off lineages within the archaea and bacteria are exclusively represented by
hyperthermophiles, and indicate a slow rate of evolution (129). Their position within this
universal phylogenetic tree of life provides strong evidence of a hyperthermophilic last
common ancestor (129).
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Most hyperthermophiles exhibit a chemolithotrophic mode of nutrition where
anaerobic and aerobic types of respiration follow inorganic redox reactions and CO2 is the
only carbon source required to build up organic cell material (128). Obligate heterotrophic
hyperthermophiles that depend on organic material as energy and carbon sources are
frequently found coexisting with chemolithotrophs. These organisms gain energy either by
aerobic or different types of anaerobic respiration using organic material as electron donors
or by fermentation (128).
Hyperthermophiles are adapted to distinct environmental factors that include, but are
not limited to, salinity, temperature, pH, redox potential and composition of minerals in their
habitat. Recently it has been shown that heavy metal compounds are suitable electron
acceptors for anaerobic growth. Pyrobaculum arsenaticum can reduce arsenate to arsenite
and directly couple this with exponential growth (47). Certain members of Pyrobaculum can
reduce ferric iron to form magnetite (127). Metal abundance and availability is integral to
the lifestyle of many hyperthermophiles, and this is in accordance with the observation that
hydrothermal environments are one of the most metal rich biotopes on earth, a result of
geothermally heated water reacting with its host rock to form fluids rich in dissolved
minerals (44).

1.5 Pyrococcus furiosus Cell Growth and Tungstoenzymes
P. furiosus is a strictly anaerobic hyperthermophilic heterotroph able to grow on
glucans or with peptides as a carbon source and appears to preferentially use elemental sulfur
as an electron acceptor for growth (29, 31) (Figure 1-2, 1-3). Energy is obtained via a
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fermentative metabolism resulting in the production of CO2, H2, H2S (if S0 is supplied) and
acetate as primary products (31, 70, 114-116). Its optimum growth temperature is 100°C,
and it was first isolated (31) from geothermally heated marine sediments at the beach of
Porto di Levante, Vulcano, Italy (3) (Figure 1-4). This area is rich in minerals due to the
volcanic activity of Vulcano, the southernmost island of the Aeolian archipelago and one of
the most active volcanoes in the Mediterranean (3).
Like most hyperthermophiles, P. furiosus requires the addition of an assortment of
trace elements for growth (129, 135). One of these trace elements, tungsten, has been shown
to stimulate cell growth in P. furiosus (19, 80, 83, 116). The highest cell yields were
obtained when tungstate (10 μM) and additional iron (25 μM) were added to batch culture
(19). A significant stimulation in cell yields was observed when tungstate was added to an
energy-limited chemostat culture when maltose was present, but not when peptides were the
sole source (116). The tungsten stimulatory effect on growth is not unique to P. furiosus, the
hyperthermophilic archaeon, Thermococcus litoralis, reported to only grow on complex
protein sources (79) and Pyrococcus sp. strain ES-4 (100) a heterotroph, were likewise
stimulated.
In P. furiosus, an assimilatory role for tungsten in metabolism was confirmed by the
characterization of a tungsten-containing enzyme, aldehyde oxidoreductase (AOR) (80, 83).
At that time, it was only the second tungsten containing protein to be characterized, the first
being a formate dehydrogenase (145) from the moderately thermophilic acetogen,
Clostridium thermoaceticum. P. furiosus has four additional tungstoenzymes and all belong
to the aldehyde oxidoreductase (AOR) family that catalyzes the oxidation of aldehydes to
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carboxylic acids using ferredoxin as the redox protein. Aldehydes are commonly found in
nature, as intermediates in the metabolism of carbohydrates, amino acids, lipids, and in the
degradation of xenobiotics (83).
AOR has been extensively studied. Enzymatic analysis revealed that it catalyzes the
oxidation of a range of aliphatic aldehydes (83), and a crystal structure is available (22).
Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate ferredoxin oxidoreductase (GAPOR) has been shown to convert
the substrate glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate (GAP) to 3-phosphoglycerate in a novel EmbdenMeyerhof pathway of glycolysis (81, 113), and so far is the only tungostoenzyme
characterized that has a definite physiological function (Figure 1-2). Formaldehyde
ferredoxin oxidoreductase (FOR) has the highest activity on small C1-C3 aldehydes and
semi- and di-aldehydes (112). Tungsten-containing oxidoreductase number four (WOR4)
can only be purified in the presence of S0, but its physiological function has not yet been
determined (111). Recently, the last member in the family of tungsten containing
oxidoreductases from P. furiosus was purified, tungsten-containing oxidoreductase 5
(WOR5) (12). It has broad substrate specificity with an affinity for several substituted and
non-substituted aliphatic and aromatic aldehydes of variable chain lengths (12).
Analogous tungstoenzymes have been purified from T. litoralis (79) and Pyrococcus
sp. strain ES-4 (78). Remarkably, tungstoenzymes continue to be purified from other
organisms: acetogens, methanogens, acetylene-utilizing and sulfate-reducing anaerobes (52).
Recently, tungstoenzymes have been purified from mesophilic bacteria (6, 17, 40, 107, 110),
and homologous genes have been found in the genomes of aerobic organisms suggesting that
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tungstoenzymes are present in a wide range of microorganisms (11). However, there have
been no reports yet on any tungstoenzymes in eukaryotes.

1.6 Tungsten Cofactors
Crystallographic analysis has demonstrated that the P. furiosus tungsten-containing
enzyme AOR contains a mononuclear tungsten cofactor (Wco) analogous to the
molybdenum cofactor (Moco) in molybdenum containing enzymes (22). These cofactors
consist of one or two tricyclic pterin moieties (105) called ‘molybdopterin’ (MPT) or more
generically (37) ‘metal binding pterin’ (MPT). In Moco and Wco, the metal is coordinated
by two dithiolene sulfurs of the pterin (MPT or W-MPT). However, with tungsten, there are
always two pterin moieties resulting in a tungsten center coordinated by four dithiolenesulfur ligands, either the tungstobispterin (W-bis-MPT) or tungsto-bispterin guanine
dinucleotide form (W-bis-MGD) (Figure 1-5).
The aldehyde oxidoreductases in P. furiosus all contain the W-bis-MPT form, which
has a pteridine nucleus with a four carbon side chain containing a dithiolene group and a
terminal phosphate (51). The W-bis-MGD is in the dinucleotide (modified) form with a
mononucleotide (AMP, CMP, GMP, or IMP) attached to the phosphates in each pterin
moiety and can be found in tungsten containing formate dehydrogenases. Many of the pterin
containing molybdoenzymes from bacteria contain molybdopterin in the bis-MGD form.
The function of the pterin is thought to be to position the catalytic Mo atom correctly within
the active center, to control its redox behavior and probably to participate in the electron
transfer to or from the Mo atom (121).
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1.7 Biosynthesis of Moco and Wco
Biosynthesis of the Moco has been extensively studied (120, 121) for mesophilic
bacteria (Escherichia coli, Rhodobacter capsulatus), eukaryotes (Arabidopsis thaliana,
Homo sapiens), and fungi (Aspergillus nidulans). The biosynthetic pathway appears to be
ancient and conserved in all of these organisms (Figure 1-6). The Wco biosynthesis pathway
is thought to proceed in a fashion similar to that seen for Moco, and analysis of the P.
furiosus genome identified a number of Wco biosynthesis homologs (Table 1-4). Indeed
homologs of almost all genes that have an assigned function in the Moco biosynthetic
pathway are also present in the genomes of other tungsten-utilizing organisms (11).
Some of the first models of Moco biosynthesis were based on R. capsulatus (59) and
E. coli (105). Four operons have been identified to be involved in the Moco biosynthesis in
E. coli: moaABCDE, mobAB, moeAB and mogA. These operons encode ten proteins of
which eight were found to be essential in Moco biosynthesis.
In E. coli, the process of Moco biosynthesis entails the conversion of guanosine
triphosphate (GTP) to a pterin intermediate, precursor Z or cyclic pyranopterin
monophosphate (cPMP) through the action of MoaA and MoaC (144) (Figure 1-6). Next,
MoaD and MoaE form the heterotetrameric MPT synthase consisting of two large and two
small subunits which converts cPMP to the metallopterin MPT (99), thereby producing the
dithiolene group responsible for molybdenum/tungsten coordination. During cPMP
conversion to MPT, the C-terminus of the MoaD subunit of the MPT synthase is altered to a
glycine thiocarboxylate, which appears to function as the S donor for the dithiolene group
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addition to MPT (98). MPT synthase then regains its sulfur ligand through sulfurylation
through the action of MoeB and yet unidentified sulfur transferase protein (104).
Subsequently, MoeA, MogA and MoaB play a role in the ligation of the metal atom to the
dithiolene sulfurs of the one or two MPT moieties. The proteins MogA and MoaB catalyze
the activation of MPT by adenylylation with Mg-ATP (65, 84). MoeA is thought to bind the
adenylylated MPT (MPT-AMP), in the presence of molybdate and/or tungstate the MPTAMP complex is hydrolyzed, molybdenum or tungsten is incorporated through binding to the
dithiolene sulfurs, and AMP is released.
The proposed role for MoeA in E. coli is based on the A. thaliana homolog Cnx1E
(Cofactor for nitrate reductase and xanthine dehydrogenase) which catalyzes the hydrolysis
of MPT-AMP in the presence of molybdate (66). When molybdate was replaced with
tungstate, the hydrolysis catalyzed by Cnx1E was much less efficient giving rise to the
suggestion that Cnx1E and its homologs may play a role in selectively incorporating either
tungsten or molybdenum in MPT (66). Many bacterial genomes and all archaeal genomes
sequenced so far appear to contain two different moeA genes, which share approximately
40% sequence identity, and it is suggested that perhaps one of the MoeA proteins is selective
for molybdenum incorporation and the other for tungsten incorporation (11). Furthermore,
the presence of the two MoeAs could explain how organisms are able to regulate and express
two enzymes, one with Moco and the other with Wco in the active center (11). Examples
include organisms such as Pyrobaculum aerophilum which expresses a tungsten containing
AOR and a molybdenum containing nitrate reductase (2, 11, 36), however, there are no in
vivo and in vitro experiments to corroborate this hypothesis (11).
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In the final maturation step (only in bacteria and archaea), MobA and MobB catalyze
the reaction where guanosine monophosphate (GMP) or cytosine monophosphate (CMP) is
attached to the MPT, forming the molybdopterin guanine/cytosine dinucleotide (MGD/MCD)
form of the cofactor (50, 91). In some enzymes, the coupling of the two Wcos or two
molybdenum or tungsten containing MGDs leads to the formation of the bispterin cofactor,
but the mechanism has not yet been elucidated.
So far, only one of the putative genes for the Wco biosynthesis pathway in P. furiosus
has been characterized, moaB (14). It encodes a protein homologous to the E. coli MogA
and eukaryotic (Cnx1) proteins. The P. furiosus MoaB protein was able to reconstitute the
function of the E. coli MogA in Moco biosynthesis. MoaB was found to catalyze the
adenylylation of MPT in an Mg2+ and ATP dependent fashion that is essential for metal
insertion in cofactor maturation.
In E. coli, metal for the cofactor can be transported into the cell in the form of the Mo
oxyanion (MoO42-) through the ModABC transporter. ModA is the periplasmic molybdate
binding protein that binds molybdate with an equilibrium constant for dissociation (Kd) of 20
nM, and is able to bind tungstate (WO42-) with a similar affinity (48). The oxyanion is then
transported against a concentration gradient into the cell through the transmembrane unit
ModB energized by the ATP hydrolyzing activity of ModC.
In P. furiosus, a tungsten specific ABC transporter system was recently discovered,
WtpABC (13). It is structurally different from the first characterized tungsten specific
transporter, TupABC from Eubacterium acidaminophilum (69). The periplasmic tungsten
uptake protein (TupA) was shown to bind only tungstate with a very high affinity. However,
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studies of the P. furiosus periplasmic tungsten binding protein, WtpA, had a very low Kd
value for tungstate (17 ± 7 pM) and for molybdate (Kd 11 ± 5 nM), indicating that it has a
higher affinity for tungstate than ModA and TupA (13). The discovery of this very high
affinity WtpABC transporter explains the previous observations of P. furiosus’s ability to
scavenge traces of tungstate from the growth medium (11, 82).

1.8 Metal Homeostasis
All living organisms require transition metals, and homeostasis of these essential
elements must be maintained. Excessive exposure to essential metals can become toxic when
intracellular concentration exceeds physiological needs (86). Presence of metals not required
in biological processes (toxic metals) can become harmful at very low concentrations.
Insufficiency of an essential metal can cause deleterious effects such as cessation of growth
or death, simply because of the lack of these ions to perform the biological functions required
of them. Depletion or excess of metal ions may interfere with function of metal dependent
enzymes that in turn can lead to activation of a host of stress responses. Therefore, bacterial
cells have a variety of mechanisms to maintain metal homeostasis, such as the presence of
uptake or efflux systems (high affinity transporters, porins), metal sequestration
(siderophores), two component sensor systems, enzymatic alteration, and detoxification (43,
85). The efficiency of these homeostatic systems has been displayed by the observation that
some organisms can restrict concentrations of free metal ions to less than one atom per cell
(23, 90, 103).
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The dramatic effects of metal ions on cells have become clearer with the increased
use of transcriptomic and proteomic approaches to characterize metal starvation and stress
responses (43). Often, the genes that are most strongly and rapidly regulated in response to
changes in metal ion status are controlled by metalloregulatory systems. Metalloregulation
here refers to the regulation of gene expression in direct response to metal ion availability
(88). Many cells often rely on the ability of metalloregulatory proteins to coordinate the
expression of transport, storage and metal cofactor synthesis proteins. These proteins may
involve transcription factors that act as co-repressors (Fur/DtxR/NikR families), which bind
directly to the cognate metal ion and repress genes involved in metal ion uptake (39). In
other cases, metal ion resistance, efflux or detoxification genes are induced when the cognate
metal ion triggers derepression of a repressor (ArsR/SmtB family) or activates an activator
protein (MerR family) (39). Some metal sensing regulators are highly sensitive; a
transcriptional regulator called CueR (23) in Escherichia coli responds in vitro to a
concentration of copper in the zeptomolar range (10-21 M). Homeostatic balance of metal
metabolism is also regulated at the protein level, through rapid internalization and
degradation of uptake proteins and relocation of exporters to the plasma membrane upon
metal exposure (55, 96). Post-transcriptional regulation at the level of mRNA stability is also
known to play an important role in iron metabolism (41).
In the case of molybdate regulation in E. coli, metalloregulation is attributed to a
transcription factor named ModE. It is responsible for the molybdate dependent repression
of the modABC operon, which encodes the molybdenum ABC transporter, allowing for tight
control of internal cellular concentrations of molybdenum (35). The dimeric ModE protein
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binds tungstate or molybdate with the same affinity (Kd of 0.8 μM) (7), the ModE-molybdate
complex binds to the promoter region of the modABC operon and prevents transcription.
ModE was found also to regulate the transcription of the moa genes involved in the early
steps of Moco and Wco biosynthesis (74). In addition, ModE also regulates a variety of
genes associated with molybdoenzymes such as DMSO reductase (73), and nitrate reductase
(122).
ModE regulation does not appear to be universal; only some organisms encode a
modE homolog in their genome. P. furiosus does not contain a modE homolog, nor do any of
the sequenced archaeal genomes. These organisms may have alternative regulatory systems
for molybdate and tungstate metabolism. The regulation of tungstate metabolism in P.
furiosus is virtually unknown. The questions we have been interested in regarding general
tungstate homeostasis in P. furiosus include the following: Is there regulation of tungstate
specific transporters, tungstoenzymes, and Wco synthesis and how is this regulation reflected
in the transcriptome and proteome of P. furiosus? Many questions remain about the
mechanisms of metal homeostasis in archaea that live in metal rich biotopes, and the use of a
functional genomics approach may be helpful in determining these mechanisms. This
approach is especially useful in studying hyperthermophilic archaea as there are limited
genetic tools available.

1.9 Functional Genomics
Currently, there are 987 genomes that have been sequenced (62), most of which are
bacterial (825), some eukaryal (104) and lastly archaeal (58). Following the determination of
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these genomic sequences, research has increasingly been focused on elucidating the functions
of these gene products. The goal of functional genomics is essentially the exploration of
gene function on a global scale. Instead of studying each gene or protein as a single entity,
new, so-called ‘omics’ technologies (e.g. genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics,
metabolomics, interactomics) allow researchers to analyze large numbers of genes or proteins
simultaneously (27, 53) (Figure 1-7). Collectively, the use of these –omic technology
platforms is intended to provide researchers with a ‘systems-level’ understanding of biology,
where the cell is the ‘system’, and focus is on understanding a system’s complex networks,
structure and dynamics. The two major areas of research that will be discussed in this review
are transcriptomics and proteomics, particularly as applied to archaeal research.
Transcriptomics provides information on the presence and relative abundance of
RNA transcripts, thereby indicating the active components within the cell. This often
includes analysis of an organism’s transcriptome, which reflects all the genes actively
expressed at any given time and thus providing a genome-wide profile under a given
condition. Proteomics aims to identify and quantify the cellular levels of each protein that is
encoded by the genome. Any of the ‘omics’ techniques also requires the use of
bioinformatics for assimilation of large amounts of data and interpretation. Equally
important is the development of new techniques to expand the scope of research in each of
these fields. Investigations typically use large-scale assays in which many of the genes or
proteins of an organism can be measured and tracked in parallel through space and time or
under different environmental conditions.
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1.10 Transcriptome Analysis
Since virtually all changes in cellular states are correlated with fluctuations in the
mRNA levels, transcription patterns can be very useful in elucidating the function of
unknown genes, regulatory pathways, and networks (28). In bacteria, the majority of gene
regulation is controlled at the levels of transcription initiation and mRNA turnover. One
revolutionary technology in analysis of the transcriptome is DNA microarrays, a powerful
tool for studying transcriptional patterns. Prior to microarray technology, it was only
possible to characterize gene expression a few genes at a time, but with this new technology,
simultaneous analysis of the expression of thousands of known and unknown genes can be
followed, providing a snapshot of the transcriptome under various biological and
environmental stimuli.
The use of genomic-based tools such as microarrays is particularly relevant as the
availability of robust genetic systems for hyperthermophiles is still limited. Although there
has been considerable progress in development of tools for archaeal genetics (5), those for P.
furiosus are still lacking. The published genome reported 2065 genes for P. furiosus, and
nearly 50% of these genes have no functional assignments, are conserved hypothetical or
hypothetical genes (109). A recent report predicts that many of the genes in P. furiosus are
in operons, and the use of microarray expression data was used to verify these predictions
(132). Transcriptional analyses have also proved to be a useful tool for the annotation of
members of expanded gene families, suggesting possible regulators and associated networks
(26). Such approaches have been widely used to probe the physiology of P. furiosus, from
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the effects of different carbon substrates (25, 118) gamma irradiation (142), sulfur
metabolism (119), to heat and cold shock (124, 140).
Transcriptomic analyses are particularly informative when coupled to chemostat or
continuous cultures (25, 123). In these studies, the physiological state of the culture and
experimental setup are tightly controlled and only one parameter is varied, allowing for
analysis of global regulatory effects apart from such variables as growth phase transitions,
and nutrient or waste product limitations. Microarray analysis can also generate new lines of
experimentation and implicate previously uncharacterized open reading frames (ORFs)
identified by genome sequencing in biological processes. For example, in a recent report by
Lipscomb et al. (63), the discovery of a sulfur response regulator, SurR, in P. furiosus was
based on patterns of regulation in hydrogenase operons revealed by DNA microarray
experiments. Clearly, the utilization of transcriptional response patterns to complement
biochemical characterization of unknown ORFs can be extremely powerful.

1.11 Proteome Analysis
In order to obtain a systems-level understanding of the cell, transcriptional analysis
can be complemented with an understanding of the translational patterns gleaned from
studies of the proteome. Proteome analysis is important in understanding global regulatory
processes since gene expression profiles do not always directly relate to protein expression
levels (89). This is due to protein abundance also being influenced by protein stability,
translation rate, modulation of transcript abundance, posttranslational modifications (PTMs)
and half life; therefore, mRNA cannot always be a predictor of protein abundance (38, 139).
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An organism’s proteome consists of all the expressed proteins at a given time (95),
and as such reflects the physiological state of the cell at the time and condition of sampling.
Recently, proteome analysis in conjunction with transcriptional profiles has been applied to
numerous bacteria (mostly) and archaea. For example, such approaches have been applied to
E. coli to understand the effects of high cell density cultivation (146), and to Bacillus subtilis
in response to amino acid availability (68). Recently, Schmid et al. (117) analyzed the
transcriptome, proteome, ATP and growth changes of the halophilic archaeon Halobacterium
salinarum NRC-1 to create a model of cellular oxygen response. In P. furiosus, Trauger et al.
(133) attempted to correlate the global molecular changes in the transcriptome, proteome,
and metabolome during a cold adaptation response. Although there are an increasing number
of these combined approaches to studying the physiology of microorganisms, there are much
fewer of these that have been conducted for hyperthermophilic archaea. While the
microarray platforms are generally well developed for model hyperthermophilic archaea such
as P. furiosus (25), Sulfolobus solfataricus (131) and Thermotoga maritima (26), the
techniques available for whole proteome analysis present many challenges for
hyperthermophilic proteins.

1.12 Hyperthermophilic Proteomics
A simplified scheme of proteome analysis is presented in Figure 1-8. The input is the
proteome in all its complexity, the processing steps for proteins or peptides may include a
variety of the listed tools, and the raw data are then processed by software to produce
information on the proteins detected (93). Currently, most of the proteome analysis on
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hyperthermophiles employs the popular strategies of two dimensional gel electrophoresis
(2DE), and mass spectrometry (MS) (33, 61, 92, 125, 130). In fact, P. furiosus was one of
the first archaeal species whose proteome was examined using 2DE/MS, and approximately
60 proteins were identified in each study (45, 61).
In 2DE, proteins of interest are generally resolved by molecular mass and isoelectric
point (pI), then extracted (either the protein or more often, its constituent peptides from ‘ingel’ digestion by proteases), purified and analyzed subsequently by MS (34, 87). MS is
currently one of the most important tools in proteomics, and is overwhelmingly used as the
technology base for protein identification from 2D gels (71). With the availability of
complete genomic sequences, proteins isolated from a given cell type no longer need to be
identified by de novo sequencing (Edman degradation) but can instead be identified by
correlating the molecular masses of short peptides with those predicted from sequence
databases (149).
The integration of MS and 2DE technology has resulted in thousands of protein
species that can be separated, detected and quantified, and hundreds of the detected proteins
can be identified by mostly automated sequential analysis of peptide mixtures generated by
digestion of individual gel spots (94). In addition, the information obtained from a 2D gel (pI
and mass) adds validity to the MS based protein identification. However, this technique is
limited by detection sensitivity, too large/small or acidic/basic proteins are missed. In
addition, there are problems with protein comigration and solubility. Finally, this technique
tends to favor high abundance proteins. This is substantiated by the class of proteins
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identified routinely by 2DE/MS suggesting that it does not represent a truly global technique
(94).
Due to these limitations, ‘shotgun’ proteomics was developed as an alternative
approach for profiling of the proteome. This technique involves solution proteolysis of a
complex mixture of proteins (e.g. whole cell lysate), followed by chromatographic separation
of peptides prior to MS analysis (Figure 1-9). In this ‘bottom-up’ approach, a very
heterogeneous protein mixture is converted to a more homogenous mix of peptides (usually
by proteolytic digestion with trypsin), then the peptides are separated by liquid
chromatography (e.g. reverse phase or tandem) and often coupled with electrospray
ionization tandem mass spectrometry (ESI-MS/MS) for peptide identification. The
chromatography step is necessary to resolve the extremely large number of peptides, prior to
sequencing by MS. The peptides are first injected onto a micro- or nano-scale capillary high
performance liquid chromatography column (HPLC/LC) that is coupled directly to, or is ‘online’ with the mass spectrometer. These columns are small (50-150μm inner diameter) and
packed uniformly so that peptides are eluted in as small of a volume as possible since signal
intensity in a mass spectrum is directly proportional to the analyte concentration. Peptides
are eluted in order of their hydrophobicity from the HPLC, and when the peptide species
arrives at the end of the column, it flows through a needle where at the tip, the liquid is
vaporized, and the peptide is ionized by the action of a strong electric potential (ESI). Once
these peptide ions enter the mass spectrometer, they are guided and manipulated by electric
fields according to their mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio. Finally, ions strike the detector and
create a signal that allows for determination of their identities. In shotgun proteomics a
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tandem mass spectrometer is required because of its capabilities to isolate ions, fragment
them and then measure the mass to charge ratio of the fragments. It is in the interpretation of
the tandem mass spectra where peptides can be identified.
There are many modifications to this general scheme, such as a combination of
chromatography columns for better resolution (size exclusion, cation/anion exchange), and
the use of other ionization sources (matrix assisted laser desorption ionization or MALDI).
In addition, there are a variety of mass spectrometer types to choose from (quadropole, time
of flight, ion traps), which primarily differ in how they determine the m/z ratios of the
peptides. All of these instruments generate a mass spectrum, which is a recording of the
signal intensity of the ion at each value of the m/z scale (units of Daltons per charge). These
peptide fragmentation spectrums contain sufficient information to match it uniquely to a
peptide sequence in the database based on the observed and expected fragment ions. Several
different algorithms are used to search sequence databases with tandem MS spectra data,
such as PeptideSearch, Sequest, and Mascot.
The advantage of the shotgun method is that because a 2D gel is avoided, a greater
number of proteins in the mixture can be represented. This method has facilitated the
identification of thousands of expressed proteins in a single series of experiments (138). The
disadvantage is an immense amount of time and computing power required to deconvolute
the data.
The viability of shotgun proteomics for global protein profiling was first shown in a
study identifying more than 1400 proteins from Saccharomyces cerevisiae, including low
abundance proteins (138). This general methodology, combined with additional digestion,
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and sequential denaturation steps was applied to investigate the proteome of the
hyperthermophile Methanococcus jannaschii and resulted in the identification of 963
proteins, representing ~54% of the whole genome (150). A combination of shotgun and 2DE
techniques resulted in the identification of nearly 1400 proteins from another
hyperthermophile, Sulfolobus solfataricus (24).
Research focused on the P. furiosus proteome using non-gel methods is very limited,
and only two such reports have been published (76, 133). The first resulted in identification
of 195 proteins using an acid cleavable detergent to process the protein mixture, and peptide
separation with reverse phase chromatography prior to MS (133). The most recent report
performed large-scale fractionation of the native proteome of P. furiosus using nondenaturing sequential column chromatography to reveal protein complexes (76). In this
study, a total of 967 proteins were identified by MS (nano LC-ESI-MS/MS), but this method
is not amenable to high throughput proteome analysis.
For a successful shotgun approach to protein identification with MS, efficient protein
degradation/digestion is the key (147). However, hyperthermophilic archaeal studies have
been limited because the complicated sample processing steps often required for this are
labor and time intensive, large sample sizes are required, and most membrane proteins
remain insoluble during processing.
One of the major obstacles in sample processing of hyperthermophilic proteins is
generating peptides from the cell lysate for the chromatography and MS steps. Due to the
inherent thermostability of these proteins, they often have higher resistance to proteases,
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detergents, and solvents (136), which are key enzymes and chemical reagents required for
protein denaturation and proteolysis prior to chromatography and MS.
In one study, high temperature proteolytic digest of a highly stable virus capsid using
a thermophilic thermolysin was efficient (10), but the lack of cleavage specificity can be a
problem for MS identification. In another report, simple thermal denaturation (50-90°C) of a
protein prior to trypsin digestion led to sufficient peptide fragments; however, this was
performed on mesophilic proteins. Some alternative methods for enzymatic digestion of
proteins use chemical means such as cyanogen bromide (CNBr) and acids (formic,
hydrochloric).

The most widely used is CNBr, which cleaves proteins at methionine

residues. Although the reaction is highly specific, the infrequency of this residue in most
proteins yields large peptide fragments and is not useful for MS analyses. Acid cleavage
using hydrochloric, trifluoroacetic, or formic acid coupled with a thermal denaturation step is
increasingly popular and efficient means for peptide generation (60, 147, 148).
Based on these studies, we developed a new shotgun proteomics technique to tackle
the problem of the highly proteolytically resistant P. furiosus proteome. Discussion of these
results is presented in Chapter 3. However, the proteome analysis is from batch culture of
the organism in 0.5 mM tungstate of defined media and as expected, not directly comparable
to transcriptomic data in Chapter 2, where experiments were performed in continuous
cultures. Nonetheless, we feel this data is useful for cataloging the proteome under one
defined condition and the data can be used in an effort to further annotate the genome. This
new sample preparation technique will enable extensive proteomics data to be obtained for
this organism in the future and from other recalcitrant proteomes.
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1.13

CONCLUSIONS

The ubiquity of metals in biological systems and the discovery that these elements
perform a myriad of indispensable functions in living organisms necessitates their further
investigation. This is particularly relevant in microorganisms as it has been recognized that
they play a critical role in the biogeochemical cycling of elements. In this review we have
highlighted the bioelement tungsten and various aspects of its metabolism in
microorganisms. Thus far, only bacteria and archaea have been found to use tungsten.
Specifically, the hyperthermophilic archaeon, P. furiosus is discussed. It exhibits a tungsten
dependent growth and this is directly linked to its assimilation into the tungsten cofactor.
Synthesis of this cofactor, its utilization in tungstoenzymes and its regulation are expanding
fields of study in tungsten biology. Given the importance of this element, especially in
model organisms such as P. furiosus, tungsten metabolism will be explored using a
functional genomics approach. Technologies such as whole genome microarray analysis and
development of proteome profiling techniques will enable a systems-level understanding of
tungsten homeostasis in this important extremophile.
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Table 1-1 Essential metal requirements. Modified from van Bakel and Wijmenga (134)
Element
Copper

Symbol
Cu

Described in
Archaea
Bacteria
Eukaryotes

Iron

Fe

Zinc

Zn

Manganese

Mn

Archaea
Bacteria
Eukaryotes
Archaea
Bacteria
Eukaryotes
Bacteria

Chromium

Cr

Eukaryotes
Eukaryotes(Human)

Molybdenum

Mo

Bacteria
Eukaryotes

Selenium

Se

Eukaryotes

Vanadium

V

Tungsten

W

Cobalt

Co

Nickel

Ni

Bacteria
Fungi
Archaea
Bacteria
Bacteria
Fungi
Bacteria

Boron

B

Bacteria
Eukaryotes
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Examples of use
Respiratory chain
Iron metabolism
Cu/Zn Superoxide
dismutase (SOD)
Respiratory chain
Iron-sulfur clusters
Fe SOD; Hemoglobin
Zn finger proteins
Zn hydrolases
Cu/Zn SOD
Serine-Tyrosine-Threonine
phosphatases
Mg SOD
Insulin metabolism;
Chromodulin
Sulfite oxidases; nitrate
reductases
Aldehyde oxidases;
Xanthine dehydrogenases
Glutathione peroxidase;
Thioredoxin reductase;
Formate dehydrogenase
Nitrogenases
Chloroperoxidases
Aldehyde oxidoreductases
Formate dehydrogenase
Vitamin B12
Electron carriers
Ureases;NiFehydrogenases;
CO dehydrogenases;
Glyoxalases; Methylene
diureases; Ni-SOD
Cell wall
AI-2 cell communication

Table 1-2 Physical and chemical properties of tungsten and molybdenum. Modified from
Kletzin (56).
Element
Atomic number
Average atomic weight
Stable isotopes (above 9%
abundance)
Unstable isotopes used in
labeling
Electronic configuration of
outer shell
Atomic radii (Å)
Ionic radii for IV oxidation
state (Å)
Electronegativity
pKa of oxo acid (MO42/HMO4-)b

Tungsten (W)
74
183.85
182, 183a, 184, 186

Molybdenum (Mo)
42
95.94
92, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98

185 (β-)

99 (β-)

4f14 5d4 6s2

4d5 5s1

1.40
0.68

1.40
0.68

1.4
4.60

1.3
3.87

0.86
1.33
Solubility (g/l) of Na2MO4
(25°C)bc
M = O bond length (Å)
1.76
1.76
Melting point (°C)
3410
2610
3
Density (g/cm )
19
10
a 183
W has an unstable nuclear isomer
b
M represents W or Mo
c
There is great variability in the reports on the solubility of tungstate salts (57, 101).
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Table 1-3 Metals in various types of hydrothermal fluids. Adapted from Holden and Adams
(44).
Metal
Biological
MOSCs
BABs
SMVs
Seawater
(conc.)
response
Fe (mM)
D, A
0.01-1362
1.2-2.9
0-0.9
0.000061
Mn (mM)
D
0.1-1150
5.8-7.1
0-0.3
0.000007
Ca (mM)
A
2-109
28-41
0.5-18
10
Mg (mM)
A
0-53
0-53
0.3-67
53
Zn (μM)
T, A
0.7-780
1200-3100
0-17
0.076
Cu (μM)
T, A
0.1-21
15-35
0.02-1.9
0.014
Ni (nM)
T, A
Nd
Nd
2-586
112
Co (nM)
T, A
35-1430
3800-7000
2-287
7
As (nM)
T, D
30-1074
6000-11000
8-1789
35
Se (nM)
T, D, A
0.6-103
Nd
10-456
11
Mo (nM)
A
1-33
Nd
3-4200
104
W (nM)
A
2
Nd
0.5-315
0.5
Abbreviations: A, assimilatory reaction; D, dissimilatory reaction; Nd, no available data; T,
toxicity response; Deep-sea hydrothermal vents along: mid-ocean spreading centers
(MOSCs), marine back-arc basins (BABs), and shallow marine vents (SMVs).
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Table 1-4 Tungsten cofactor biosynthesis homologs in P. furiosus.
Gene ID
PF0090
PF0849
PF0372
PF1854
PF0345
PF0543
PF1605
PF0100
PF0080
PF0081

Wco Biosynthesis
homolog
MoaA
MoaA
MoaB*
MoaC
MoaD2
MoaD1
MoaD3
MoaE
ModA/WtpA#
ModB/WtpB

Wco Biosynthesis gene function

cPMP synthesis
cPMP synthesis
Catalyze MPT adenylylation
cPMP synthesis
Molybdopterin synthase
Molybdopterin synthase
Molybdopterin synthase
Molybdopterin synthase
Molybdenum/tungsten transport: binding protein
Molybdenum/tungsten transport: integral
membrane protein
PF0082
ModC/WtpC
Molybdenum/tungsten transport: ATP binding
protein
PF0003
MoeB
Activation of MoaD
PF0009
MoeB
Activation of MoaD
PF1289
MoeB
Activation of MoaD
PF0542
MoeA1
Insertion/Activation of molybdenum or tungsten
PF1783
MoaA2
Insertion/Activation of molybdenum or tungsten
PF0618
MobA
MPT guanine dinucleotide synthase
PF2041
MobA
MPT guanine dinucleotide synthase
PF1954
MobB
GTP binding protein
* PF0372 characterized by Bevers et al. (14)
# PF0080 characterized by Bevers et al. (13)
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Figure 1-1 Small subunit ribosomal RNA-based phylogenetic tree. The thick lines represent
hyperthermophile containing lineages. Adapted from Stetter (129).
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Figure 1-2 Proposed glycolytic pathway in Pyrococcus furiosus. Adapted from Adams et
al. (1).
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Figure 1-3 Proposed peptidolytic pathway in Pyrococcus furiosus. Adapted from Adams et
al. (1).
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Figure 1-4 (a) Geographic location of Vulcano Island, Italy; (b) Sampling sites of trace
elements in the thermal groundwaters of Vulcano island; (c) closer view of sampling sites,
shaded area on La Fossa crater indicates the location of the fumarolic field. Adapted from
Aiuppa et al. (3).
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Figure 1-5 Structure of tungsten containing pterin cofactors and intermediates. Tungsten
containing metal binding pterin (W-MPT), tungsto-bispterin (W-bis-MPT), tungsto-bispterin
guanine dinucleotide (W-bis-MGD). Adapted from Bevers (11).
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Figure 1-6 Schematic overview of proposed tungsten cofactor biosynthesis. Abbreviations
of the intermediates are written in bold on the left side of their structures, and the enzymes
that catalyze the steps are depicted on the right side of the arrows. The bracketed MPT
structure is a hypothetical intermediate. The metal coordinating the dithiolene ligands in
MPT is indicated by an X as this atom is not known. In the crystal structure of plant Cnx1G
this metal was found to be a copper ion. Adapted from Bevers (11).
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Figure 1-7 ‘Omics’ used for a systems level understanding of biology. Omics data sets that
describe almost all biomolecules in the cell are starting to become available, and can
generally be classified into three categories: components, interactions, and functional states
data. Components data detail the molecular content of the cell or system, interactions data
specify links between molecular components, and functional-states data provide an integrated
readout of all omics data types by revealing the overall cellular phenotype. Adapted from
Joyce and Palsson (53).
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INPUT
- Proteome

PROCESSING
- Sample preparation:
Extraction, enrichment, digestion
- Separation tools for data

OUTPUT
- Identification
- Quantification
- Characterization

collecting:
1. Fractionation:
Differential extraction
Centrifugation
Chromatography
2. Electrophoresis:
1- or 2D-gel
Capillary electrophoresis
3. Mass Spectrometry:
Survey scan (MS)
Tandem MS (MS/MS)
4. Bioinformatic software for data processing

Figure 1-8 Schematic of proteome analysis. Input for the system is the proteome in all its
complexity, e.g. a whole cell lysate. In the processing step, proteins or peptides are separated
and analyzed by the listed tools. MS/MS is also a powerful peptide separation (isolation)
technique. The raw data (tandem mass spectra) are further processed by software to produce
information about the identity, quantity and characteristics of the proteins detected. Modified
from Peng and Gygi (94).
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Figure 1-9 Protein profiling by shotgun proteomics. Complex mixtures of proteins are
proteolyzed in solution, and resulting peptides are simplified by chromatographic separation
prior to MS/MS sequencing. Often protein separation and enrichment is carried out before
digestion by protein chromatography, SDS-PAGE, or organelle purification. Adapted from
Resing and Ahn (108).
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ABSTRACT
Almost all organisms have molybdenum or tungsten containing enzymes where the metal is
bound by the dithiolene moiety of a member of the molybdenum/tungsten cofactor family.
The structure of the cofactor may vary, but the basic component in all cases is a
phosphorylated, tricyclic pterin molecule termed molybdopterin (MPT). The synthesis of the
MPT is highly conserved, and homologs of the biosynthetic proteins can be found in all
domains of life. Biosynthesis of the molybdenum cofactor (Moco) has been extensively
studied in various organisms; however, studies on tungsten cofactor (Wco) synthesis,
particularly in archaea, is still in its early stages. In this study, we investigated the Moco
biosynthesis homologs, moaD, moaE, and moeA from the tungsten dependent archaeon
Pyrococcus furiosus to determine if they participate in cofactor formation. The in vivo
activity studies entailed complementing Escherichia coli strains mutant in moaD, moaE or
moeA with expression plasmids carrying the P. furiosus homologs and assaying for
restoration of the molybdoenzyme nitrate reductase activity. Complementary in vitro studies
were performed using the mutant strains and purified P. furiosus homologs. Our findings
indicate that the P. furiosus moaD and moaE homologs tested did not reconstitute cofactor
biosynthesis, however moeA2 functionality was confirmed.
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2.1

INTRODUCTION

Tungsten (W) plays an important role as the active center in all tungstoenzymes
examined thus far. The metal is chelated by the tungsten cofactor (Wco) analogous to the
molybdenum cofactor (Moco) in molybdoenzymes, where it is covalently bound via the
dithiolate moiety of a conserved tricyclic pterin referred to as molybdopterin or metal
binding pterin (MPT). Conservation of the MPT is reflected in the conserved biosynthetic
pathway, which has been studied in Arabidopsis thaliana, Homo sapiens, Aspergillus
nidulans, and most extensively in Escherichia coli (16). Genes encoding highly homologous
proteins involved in Moco biosynthesis have been identified in virtually all organisms from
archaea to humans, indicating that this pathway is highly conserved (16)
In E. coli, molybdenum cofactor biosynthesis comprises four steps: (1) conversion of
GTP to cyclic pyranopterin monophosphate (cPMP) through the action of moaA and moaC
gene products (21, 31), (2) transformation of cPMP to MPT by MPT synthase (19), (3) MPT
adenylylation, followed by insertion of molybdenum onto MPT to form Moco, mediated by
MoeA and MogA proteins or their orthologs (12, 14, 24, 26, 34) and, (4) in E. coli
attachment of GMP to form MPT-guanine dinucleotide by MobA (6, 7).
The Wco biosynthesis pathway is thought to proceed in a fashion similar to that seen
for Moco (Figure 2-1). Indeed, genome analysis of the hyperthermophilic archaeon,
Pyrococcus furiosus, an organism so far known only to have tungstoenzymes, was found to
contain a number of biosynthesis homologs (Table 2-1). It became immediately apparent
that P. furiosus has several homologs for some of these proteins, whether they have different
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functions in vivo is unknown. Interestingly, in this analysis, it does not appear that P.
furiosus has a homolog to the molybdenum cofactor biosynthesis regulator modE.
Regulation of tungsten metabolism in this important model organism is practically unknown.
Recently, Bevers et al. (3) characterized the MoaB protein from P. furiosus that is
homologous to the bacterial MogA protein. It catalyzes the adenylylation of MPT, which has
been confirmed to be essential for the subsequent step of metal insertion. In order to further
explore the role of these homologs in Wco biosynthesis, we have investigated two of the
MoaD, MoaE, and the MoeA homologs from P. furiosus.
In E. coli, the moaD and moaE gene products form the MPT synthase responsible for
the conversion of cPMP to MPT. The synthase complex introduces two sulfurs to cPMP to
form the dithiolene group on MPT, thus catalyzing the final step in the biosynthesis of MPT
(18, 19). The MPT synthase complex is composed of two MoaE (large) and two MoaD
(small) subunits in a heterotetrameric structure (18, 19). The two MoaE subunits form a
central dimer, and the MoaD subunits are located at opposite ends of the dimer (22). Each
MoaD monomer contacts only one of the two MoaE monomers, with the C-terminus of each
MoaD subunit deeply inserted into a pocket in one of the MoaE subunits to form one active
site at each MoaE-MoaD interface. The MoaD C-terminus contains a highly conserved
glycine-glycine motif, where the terminal glycine forms a thiocarboxylate (29, 30). The
sulfur atoms on the thiocarboxylate are donated to form the dithiolene group on MPT,
therefore after each round of MPT biosynthesis the thiocarboxylate must be regenerated for
the next reaction (5). This is thought to be the role of MoeB and a yet unidentified
sulfurtransferase protein (10, 11). Interestingly, although various dinucleotide derivatives of
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Moco have been identified, in all cases, it is the unique cis-dithiolene moiety of MPT that
chelates molybdenum or tungsten within Moco, indicating their importance. Subsequent
attachment of molybdenum or tungsten to MPT, with or without modifications, produces the
Moco or Wco. The activation and attachment of the metal is thought to be catalyzed by
MogA, MoeA and its homologs.
In this study, we have investigated the function of the P. furiosus MoaD1, MoaD2,
and MoaE homologs. These proteins contain high homology to the characterized E. coli
proteins with many conserved residues important in the active site (Figures 2-2, 2-3). The
last MoaD3 homolog was not investigated because the original annotation of the genome
indicated that it was a hypothetical protein during our initial analysis and similarity to the
characterized MoaD from E. coli was not previously indicated. In addition, studies on P.
furiosus MoeA1 and MoeA2 were conducted to confirm previous work done by E. M.
Malotky (15) (M.S. thesis) and to provide positive controls in the form of E. coli MoeA to
validate those results.
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2.2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.2.1

Bacterial Strains and Plasmids
The bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study are presented in Table 2-2 and 2-

3.

2.2.2

Construction of Escherichia coli BW545 moaD and moaE Mutant Strains
For disruption of the molybdenum cofactor biosynthesis genes moaD and moaE in E.

coli strain BW545, the PCR-based one step inactivation of chromosomal gene method by
Datsenko and Wanner (4) was used. The pKD4 plasmid, which contains a kanamycin
resistance gene cassette, was used as the template for generation of PCR fragments encoding
the kanamycin resistance marker and homologous DNA regions for the target genes (moaD
and moaE). The primers consist of 60 bases, which include 40 that are homologous to the
flanking region of the target genes and 20 bases that are complementary to the kanamycin
resistance cassette. A PCR was performed with these primers using Pfu polymerase and a
thermocycler program that ran a temperature gradient for the annealing step in order to
optimize for product. Cycling parameters were as follows: 95°C for 5 min, 37°C for 1.5 min,
72°C for 2 min, 95°C for 30 s, 42°C for 30 s, 72°C for 2 min, 95°C for 30 s, 65-45°C
gradient for 30 s, 72°C for 2 min, 72°C for 7 min. The PCR products were gel purified
(Qiagen Qiaquick PCR purification kit, Valencia, CA), eluted in 50 μl of EB buffer and a 1%
TAE gel was run to verify the product.
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In preparation for the electroporation of the purified PCR products, BW545 was
transformed with pKD46 using the standard calcium chloride method or by electroporation
and plated onto Luria-Bertani (LB) agar containing 100 ug/ml ampicillin and incubated
overnight at room temperature (~25°C). pKD46 is a helper plasmid, which carries the phage
λ Red recombinase and is L-arabinose inducible. This plasmid is cured from cells when the
incubation temperature is raised to 37°C. Transformants carrying pKD46 were grown in a
room temperature shaker in 10 ml SOB medium containing 0.02% L-arabinose and 100
ug/ml ampicillin until the O.D.600 reached 0.6. Cells were harvested by centrifuging the
cultures at 3,500 RPM in a Beckman C1015 rotor for 15 min at 4°C. Cell pellets were
washed with 5 mls of ice-cold 10% glycerol, then centrifuged at 3,500 RPM for 5 min, the
supernatant was decanted, and the washing steps were repeated three times. Next, the cells
(BW545/pKD46) were suspended in 100 μl of 10% glycerol and 50 μl aliquots were placed
into two separate electroporation cuvettes. The moaD or moaE specific PCR products (10 μl
or ~1 μg) were added to the 50 μl of the suspended cells and no DNA was added to the other
50 μl of cells as a negative control. Electroporation was done by using a Gene pulser (BioRad, Hercules, CA) set at 2.5 V, 200 Ω, and 25 μF according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Immediately after electroporation, 1ml of pre-warmed SOC medium was added
to the shocked cells, the cuvette inverted four times to gently mix, and contents transferred
from the electroporation cuvette to a 15 ml falcon tube and incubated for 1 h at room
temperature. Next 100 μl of the electroporated cells were plated onto LB agar plates
supplemented with 50 ug/ml of kanamycin, while the remainder of the cells in the sample
were pelleted and resuspended in 100 μl of LB and plated as the concentrated sample. The
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plates were incubated at 37°C overnight. The incubation of the plates selected for antibiotic
resistant transformants and cured pKD46 from the strain.
The resultant transformants were verified as BW545 ΔmoaD::Kan (AML001) or
BW545 ΔmoaE::Kan (AML002) by RT-PCR analysis using RT-primers moaD, and moaE,
to ensure that the wild-type genes had been deleted and replaced with the antibiotic marker.
In addition, the RT-primers for moaA, moaB, moaC genes were included in the PCR to
ensure that no polar effects were observed in creation of the knockout mutants.
To verify that deletion of moaD and moaE genes in BW545 disrupted the formation
of the molybdopterin cofactor essential in nitrate reductase, activity of this enzyme was
evaluated. Cultures of the mutant were grown overnight anaerobically in 30 ml of LB media
and 50 ug/ml of kanamycin, cells from the overnight culture were collected by centrifugation
at 6,000 RPM. Pelleted cells were washed in 500 μl of 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer, and
resuspended in 1 ml of this buffer. Cells were sonicated, transferred to stoppered glass test
tubes and vacuum/sparged to make the cell extracts anaerobic. Controls in the form of
wildtype BW545 and a Moco synthesis mutant strain, BW545 ΔMoaA::Tn10 knockout, were
used. Nitrate reductase activities were determined using a nitrite colorimetric determination
method (17). Each reaction mixture contained in a 0.5 ml total volume: 0.1 ml of 50 mM
NaNO3, QS 0.1 M NaPO4, 0.07 ml 1 mM benzyl viologen, 10 μl cell extract for the mutant
strains and 5 μl for the wild type extract, 0.05 ml 20 mM sodium dithionite. Mixtures were
incubated for 5 min at room temperature before adding 0.5 ml 1% sulfanilic acid (in 20%
HCL) and 0.5 ml 0.02 % N-1(naphthyl-ethylene) diamine HCl. The solutions were allowed
to develop at room temperature for 10 min,and if the color development was strong, a 1:10
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dilution was made of the reaction and the absorbance was read at 540nm. If there was debris
from the cell extract in the reaction mixture, a centrifugation step was applied to the mixture
and the recovered supernatant was then used for absorbance readings. Nitrate reductase
activity was not observed for AML001 and AML002 mutants and this confirmed the
successful deletion of moaD and moaE in disruption of molybdopterin cofactor synthesis.

2.2.3

Construction of Recombinant Pyrococcus furiosus moaD1, moaD2, moaE and
Escherichia coli moaD, moaE, and moeA Expression Plasmids in pBAD His
vectors
P. furiosus moaD1, moaD2, moaE and control E. coli moaD, moaE, and moeA

expression plasmids were constructed in the pBAD His vectors (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA)
following the manufacturer’s protocol. The appropriate vectors, pBAD His A, B, or C
vectors were chosen for each construct to provide a N-terminus His-tag for each recombinant
protein. P. furiosus moaD1, moaD2, moaE genes were obtained by PCR amplification using
P. furiosus template DNA and gene-specific primers with engineered XhoI and EcoRI
restriction sites in the forward and reverse primers, respectively. E. coli moaD, moaE, and
moeA genes were obtained by PCR amplification using E. coli BW545 template DNA and
gene-specific primers engineered with XhoI and EcoRI restriction sites in the forward and
reverse primers, respectively. The PCR amplification was performed using P. furiosus DNA
polymerase, and an Icycler (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) programmed for 1 cycle at 95 °C for 5
min, 57 °C for 30 s, and 72°C for 30 s, followed by 39 cycles with each cycle consisting of
denaturation for 30 s at 95°C, annealing at 57°C for 30 s, and extension at 72°C for 30 s
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followed by 72°C for 7 min and hold at 4°C. The resulting PCR products (PfmoaD1,
PfmoaD2, PfmoaE, EcmoaD, EcmoaE, EcmoeA) were purified using the Qiaquick PCR
purification kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) and digested with the restriction enzymes XhoI and
EcoRI for cloning into the appropriate XhoI/EcoRI digested pBAD/His vector (Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA). All expression plasmids were sequenced. There were no mutations or
incorrect stop codons, and all were in frame with the corresponding His vector. The
resulting vectors are listed in Table 2-3, and were transformed into E. coli strain Top10 for
protein expression.

2.2.4

Expression and Purification of Recombinant His-tagged Pyrococcus furiosus
MoaD1, MoaD2, MoaE, MoeA1, MoeA2 and Escherichia coli MoaD, MoaE, and
MoeA Proteins
Expression of proteins using the pBAD/His vectors is controlled by the E. coli

araBAD promoter. High level induction of recombinant N-terminal His-tagged protein
production is in response to the presence of L-arabinose in the growth media. For initial
optimization of recombinant protein production, 10 ml cultures of Top10 cells were
transformed with one of the expression plasmids (pAML1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, pELM3), cultured in
LB medium and varying final concentrations of L-arabinose (0.02% - 2%) were added when
O.D. 600 of 0.6 was reached. Protein expression was monitored using visual detection of
Coomassie-stained 12.5% polyacrylamide gels. Based on the optimization experiments, the
following conditions were generally used for 1 L expressions of recombinant protein: all
expression plasmids were transformed into Top10 cells for overexpression, cells were grown
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in LB medium containing 100 μg/ml ampicillin at 37°C with shaking at 200 RPM to an O.D.
600

of 0.6, L-arabinose was added to a final concentration of 0.02% and the cultures incubated

for 4 h for over-induction. Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 7,500 RPM for 20 min
in a Sorvall RC-58; the cell pellets were weighed, resuspended in 20 mM NaPO4, 1 mM
benzamidine-HCl, pH 7.2 (3 ml per g of cells) and stored in the -80°C freezer.
For protein purification, cell pellets were thawed, and cells broken by three passages
through a French press (20,000 lb/in2). A cleared supernatant was prepared by centrifuging
the broken cell suspension at 15,000 RPM for 30 min at 4°C in a Sorvall RC-58 centrifuge.
During the purification of P. furiosus recombinant proteins, contaminating E. coli proteins
were initially removed from the protein extracts by incubating the extracts at 80°C or 100°C
for 20 min with gentle swirling of the extract every 2 min. The heat treated extracts were then
centrifuged at 15,000 RPM for 20 min at 4°C to pellet denatured protein and to obtain the
clarified cell extract. The E. coli recombinant proteins were not subjected to the heat
treatment step during their purification procedure.
All protein extracts were passed through a 0.45 micron filter unit attached to a syringe
to remove any residual denatured protein prior to loading onto high performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC) columns. The clarified protein extract (heat treated or non heat
treated) was then applied to 0.1 M NiCl2 charged, 5 ml Hi-trapTM chelating HP column
(Amersham Biosciences, Piscattaway,NJ) in binding buffer (20 mM NaPO4, 50 mM NaCl, 1
mM DTT, pH 7.4) at a flow rate of 1 ml/min. The Hi-trap chelating column preferentially
binds His-tagged proteins. Bound protein was eluted in elution buffer (20 mM NaPO4, 0.5 M
NaCl, 0.5 M imidazole, 1 mM DTT, pH 7.4). Eluted fractions containing recombinant
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protein were visually inspected for purity using Coomassie-stained 12.5% polyacrylamide
gels. Pure fractions were combined and dialyzed into buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM DTT,
pH 8) to remove the imidazole. The proteins were concentrated using membrane filtration
concentrator units (Centriplus, Millipore, Billerica, MA or Vivaspin, GE Healthcare), and
stored in 10% glycerol at -80°C.
The purification scheme as outlined above was used for all of the recombinant protein
purifications except for the purification of E. coli MoaD and P. furiosus MoeA1. For E. coli
MoaD, the protein extract had to be applied and eluted off the NiCl2 charged 5 ml Hi-trapTM
chelating HP column twice followed by a gel filtration column for complete purification.
Expression and purification of the PfMoeA1 protein was modified from the general
scheme because it was not expressed from a pBAD His vector. PfMoeA1 protein was
expressed from a pET24dBAM-PfMoeA1 expression plasmid obtained from Dr. Frank
Jenney (UGA, Athens, GA). This plasmid is a modified version of Novagen’s pET24d
vector series, and the P. furiosus moeA1 gene (PF0543 locus tag) was engineered into the
BamH1 and NotI restriction sites. This expression plasmid was transformed into E. coli
BL21 cells, and overexpression of the recombinant protein was performed overnight (~14 h)
for cells grown in autoinduction media (28) with shaking (200 RPM) in a 37°C incubator.
Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 7,500 RPM for 20 min in a Sorvall RC-58. The
cell pellets were weighed, resuspended in 20 mM NaPO4, 1 mM benzamidine-HCl, pH 7.2 (3
ml per g of cells) and stored in the -80°C freezer.
For protein purification, the same processing steps were applied as for the other P.
furiosus recombinant proteins, except after the nickel chelation columns, the separation of the
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recombinant His-tagged proteins were not complete. The partially purified proteins were
dialyzed in 50 mM sodium acetate buffer pH 5.0 overnight, and denatured proteins were
passed through a 0.2 micron filter unit and applied to a strong cation exchange column, a 1
ml SP HP column (Amersham Biosciences, Piscattaway, NJ). The pure fractions were
combined and dialyzed into buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM DTT, pH 8) and stored as
previously described.

2.2.5

In vivo P. furiosus moaD1, moaD2, moaE, moeA1, and moeA2 Complementation
Assays Based on E. coli Nitrate Reductase Activity
The ability of P. furiosus MoaD1, MoaD2, MoaE, and MoeA homologs to

complement E. coli strains deficient in MoaD (AML001), MoaE (AML002) and MoeA
(AH215) production was examined by assaying for nitrate reductase activities, where
restoration of nitrate reductase activity indicates complementation of the defects in
molybdenum cofactor (Wco) synthesis. For the in vivo complementation assays, P. furiosus
MoaD1, MoaD2, MoaE, MoeA1, MoeA2 expression plasmids (pAML1, 2, 3, pELM1, 3)
were transformed into E. coli moaD (AML001), moaE (AML002), and moeA (AH215)
mutant strains. The transformants were grown at 37°C aerobically overnight in LB medium
plus 0.3% glucose, ampicillin (100 μg/ml), and kanamycin (50 μg/ml). The overnight
cultures were used to inoculate 30 ml of LB medium (1.0% inoculum) that contained Larabinose (0.2%), NaNO3 (30 mM), molybdenum (50 μM), ampicillin (100 μg/ml), and
kanamycin (50 μg/ml). These cultures were grown anaerobically either 5 h or overnight and
the harvested cells were broken by passage through the French press (20,000 lb/in2) or by
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sonication. The resulting protein extract was placed in stoppered tubes and put under argon
gas. Nitrate reductase activities were determined using the nitrite colorimetric determination
method (17) described previously in section 2.2.2. The amount of cell extract used in the in
vivo assays was 100 μl.

2.2.6

In vitro P. furiosus MoaD1, MoaD2, and MoaE Complementation Assays Based
on Reconstitution of E. coli Nitrate Reductase Activity

Protein extracts of E. coli moaD (AML001) and E. coli moaE (AML002) mutant strains were
prepared from 1 L cultures grown anaerobically for 4 h at 37°C in LB medium supplemented
with glucose (0.3%), NaNO3 (30 mM), molybdenum (50 μM) and kanamycin (50 μg/ml).
Harvested cells were broken by passage through a French press (20,000 lb/in2). The resulting
extract was transferred to stoppered test tubes and placed under argon gas. The in vitro
complementation assay was based on the method developed by Adnan Hasona (personal
communication) and involved the following steps: the complementation mix, which
consisted of: 5 μl of 1 M NaPO4 pH 7.0, 2.5 μl of 100 mM ATP, 5 μl of 1 mg/ml BSA, 1 mM
molybdenum, varying amounts of protein, and water to have a final volume of 50 μl, was
placed in stoppered test tubes and made anaerobic. 200 μl of the protein extract was then
added to the nitrate reductase assay mix described in the in vivo section and incubated for 1 h
at 37°C. Complementation of either E. coli MoaD or MoaE with the P. furiosus homologs
was determined by using nitrate reductase activity assays as indicated in the in vivo
complementation methods.
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2.3

RESULTS

2.3.1 Construction of E. coli Strain BW545 moaD and moaE Mutant Strains
The “One-step inactivation of chromosomal genes in E. coli K-12 using PCR
products” method by Datsenko and Wanner (4) was used in this study to inactivate specific
target genes and is based on PCR-mediated gene replacement. The resultant transformants
from the gene disruptions were verified as BW545 ΔmoaD::Kan (AML001) or BW545
ΔmoaE::Kan (AML002) by reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR)
analysis. RT-primers designed for targeted genes moaD, and moaE were used in the analysis
to ensure that the wild-type genes had been deleted and replaced with the antibiotic marker.
The RT-primers for moaA, moaB, and moaC genes were also included in the PCR reaction to
ensure that polar effects did not occur in creation of the knockout mutants as these genes are
in the operon moaABCD. Figure 2-4 shows the RT-PCR results on RNA extracted from
AML001. All expected gene products were detected, except moaD, lane 1-moaA (989 bp),
lane 2- moaB (512 bp), lane 3- moaC (485 bp), lane 5- moaE (452 bp), and lane 6- negative
control. Lane 4 has a ~2kbp product, which is not moaD (245 bp), but most likely the moaD
RT-primers are annealing non-specifically. Figure 2-5 shows the RT-PCR on RNA
extracted from AML002, and all expected gene products were detected (moaA-D), except for
moaE, indicating that it has been disrupted. To verify that deletion of moaD and moaE genes
in BW545 disrupted the formation of the molybdopterin cofactor essential in nitrate
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reductase, activity of this enzyme was evaluated. Nitrate reductase activities were
determined using a nitrite colorimetric determination method (17). Nitrate reductase activity
was not observed for AML001 and AML002 mutants, and this confirmed the successful
deletion of moaD and moaE in disruption of molybdopterin cofactor synthesis.

2.3.2 Construction of Recombinant Expression Plasmids in pBAD/His Vectors
To determine, which, if any, of the predicted P. furiosus moaD, and moaE homologs
are the true functional homologs, these genes were PCR amplified and cloned into the
appropriate pBAD/His vector systems. The appropriate constructs were also made for the
control versions of the moaD, moaE, and moeA genes from E. coli. This provided expression
plasmids for transforming into the E. coli moaD, moaE, and moeA mutants for in vivo
complementation experiments and for metal affinity purification of the recombinant protein
for use in the in vitro complementation experiments. The plasmid constructs used in this
study are listed in Table 2-2. The gene sequence for each of the expression plasmids was
determined to be in frame with the corresponding pBAD/His vector and no mutations were
present in the expression clones (Molecular Genetics Information Facilities, University of
Georgia, Athens, GA or Eurofins MWG Operon, Huntsville, AL).

2.3.3

Purification of Recombinant His-tagged P. furiosus MoaD1, MoaD2, MoaE,
MoeA1, MoeA2 and E. coli MoaD, MoaE, and MoeA Proteins
The P. furiosus MoaD, MoaE, MoeA and E. coli MoaD, MoaE, and MoeA proteins

were purified as recombinant His-tagged proteins for in vitro complementation assays. All of
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the expression plasmids were transformed into E. coli Top10 cells for protein expression, and
based on optimization experiments, L-arabinose was added to a final concentration of 0.02%
and a 4 h induction period at 37°C was found to be optimal for good protein production.
Figure 2-6 is a 12.5% SDS-PAGE gel showing overexpression of PfMoaD1 from whole cell
lysates. Lanes 1, 2 are uninduced (L-arabinose not added) cell lysates, and lanes 3, 4 are
cells induced with 0.02 or 2% L-arabinose for four hours. Cells that had overexpressed
PfMoaD1were harvested by centrifugation, and to purify the P. furiosus recombinant
proteins, cells from each overexpression were lysed and then heat treated at 80 or 100°C to
denature the majority of the E. coli proteins. Figure 2-7 is a SDS-PAGE gel from
overexpression of PfMoaD1 from E. coli Top10 cells, lane 1 is the whole cell extract, and
lane 2 is the heat treated sample. This step was not required for purification of the
recombinant E. coli control proteins. The cell extracts were applied to NiCl2 charged, 5 mL
Hi-trapTM chelating HP columns, which preferentially binds His-tagged proteins. Bound
protein was eluted in 0.5 M imidazole.
Each of the expression plasmids was successfully used to generate purified
recombinant protein. PfMoaD1 purified consistently as a dimer (~24kDa). PfMoaD2,
PfMoaE, EcMoaD, and EcMoaE migrated higher than the calculated molecular weight on
SDS-PAGE, but this was not unexpected as this has been observed previously with other
proteins (20). Hydrophobicity of proteins, posttranslational modification, charge, histidine
tags, epitope tags, can all alter migration of proteins on SDS-PAGE. All expression plasmids
have been sequenced, there were no mutations or incorrect stop codons, and all were in frame
with the corresponding His vector. The P. furiosus MoaE purified as two species, Figure 2-
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10, the smaller protein is 17 kDa, the size of recombinant protein, and the larger protein is 25
kDa, the recombinant protein plus His tags. There appears to be cleavage of extra amino
acids from PfMoaE during the purification process resulting in the 17 kDa species. PfMoaE
was digested with enterokinase to release extra amino acids (including histidines) and only
the larger 25 kDa species was degraded and the products were at the 17 kDa bands. This
may be due to proteases co-eluting with the protein, and is likely to occur since purification
is from crude cell lysates. Spontaneous cleavage, or posttranslational processing may also
have been the cause. For visualization of the purified recombinant proteins see coomassiestained 12.5% polyacrylamide gels, Figures 2-8 to 2-15.

2.3.4 P. furiosus moaD1, moaD2, and moaE Homologs do not Complement in vivo and
in vitro E. coli moaD and moaE Mutations as Determined by Restoration of Nitrate
Reductase Activities
The ability of P. furiosus moaD and moaE homologs to complement E. coli moaD
(AML001), moaE (AML002) mutations was examined by assaying for nitrate reductase (NR)
activities, where restoration of nitrate reductase activity indicates complementation of the
defects in molybdenum cofactor synthesis. The in vivo assays utilized complementation
strains harboring the appropriate P. furiosus expression plasmids. Complementation of the
mutant strains by the P. furiosus homologs would result in the production of active nitrate
reductase, a Moco-containing enzyme, the activity of which is dependent on the ability of
cells to synthesize Moco. Nitrate reductase activity was determined by measuring the
amount of nitrite produced using benzyl viologen as the electron donor (17).
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The results indicate that P. furiosus moaD1, moaD2, and moaE do not appear to
complement for the moaD and moaE deletions in E. coli mutant strains AML001 and
AML002 under the conditions tested in the in vivo experiment (Table 2-4). However, the
control complementation strains carrying E. coli moaD or moaE expression plasmids were
able to completely complement for loss of activity. For example, the AML001 strain (moaD) transformed with the E. coli moaD expression plasmid (pAML004) demonstrated complete
recovery of nitrate reductase activity (640.2 nmole nitrite/min/mg protein). This data
indicates that the in vivo complementation assays function well for the controls, but may not
be optimized for the P. furiosus homologs.
Given that P. furiosus is a hyperthermophilic organism, its proteins should be
optimally active at higher temperatures (100°C); however, our experiments are limited in that
the complementation is in the mesophile, E. coli that has a growth optimum of 37°C. In vivo
complementation performed at slightly higher incubation temperatures, 40°C and 45°C did
not appear to have an effect. Certainly, complementation will not occur if inherent structural
or mechanistic differences of the P. furiosus homologs prevent them from interacting with
the corresponding E. coli MoaD or MoaE subunits. It must also be noted that in vivo
experiments are essentially qualitative in nature. The data can be relied upon when
complementation is observed, but a negative result could be failure to express the protein
properly rather than the inability of the recombinant protein to functionally substitute for the
mutant. Since in vivo assays can only provide a qualitative measure of potential
complementation, in vitro assays were conducted in which known amounts of purified
protein can be added to the assay in an effort to obtain more quantitative results.
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The in vitro assays used whole cell extracts of E. coli moaD and moaE mutant strains,
which produce the aponitrate reductase and all the components for synthesis of the Moco
except MoaD or MoaE. The mutant strain cell extract was added to various combinations of
purified recombinant P. furiosus MoaD1, MoaD2, and MoaE proteins in a complementation
mixture to reconstitute NR activity. As in the in vivo assays, complementation of the mutant
strains by the P. furiosus proteins would result in the production of active nitrate reductase,
and NR activities were assessed using the nitrite determination method (17).
The initial in vitro complementation efforts were performed at 37°C, using 0-55 μg of
purified recombinant P. furiosus proteins, and 1 h incubation of the complementation mixture
prior to measurement of NR activity. Failure to see complementation resulted in changing
many variables: the complementation temperatures (37, 45, 55, 90°C), concentration of
proteins (0-500 μg), various combinations of P. furiosus MoaD1, MoaD2, and MoaE (since
they function as heterotetromers in E. coli), pre-incubation of P. furiosus proteins at 90°C to
determine if higher temperatures were needed for the proteins to fold correctly prior to
complementation, length of incubation (1, 2, 3, 12 h), and removal of His-tags from
recombinant proteins. None of these combinations resulted in functional complementation of
the P. furiosus proteins with the mutant strain cell extracts.
However, the inability to detect complementation does not necessarily indicate lack
of functional substitution as even the controls, purified E. coli MoaD and MoaE proteins, did
not complement for activity in the corresponding mutant cell extracts. This clearly indicates
that the in vitro complementation methodology is either ineffective or not optimized in
assaying for loss of function in the moaD and moaE mutants.
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Other studies with plant and human MoaD and MoaE homologs have had similar
results. The plant MPT synthase contains the Cnx7 and Cnx6 proteins that display homology
to the E. coli proteins MoaD and MoaE, respectively. Earlier attempts using these plant
homologs in functional reconstitution of bacterial mutants were not successful (25), even
though the same approach worked for characterization of plant MoaA and MoaC homologs.
However, only by using a direct approach for reconstitution, as well as biochemical studies,
was it demonstrated that the large subunit Cnx6 (MoaE) from A. thaliana can replace the
function of E. coli MoaE in vivo and in vitro (25). Similar results were found for human
MPT synthase (9) encoded by a bicistronic mRNA (27). These studies further support the
observation that functional complementation in bacterial mutants for this step in Moco
synthesis is not likely to occur.
One reason for the inability of MoaD to complement in vitro might also be due to an
inactive recombinant MoaD. Earlier attempts to study the E. coli MPT synthase reaction
were hampered by the fact that enzyme generated by coexpression of the MoaD and MoaE
subunits is almost completely inactive (32). Active MoaD contains a transferable sulfur in
the form of a thiocarboxylate group on the C terminus. It must be regenerated after each
round of MPT biosynthesis (5, 18, 19) as it serves as the sulfur donor for the synthesis of the
dithiolene in MPT. Previously, it was thought that MoeB (MPT synthase sulfurase) was
responsible for the transfer of the sulfur atom to MoaD, but recent evidence limits its role to
activation of the C-terminus of MoaD via formation of an acyl-adenylate. Most likely a NifS like sulfurtransferase protein is the actual donor of a cysteine derived sulfur to the activated
MoaD C-terminus to regenerate thiocarboxylate (10, 11). Subsequent studies have shown
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that co-expression of E. coli MoaD, MoaE and MoeB protein resulted in synthase that was
maximally 50% activated (22). In vitro production of fully activated synthase was finally
accomplished by using an intein based expression system to produce activated MoaD
monomer (5) (MoaD-SH). Only MPT synthase formed with E. coli MoaD-SH and MoaE is
capable of converting cPMP to MPT in vitro. Therefore, it is reasonable to suggest that in
our studies, the recombinantly produced P. furiosus MoaDs and E. coli MoaD were not
activated with the –SH group, and this is potentially one reason for the inability of the in
vitro system to demonstrate complementation.

2.3.5

P. furiosus moeA2 Complements in vivo for E. coli moeA Mutations
The in vivo complementation assays have confirmed that P. furiosus moeA2 is able to

complement the moeA deletion in E. coli strain AH215, but P. furiosus moeA1 does not
(Table 2-5). These studies are biological repeats of experiments previously performed by a
former graduate student, E. M. Malotky, but the study described here also includes a newly
constructed positive control in the form of an E. coli moeA expression plasmid transformed
into AH215 to reconstitute NR activity. P. furiosus moeA2 is capable of supporting
approximately one third the level of NR activity as compared to the control expression
plasmid in AH215, 297.3 nmole nitrite/min/mg for P. furiosus moeA2 compared to 881.9
nmole nitrite/min/mg for E. coli moeA. However, functional complementation was not
observed for the other P. furiosus moeA1 homolog under the same conditions.
The corresponding in vitro complementation assays had been conducted by E.M.
Malotky, and preliminary data confirmed the in vivo results, but the quantity of purified P.
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furiosus MoeA1 was insufficient to finalize the experiment due to poor overexpression and
purification. In order to complete the in vitro data set, P. furiosus MoeA1 was purified from
a pET24d vector construct that yielded a larger quantity of purified product (5 mg) (Figure 211). In addition, the control protein, purified E. coli MoeA was obtained (Figure 2-15) for
future experiments to validate the in vitro data on the P. furiosus MoeAs. Since the MoeA
protein is responsible for the insertion of molybdenum into the MPT for functional Moco,
partial complementation of the P. furiosus moeA2 homolog in the final step of Moco
synthesis strongly suggests that this step is highly conserved between archaea and bacteria.

2.4 CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this study was to obtain information on Wco biosynthesis in P. furiosus by
functional analysis of genes involved in its biosynthesis. Since the basic structure of the Wco
is the same as the Moco found in almost all organisms, its biosynthesis might share common
steps as well. Indeed, analysis of the P. furiosus genome revealed homologs to almost every
step in the highly conserved biosynthetic pathway for the Moco. Our approach was to
complement E. coli Moco mutants with Moco biosynthetic homologs from P. furiosus and
assaying for restored ability of the E. coli Moco mutant to use nitrate as the terminal electron
acceptor in anaerobic conditions (restored nitrate reductase activity). Complementation
would indicate that the P. furiosus homologs can function in these putative roles, and
therefore likely serve the same function in Wco biosynthesis in P. furiosus.
In this study, we investigated the role of the moaD1, moaD2, moaE and moeA
homologs from P. furiosus using both in vivo and in vitro functional complementation assays
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in E. coli mutants deficient in these genes. The results from the in vivo assays with P.
furiosus moeA2 confirm previous work that shows it partially complements the loss of
activity in the E. coli moeA mutant. For the in vivo assays, lack of full complementation may
suggest that the P. furiosus moeA2 homolog is not functioning efficiently due to the
suboptimal temperatures required for the assay. Two other possibilities include the use of
molybdenum in the assays rather than tungsten reduces P. furiosus MoeA2 function, and that
there are inherent differences in substrate donors between the E. coli and P. furiosus cofactor
synthesis processes. For the first point, the complementation experiments were performed at
37°C, far below the optimal temperature normally seen for P. furiosus proteins (90°C to
100°C). Secondly, P. furiosus has been shown to only contain tungstoenzymes, so it is likely
that the cofactor synthesis genes are optimized for functioning with tungsten rather than
molybdenum. However, only molybdenum can support E. coli nitrate reductase activity,
therefore it was used in place of tungsten. Lastly, in E. coli, the MogA protein transfers
MPT-AMP to MoeA for the hydrolysis reaction, but in P. furiosus, the MoaB homolog was
recently characterized to function as the substrate donor (3). A more defined in vitro assay
can be used to monitor the activity of MoeA using purified substrates and monitoring the
subsequent breakdown products from the MoeA reaction to avoid these issues (3, 13, 14).

Similar in vivo assays were performed with the P. furiosus moaD and moaE
homologs; however, results suggest that they do not support functional complementation of
the E. coli moaD and moaE mutants. This failure could be due to some of the same reasons
as for the partial complementation seen in P. furiosus moeA2 (temperature and metal
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specificity). However, it is more likely due to the inability of the two proteins to favorably
interact with the E. coli Moco synthesis proteins. In E. coli, MoaD and MoaE form the MPT
synthase where its mechanism relies heavily on the precise interplay between the active form
of MoaD carrying the thiocarboxylate and the MoaE protein (23). In fact, both proteins have
to go through two cycles of association and dissociation to transfer the two sulfur atoms
required for the conversion of cPMP to MPT. Therefore, thermodynamic and kinetic aspects
of the MoaD interactions with MoaE are crucial for the overall reaction (23). Given this
intimate association for functionality, it is probable that the P. furiosus MoaD may not be
able to interact with the E. coli MoaE (and vice versa) to form a working MPT synthase.
Additionally, we may also consider that there can be slight differences between the
mechanism of sulfur transfer in prokaryotic and archaeal cells during this biosynthetic step of
the pathway that prevents complementation.
Due to the qualitative nature of the in vivo studies, in vitro assays were also
performed with the P. furiosus MoaD and MoaE homologs. Our results indicate that the in
vitro methodology to assay for functionality is not successful, as demonstrated by the lack of
complementation in even the control E. coli proteins. This is most likely due to an inactive
MoaD and/or the in vitro conditions are not conducive to this step in the biosynthetic
reaction.
For future studies, to activate MoaD, we will utilize the method of Gutzke et al. (5) to
express the protein as an intein fusion protein. The intein catalyzed self cleavage reaction
results in a N-S acyl shift at the target junction followed by transesterification of the resulting
thioester using a cleavage reagent such as ammonium sulfide, thereby generating a
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thiocarboxylated, or activated MoaD product. The MPT synthase can then be assembled
from separately expressed and purified MoaE and thiocarboxylated MoaD subunits for an in
vitro assay. In addition, by using a fully defined in vitro system, using the precursor to the
reaction (purified cPMP) with the in vitro assembled MPT synthase, we can then demonstrate
MPT formation by HPLC form A analysis (5, 33) (the fluorescent oxidation product of
MPT). This will allow us to directly analyze the activity of the reassembled thiocarboxylated
(activated) MPT synthase. Previously, this system was used successfully to monitor the
activity of human MPT synthase homologs, MOCS2A and MOCS2B (9).
Another in vitro assay that could be used to analyze the activity of the assembled
MPT synthase is by using the nit-1 reconstitution assay. The Neurospora crassa mutant nit-1
is defective in the second step of Moco biosynthesis and accumulates cPMP that can be
converted to MPT by MPT synthase, which can be exogenously added to the crude nit-1
protein extract (5, 8). In the presence of 1 mM molybdate, the resulting MPT is noncatalytically converted to Moco that reconstitutes N. crassa aponitrate reductase, and activity
can be monitored by assaying for NADPH-dependent nitrate reductase activity (5, 8, 18).
These new experimental schemes take into consideration that for functional
complementation to occur, not only will an activated MoaD subunit from P. furiosus be
required, but the MoaE homolog must also be able to form a functional MPT synthase. It is
likely that various P. furiosus proteins would be capable of interacting to a greater degree
than would be expected for interactions between P. furiosus and E. coli Moco synthesis
proteins. It may also be noted that the last P. furiosus MoaD3 homolog was not investigated
and should be included in future analyses. If the P. furiosus MoaD and MoaE homologs do
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not function as a MPT synthase, this will indicate basic functional differences between
bacteria and archaea at this step. This would be in contrast to what is observed for the P.
furiosus MoeA2 protein. This biosynthetic step appears to be fairly conserved as
demonstrated by the in vivo studies presented here.
Much remains to be investigated with the P. furiosus Moco biosynthesis homologs,
but the work in this chapter highlights the potential successes and pitfalls of using some of
these purified proteins in reconstitution experiments. Particularly the inherent challenges in
attempting to use an E. coli based system for complementation. As suggested, use of a
defined in vitro system is probably the best approach for future studies as this eliminates
many of the difficulties observed during the course of this study.
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Table 2-1 Tungsten cofactor biosynthesis homologs in Pyrococcus furiosus. Homologs
printed in bold characters were investigated in this study.
Gene ID
PF0090
PF0849
PF0372
PF1854
PF0345
PF0543
PF1605
PF0100
PF0080
PF0081

Wco Biosynthesis
homolog
MoaA
MoaA
MoaB*
MoaC
MoaD2
MoaD1
MoaD3
MoaE
ModA/WtpA#
ModB/WtpB

PF0082

ModC/WtpC

PF0003
PF0009
PF1289
PF0542

MoeB
MoeB
MoeB
MoeA1

PF1783

MoaA2

PF0618
PF2041
PF1954

MobA
MobA
MobB

Wco Biosynthesis gene function
cPMP synthesis
cPMP synthesis
Catalyze MPT adenylylation
cPMP synthesis
Molybdopterin synthase
Molybdopterin synthase
Molybdopterin synthase
Molybdopterin synthase
Molybdenum/tungsten transport: binding protein
Molybdenum/tungsten transport: integral
membrane protein
Molybdenum/tungsten transport: ATP binding
protein
Activation of MoaD
Activation of MoaD
Activation of MoaD
Insertion/activation of molybdenum or
tungsten
Insertion/activation of molybdenum or
tungsten
MPT guanine dinucleotide synthase
MPT guanine dinucleotide synthase
GTP binding protein

* PF0372 characterized by Bevers et al. (3)
# PF0080 characterized by Bevers et al. (2)
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Table 2-2 Bacterial strains used in this study.
Strain
TOP10

LMG194
XL1-BLUE

BW545
BW25113
AH215
AML001
AML002

Genotype
F- mcrA Δ(mrr-hsdRMSmcrBC)Φ80lacZΔM15
ΔlacX74 deoR recA1 araD139
Δ(araA-leu7696) galU galK
rpsL endA1 nupG
F- ΔlacX74 galE thi rpsL
ΔphoA Δara174 leu::Tn10
recA1 endA1 gyrA96 thi-1
hsdR17 supE44 relA lac[F’
proAB
lacIqZΔM15Tn10(Tet’)]
Δ(lacU)169 rpsL
lacIq rrnBT14 ΔlacZwj16
hsdR514 ΔaraBADAH33
ΔrhaBADLD78
BW25113 ΔmoeA
BW545 ΔmoaD
BW545 ΔmoaE
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Source
Invitrogen

Invitrogen
Stratagene

Lab collection
Datsenko and Wanner, 2000
K. T. Shanmugam
This study
This study

Table 2-3 Bacterial plasmids used in this study.
Plasmids
pBAD/His
pKD3

Genotype
PBAD araC Ampr
Ampr, Cmr

pKD4

Kanr

pKD46

Ampr, Temperature
sensitive, γ Rec
pBAD His C-P. furiosus
moaD1
pBAD His B-P. furiosus
moaD2
pBAD His A-P. furiosus
moaE
pET24dBam-P. furiosus
moeA1
pBAD His A-P. furiosus
moeA1
pBAD His C-P. furiosus
moeA2
pBAD His B-E. coli moaD
pBAD His A-E. coli moaE
pBAD His C-E. coli moeA

pAML1
pAML2
pAML3
1 G08 (UGA code)
pELM1
pELM3
pAML4
pAML5
pAML6
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Source
Invitrogen
Datsenko and Wanner,
2000
Datsenko and Wanner,
2000
Datsenko and Wanner,
2000
This study
This study
This study
F. Jenney
E. L. Malotky
E. L. Malotky
This study
This study
This study

Table 2-4 Pyrococcus furiosus moaD, moaE homologs do not complement in vivo
Escherichia coli moaD, moaE mutations. As determined by restoration of nitrate reductase
activities.
Strain

Relevant Genotype

NR specific activity*

BW545

Wildtype

680.8

AML001

moaD-

10.1

AML002

moaE-

15.4

AML001/pAML1

moaD- / + Pf moaD1

<5

AML001/pAML2

moaD- / + Pf moaD2

14.2

AML001/pAML4

moaD- / + Ec moaD

640.2

AML001/pBAD HisB

moaD- / + His B empty

12.5

vector control
AML002/pAML3

moaE- / + Pf moaE

9.6

AML002/pAML5

moaE- / + Ec moaE

710.1

AML002/pBAD His A

moaE- / + His A empty

29.4

vector control

* Nitrate reductase (NR) specific activity: nmol nitrite/min/mg protein. The reported specific
activities represent an average of six technical repeats, and two separate experiments, with
the individual values varying by less than 10%.
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Table 2-5 Pyrococcus furiosus moeA2 homolog complements in vivo Escherichia coli moeA
mutations. As determined by restoration of nitrate reductase activities.
Strain

Relevant genotype

NR specific activity*

BW25113

Wildtype

956.3

AH215

moeA-

<1

AH215/pELM1

moeA-/+ Pf moeA1

1.3

AH215/pELM3

moeA- / + Pf moeA2

297.3

AH215/pAML6

moeA- / + Ec moeA

881.9

AH215/pBAD His A

moeA- / + His A empty

<1

vector control
AH215/pBAD His C

moeA- / + His C empty

<1

vector control

* Nitrate reductase (NR) specific activity: nmol nitrite/min/mg protein. The reported specific
activities represent an average of six technical repeats, and two separate experiments, with
the individual values varying by less than 10%.
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Figure 2-1 Schematic overview of proposed tungsten cofactor biosynthesis. Abbreviations
of the intermediates are written in bold on the left side of their structures, and the enzymes
that catalyze the steps are depicted on the right side of the arrows. The bracketed MPT
structure is a hypothetical intermediate. The metal coordinating the dithiolene ligands in
MPT is indicated by an X as this atom is not known. In the crystal structure of plant Cnx1G
this metal was found to be a copper ion. Adapted from Bevers (1).
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---MKIKLMG VFAHLAGAEE VEVRIAGKRQ VGEVLREVIP RFDEIKEKI::: :. . .:.*
*:
* : .:
:

PfMoaD2
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90
-----EQGYM ILVNGKNIEH LQGLDTPLSD DDTVSIFPPA GGG--------EDGKL LAAVN---QT LVSFDHPLTD GDEVAFFPPV TGG---GEGYDEDADV NIAVN---GR YVSWDEELKD GDVVGVFPPV SGG------------- -IIIN---GK IAREDAEVSD NDVVKIMPVP SGGLVWI
.
* :.* .* * .:*
**

Figure 2-2 ClustalW primary sequence alignment of MPT synthase small subunits (MoaD).
From three P. furiosus homologs (PfMoaD1-3) and E. coli MoaD (EcMoaD). All P. furiosus
homologs have the C-terminal Gly-Gly motif (highlighted). In E. coli, the terminal glycines
on MoaD form a thiocarboxylate that serves as the donor of the dithiolene sulfur atoms
during the conversion of cPMP to MPT.
* means the residues in that column are identical in all sequences in the alignment
: means that conserved substitutions have been observed
. means that semi-conserved substitutions are observed
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* :.::* * : *.:.* . ::: . ** :*** ***** .* * .* *
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* * *:* * :.:* ** :::*: .. : ** ***
.:: ::* *:
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: **..**** .:*:* :*. *.*.**** * .:*: *:*.
*:: . :

Figure 2-3 ClustalW primary sequence alignment of MPT synthase large subunit (MoaE).
From P. furiosus (PfMoaE) and E. coli MoaE. Three out of the four implicated active site
residues in E. coli MoaE are present in P. furiosus MoaE (highlighted).
* means the residues in that column are identical in all sequences in the alignment
: means that conserved substitutions have been observed
. means that semi-conserved substitutions are observed
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Figure 2-4 RT-PCR analysis of BW545 ΔmoaD::Kan (AML001). M is DNA ladder. All
expected gene products were detected, lane 1-moaA (989bp), lane 2- moaB (512bp), lane 3moaC (485bp), lane 5- moaE (452bp), lane 6 negative control. Lane 4 has a ~2kbp product,
which is not moaD (245bp), most likely the moaD RT-primers are annealing non-specifically
to another gene.
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Figure 2-5 RT-PCR analysis of BW545 ΔmoaE::Kan (AML002). M is the DNA ladder.
All expected gene products were detected, lane 1-moaA (989bp), lane 2- moaB (512bp), lane
3- moaC (485bp), lane 4- moaD ~250bp, lane 6- negative control, except for moaE in lane 5,
indicating that it has been disrupted and gene product was not detected.
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Figure 2-6 L-arabinose induction of Pyrococcus furiosus MoaD1 from expression plasmid
pAML1 transformed into Escherichia coli Top10 cells. M is molecular weight standard.
Lane 1, 2: uninduced cell extract, lane 3: induced with 0.02% L-arabinose, lane 4: induced
with 2% L-arabinose.
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Figure 2-7 Pyrococcus furiosus MoaD1 purification protein gel. M is molecular weight
standard. Lane 1: Whole cell extract, lane 2: heat treated cell extract .
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Figure 2-8 Purified recombinant PfMoaD1 (~23kDa). M is molecular weight standard. The
purified protein is a dimer.
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Figure 2-9 Purified recombinant PfMoaD2 (~19kDa). M is molecular weight standard.
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Figure 2-10 Purified recombinant PfMoaE. M is molecular weight standard. The P.
furiosus MoaE purified as two species, the smaller protein is 17kDa, the size of recombinant
protein, and the larger protein is 25kDa, the recombinant protein plus His tags, EK cleavage
site, and antibody epitopes.
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Figure 2-11 Purified recombinant PfMoeA1 (~46kDa). M is molecular weight standard.
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Figure 2-12 Purified recombinant PfMoeA2 (~47kDa). M is molecular weight standard.
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Figure 2-13 Purified recombinant EcMoaD (~16.5kDa). M is molecular weight standard.
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Figure 2-14 Purified recombinant EcMoaE (~26kDa). M is molecular weight standard.
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Figure 2-15 Purified recombinant EcMoeA (~47kDa). M is molecular weight standard.
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ABSTRACT
The processes regulating metal homeostasis in hyperthermophilic organisms is relatively
unknown, especially in regards to the metabolism of essential metals. High-temperature
organisms such as the archaeon Pyrococcus furiosus appear to have a dependence on the
metal tungsten. It is required in the redox center in its repertoire of aldehye oxidoreductases.
Tungsten metabolism in this organism has been studied as it pertains to the tungstoenzymes,
tungsten specific binding, and just recently, reports on the genes responsible for biosynthesis
of the cofactor. However, there are no reports on the transcriptional response to tungsten,
particularly in relation to the homeostasis of this metal. This chapter will present whole
genome microarray analysis of chemostat cultures of P. furiosus in response to limiting,
standard and high concentrations of tungsten. Results from this study will establish the
framework for future investigations targeted at tungsten responsive genes/operons and
provide insight on how this organism makes transcriptional adjustments in response to
tungsten availability.
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3.1

INTRODUCTION

Metals are important for the metabolism of all living things. They can act as
cofactors to enzymes and prosthetic groups, but simultaneously they can be toxic in high
concentrations (69). Therefore, maintenance of metal homeostasis (68) is vital, especially for
essential metals and particularly for organisms that live in niches that are extremes, such as
high temperature. Maintaining physiological function under varying metal concentrations
involves complex genetic and metabolic strategies. Recent reports of genome-wide
transcriptional profiling in bacteria strongly suggest that the effects of metals on cells may be
very wide-ranging and the transcriptomic responses equally varied (37). To examine the
metabolism of tungsten for the hyperthermophilic archaeon Pyrococcus furiosus, chemostatbased transcriptional response experiments with whole genome cDNA microarrays were used
to investigate differential gene expression in P. furiosus grown on varying concentrations of
tungsten.
P. furiosus can be considered a model system with respect to its tungsten metabolism.
Cultivation studies show a strong tungsten dependent growth (13, 81). Five tungsten
containing aldehyde oxidoreductases have been purified from P. furiosus cell extract, and
analyses of these tungstoenzymes have revealed that they may play a role in central carbon
metabolism (7, 61-63, 65, 77, 78). Given the importance of tungsten to P. furiosus
metabolism, transcriptional profiles of this organism under various tungsten concentrations
were deemed to be particularly useful for identifying patterns of metal homeostasis.
Additionally, insight into tungsten metabolism as it pertains to regulation of putative tungsten
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transporters, tungsten cofactor synthesis genes and effect on tungstoenzymes, was considered
key to identifying gene targets for further study.
These transcriptomic studies were performed with the use of chemostats, or
continuous culture, allowing us to investigate the effects of metal ion concentration apart
from other factors such as growth rate, culture volume, nutrient and product limitations, pH,
and cell density. In a chemostat, microorganisms can be grown in a physiologically steady
state where all these culture parameters remain constant. The chemostat coupled with
microarray analysis can be an effective tool for determining global transcription patterns in
functional genomics studies (16, 90). Thus, chemostat cultures at 90°C with maltose (0.5%)
as the carbon source, and yeast extract (0.05%), were used to assess the influence of high (0.5
mM), standard (10 μM) and limited (≤ 30 nM) tungsten on the transcriptome of P. furiosus.
The results indicate that there are significant differences in the transcriptional responses of
cells grown in high compared to standard tungsten and no added tungsten. For example,
there are significant changes in the metabolism of nitrogen, carbon, and regulation of ABC
transporters.
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3.2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.2.1 Culturing Conditions for P. furiosus
Pyrococcus furiosus DSM3638 was routinely cultured anaerobically at 90°C on a
modified artificial sea water based medium (106) supplemented with 0.5 g/L yeast extract, 5
g/L of maltose, and addition of 100 mM sodium tungstate to achieve final concentrations of:
“standard” (10 μM), “high” (0.5 mM), and no tungstate added to the media (≤ 30 nM). The
base salt media is degassed, and flushed with argon after filtration. Sterile solutions of
maltose, yeast extract and potassium phosphate were added prior to inoculation. Batch
cultures (50 ml) were inoculated with 1% inoculum and grown 12 to 14 h in a heated oven
(90°C). Medium for the continuous culture was prepared in 10 L batches, briefly, 2.75 L of
the base salt medium was prepared and filter sterilized, 7 L of autoclaved dH20, and sterile
solutions of maltose, yeast extract and potassium phosphate were added to make 10 L of
media. The medium was blue-green colored for high (0.5 mM) tungsten. This is most likely
due to the formation of tungstate reduced complexes. Solutions of these complex tungstates
(V, VI) give a blue color when reduced by most organic materials (120). To achieve
anaerobic conditions, the medium was continuously sparged with N2 or He.

3.2.2 Continuous Culture
The continuous culture bioreactor configuration used was similar to the one described
previously (16). Prior to each set of experiments, P. furiosus was subcultured (50 ml, six
passages, batch) from a stock in 125 ml serum bottles under standard concentrations of
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tungsten (10 μM) and then used as the continuous culture inoculum. The inoculum for the no
added tungsten continuous culture was P. furiosus cultured for 2 passages (50 ml) under the
standard conditions but with no additional tungsten added. These starter cultures (50 ml)
were prepared and cooled to room temperature prior to inoculation of a 2 L five-neck, round
bottom flask with 1 L (working volume). After inoculation, the reactor was operated in batch
mode for 6 h before continuous operation was initiated at a dilution rate of 0.15 h-1, once
stabilized at 0.15 h-1 for 12 h, the dilution rate was increased to 0.45 h-1 . Samples for cell
counting were taken from the reactor every 1 h during batch and every 2 h during high
dilution rate. The culture achieved steady state after 5 volume changes, so the final sample
was usually harvested roughly 11-12 h after operation was initiated at a dilution rate of 0.45
h-1. In all cases, pH, temperature, cell density, and gas production profiles were monitored to
ensure the reactor was operating at mechanical and biological steady states. Cell density was
determined by epifluorescence microscopy as described previously (16). The temperature of
the reactor, culture pH, and product gases were determined as previously described (16).

3.2.3 RNA Isolation and Purification
Cells from the reactor were harvested into a glass vessel and quickly cooled in a dry
ice-ethanol bath. Cells were separated from the spent medium by centrifugation at 10,000 x
g. RNA extraction and purification were carried out as described previously (16).
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3.2.4 Microarray Experiment and Data Analysis
A dye swap design was applied to compare standard, no added, and high tungsten
concentrations. RNA samples were converted to fluorescence-labeled cDNA and hybridized
to a whole genome P. furiosus microarray according to a modified protocol from TIGR (17).
The amount of cDNA hybridized on a slide was normalized to minimize operational
variations. Each slide was hybridized for 18 h, washed, and read (ScanExpress scanner;
Perkin-Elmer, Boston, MA). Spot intensities were quantified by the vendor supplied
software, and quality control was confirmed by using MA plots (19) of raw intensity values.
Raw intensity values were normalized by using a mixed-effects analysis of variance model
described previously (17).

3.3

RESULTS

3.3.1 Genome-wide Response to Tungsten Availability
To evaluate the steady state transcriptomes of P. furiosus under different tungsten
concentrations, the organism was grown in continuous culture with standard (10 μM), no
added (≤ 30 nM), and high (0.5 mM) tungsten (added as Na2WO4· 2H2O). Based on a review
of P. furiosus related literature, the ‘standard’ (10 μM) concentration is currently the most
commonly used to cultivate P. furiosus because it was observed to have a stimulatory effect
on cell growth (13). The ‘no added’ condition is no tungsten was included in the media and
based on inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS) analysis it is reported to
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be ≤ 30 nM (minimum detection limit). Any tungsten present is likely from contaminating
sources such as the yeast extract in the complex media. The ‘high’ (0.5 mM) concentration
was used because P. furiosus can maintain growth at this level without being washed out at a
dilution rate of 0.45 h-1 in continuous culture. Originally, 5 mM tungsten was considered as
the concentration to use for ‘high tungsten’ based on previous batch culture studies, but once
applied in continuous culture, this amount was too high to sustain growth.
In continuous culture, there were no significant morphology differences among the
three tungsten concentrations. Cell densities were determined for each volume change and
found to be on average ~1.5 x 108 cells/ml for the three tungsten concentrations. RNA
samples were collected after 5 volume changes at a dilution rate of 0.45 hr-1, reverse
transcribed and a dye swap design was incorporated to allow comparison of these
transcriptional profiles.
A distinct transcriptional response arose between the three dye swap comparisons:
1) Standard vs. No added or “Std_NoW”, 2) High vs. Standard or “HiW_Std”, and 3) High
vs. No added or “HiW_NoW” tungsten. Sets of regulated genes that were common to or
unique to the three comparisons are represented by the Venn diagram analysis in Figure 3-1.
Collectively, a total of 162 distinct genes, or nearly 8.0 % of the genome (2065 total genes)
was differentially expressed 2-fold or more with a high level of statistical significance
(experiment-wide P-value of 0.0001) in all three comparisons. Interestingly, there is a large
overlap of 80 genes differentially regulated, between HiW_Std and HiW_NoW, and nearly
the same number (40) of uniquely regulated in each. Surprisingly, the Std_NoW array data
indicates that there are nearly no differences between the two conditions, as only 4 genes
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were regulated. There was only 1 gene that was seen to be regulated in all three
comparisons, PF0450, a putative glutamine synthetase, and the other 3 are hypothetical
proteins.
The volcano plots for each comparison is shown in Figures 3-2 to 3-4, allowing for
visualization of these differential effects by filtering genes using both fold change and
negative log10 P- values. Genes with statistically significant (negative log10 P- value of 6 or
higher) differential expression will lie above the horizontal threshold line. Genes with ≥ 2fold change values will lie outside the pair of vertical threshold lines. Thus, the significantly
(≥ 2-fold) regulated genes will be located in the upper left and upper right quadrants of the
plot shaded in green and pink.
Numbers of differentially transcribed genes in the three dye swap comparisons are
presented in Table 3-1. There were only 4 genes that were differentially transcribed between
Std_NoW. Here, the P. furiosus transcriptome from two independent continuous cultures
operating at the same dilution rate (0.45 hr-1) were found to be essentially identical.
Previously it has been observed that tungsten addition stimulates cell growth (13, 61, 62, 65,
81), yet the lack of significant differential expression between standard and no added
tungsten appears to reveal, at least transcriptionally, P. furiosus does not experience tungsten
limitation when no tungsten is added to the media. This suggests the most likely possibilities
are that ≤ 30nM levels of tungsten are not considered limiting, and/or the tungsten binding
proteins and transporters have very high affinity to support efficient growth even under
limiting conditions. According to one report, tungsten concentrations in shallow marine vent
fluids (3) near where P. furiosus was isolated is in the nanomolar range; it varies from 0.5
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nM to 315 nM. This suggests that nanomolar concentrations of tungsten are likely sufficient
for growth. In addition, a recent report on the P. furiosus characterized tungsten binding
protein WtpA was shown to have very high affinity for tungstate with a Kd of 17 ± 7 pM,
which is the lowest Kd determined for any tungstate or molybdate periplasmic binding
protein (8). The low Kd of the tungstate binding protein, WtpA, would explain the ability of
P. furiosus to effectively scavenge any tungstate (presumably from yeast extract
contamination) in the no added tungsten conditions. The finding that transcriptional profiles
between standard (10 μM) and no added tungsten (≤ 30 nM) conditions are nearly identical
strongly supports the notion that P. furiosus does not consider ≤ 30 nM limiting conditions,
and this is likely due to the high affinity for tungstate in the media by the tungstate binding
protein WtpA. If there is any regulation it is probably occurring post-transcriptionally.
The transcriptional responses between the standard and no added conditions were
highly similar when compared to high tungsten (Table 3-1). In the HiW_Std comparison, a
total of 121 genes were differentially expressed with 58 genes up-regulated and 63 genes
down-regulated in high compared to standard tungsten.

In the HiW_NoW comparison, a

total of 120 genes were regulated, 69 genes were up-regulated, and 51 were down regulated
in high compared to no added tungsten. There were 80 genes or 67% of the total regulated
genes, overlapping between the high tungsten compared to standard and no added tungsten.
For a detailed listing of the transcriptional response in each tungsten comparison, see Table
3-2.
The differentially regulated genes (≥ 2-fold) were sorted into functional categories
using the “clusters of orthologous groups of proteins” (COG) classification system (98, 99).
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The genes that did not belong to a COG were assigned as “Empty”. Figure 3-5 shows the
contributions from various functional categories to the overall transcriptional response. The
number and COG category of genes regulated between HiW_Std and HiW_NoW are similar.
The high tungsten response in P. furiosus appears to involve a much more limited set of
genes than expected. Nearly half of all the transcriptional differences due to high tungsten
were in the COG categories involved in the transport and metabolism of amino acids,
inorganic ions, and empty/function unknown. Among the ORFs showing the most
significant changes were genes encoding ABC transporters, enzymes involved in the
processing/transport of the primary growth substrate, maltose, and amino acid metabolism
genes. A significant number of empty (no COG category), unknown function (conserved
hypothetical, hypothetical proteins) were regulated. The functions of these proteins remain
unclear, but their up-regulation during growth on different tungsten concentrations suggests a
plausible role in metal ion homeostasis.

3.3.2 Patterns of Gene Regulation under High Tungsten Conditions
Tungsten effect on glucose metabolism:
P. furiosus can grow on peptides, polysaccharides, including starch, maltose,
cellobiose, and on pyruvate as energy and carbon sources, producing acetate, alanine, H2 and
CO2 as major products (25, 83). For sugar metabolism, the organism relies on a modified
Embden-Myerhof pathway (EM) using an ADP-dependent glucokinase (GLK) and
phosphofructokinase (PFK), and an archaeal type glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate-ferredoxindependent oxidoreductase (GAPOR) (63, 103). In P. furiosus, GLK, PFK and pyruvate
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kinase are not controlled by any of the usual effector molecules (101, 102, 109); instead,
Pyrococcus species seem to rely on transcriptional control. Gene expression experiments
using microarrays of cells grown with different carbon sources seem to support this as a
general trend: glycolytic enzymes in P. furiosus are mainly, if not completely, regulated at
transcriptional level (84, 87, 92, 107, 117).
Overall, there does not appear to be a significant effect of high tungsten on the
majority of the glycolytic and gluconeogenic enzymes. There were indeed only two genes,
PF0196 and PF0613 in the main carbon metabolism pathways that were down-regulated in
high when compared to standard tungsten. PF0196, a glycolytic enzyme (Glucose-6phosphate isomerase or PGI) is known to be a primary point of regulation in the glycolytic
pathway (108). Other known points of regulation, PF1784 (PFK) and PF0464 (GAPOR)
were not regulated here. All three were previously seen to be strongly up-regulated in
maltose grown cells (84). Tungsten concentration now appears to play a role in the
repression of this important glycolytic enzyme under maltose conditions.
PF0613 (Fructose 1, 6-bisphosphatase or FBPase), thought to have a role in
gluconeogenesis, is down-regulated in high compared to standard tungsten. Previous reports
indicated that genes involved in gluconeogenesis (PF0613, PF0289, and PF1874) appear to
be induced when grown on tryptone (peptides) rather than sugars (16, 108). Other than
carbon source, tungsten concentration also affects transcription of these two key carbon
metabolism genes. This may in part be due to the down-regulation of many carbon source
acquisition genes such as carbohydrate permeases and transporters seen under high tungsten
concentrations (see following section).
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Tungsten concentration causes modulation of carbon metabolism through carbohydrate
acquisition and carbon processing:
In the sugar catabolic pathway of P. furiosus, carbon substrates such as maltose and
cellobiose are first transported into the cell where they are then hydrolyzed to glucose by
cytoplasmic α-glucosidase and β-glucosidase, respectively (18, 47, 113). Transport into the
cell is through two characterized sugar-specific and binding protein-dependent ABC
transporters. The first transporter is specific for trehalose and maltose (TM system) and is
induced in the presence of these substrates. This system is encoded by genes organized in
the Mal I (27, 39, 71, 122) operon: malE malF malG treT trmB malK (PF1738-PF1744). Mal
I is nearly identical between P. furiosus and Thermococcus litoralis, where an almost exact
copy of this gene cluster is present (20) (even on the nucleotide level). The malE gene,
PF1739, encodes the lipid anchored substrate binding protein and is specific for trehalose and
maltose (122) (Km about 20 nM). PF1739 is the only ORF in the Mal I operon downregulated in high compared to standard tungsten

The second characterized sugar transport system in P. furiosus is the MD system; it
recognizes, with high specificity, maltodextrins, and is encoded by the Mal II (50) operon,
PF1933, PF1935-PF1939. The MD system is induced by growth on starch and
maltodextrins, but also by maltose, even though it does not transport maltose. ORFs
PF1935-PF1936, and PF1938 in this gene cluster were down-regulated in high tungsten.
PF1938 (homologous to PF1739 in Mal I) encodes the substrate binding protein. PF1936
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encodes one of the ABC transporter subunits. Another putative extracellular starch binding
protein (16), PF1109, is down-regulated in high tungsten. Thus far, it appears that there is a
concerted down-regulation of genes involved in carbohydrate binding (PF1739, PF1938, and
PF1109) and transport (PF1936) under high tungsten conditions. Additionally, PF1935
encodes an amylopullulanase that hydrolyzes α-1,6 linkages in pullulan. Recent data
implicates PF1935 as being the major enzyme responsible for starch degradation (55).
Previously, PF1935 has been reported to be dramatically up-regulated when starch or maltose
is the carbon source (12, 55). Here, an opposite effect occurs when maltose is provided
under high tungsten. Amylopullulanase is a member of the α-glycoside hydrolases (GHs),
and along with glycoside transferases (GTs) are enzymes that are central to carbohydrate
mobilization and metabolism in all three domains of life (105).
P. furiosus contains several more characterized α-specific GHs involved in
polysaccharide hydrolysis. One is an extracellular α-amylase, PF0477 (21, 44). PF0477 was
the most highly down-regulated (-7.4 and -4.5 fold) gene under high compared to standard
and no added tungsten. Previous studies have shown that PF0477, along with many genes
implicated in energy metabolism and substrate uptake, was significantly down-regulated
under low dilution rates (15) (0.15 h-1). It is thought that the effects of lower dilution rates
and stationary phase in batch growth are similar (15). In other reports, PF0477 was upregulated on peptide compared to maltose-grown cells, implicating some relationship to
peptide availability (84). Data suggests that PF0477 is affected not only by carbohydrate
availability, but attuned to cellular states of growth phase, dilution rate, and now metal
concentration. In addition, a β-specific exo-acting GH, β-glucosidase (46) (BglA, PF0442)
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was down-regulated under high tungsten. Collectively, repression in maltose binding,
transport and hydrolysis (PF1935, PF0477) gene expression seems to be a strategy or a
response of P. furiosus to deal with high tungsten regimes.

Amino acid transport and metabolism:
In general, there appears to be an up-regulation in nitrogen metabolism under high
tungsten, primarily of genes related to the de novo synthesis of cellular building blocks or
anabolic type genes (e.g. cofactors, amino acid biosynthesis). PF1054-PF1056 genes are part
of the canonical serine/threonine biosynthesis pathway, and were up-regulated in high
tungsten conditions. Up-regulation of branched chain amino acid biosynthesis was seen in
ORFs connected to leucine anabolism PF0936-PF0942. PF1702-PF1704, ORFs in the
aromatic amino acid biosynthesis operon for tryptophan (PF1702-PF1711), were upregulated under high tungsten along with PF1592, encoding a putative tryptophan synthase.
Up-regulation of ORFs involved in NAD cofactor biosynthesis, PF1976-PF1978, was also
observed. A putative proline permease, PF0429, was up-regulated in high tungsten conditions
(also seen in cold shock (117)).
However, down-regulation of certain biosynthetic and cofactor genes was also
observed under high tungsten conditions. These down-regulated genes include ORFs
PF1266-PF1268, part of methionine biosynthesis, PF1335 that is part of thiamine anabolism
(PF1333-PF1338) and several hypothetical proteins thought to be involved in cofactor
biosynthesis (PF1482 and PF1618).
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Insight into glutamate and glutamine metabolism is revealed in this array. Almost all
cells use glutamate and glutamine as key nitrogen donors in biosynthetic reactions, and
incorporation of this nitrogen occurs in two major pathways. One requires the action of
glutamate dehydrogenase, and the other involves the concerted action of glutamine
synthetase and glutamate synthase. Two of the most interesting ORFs to be up-regulated (5fold) under high tungsten was PF0449-PF0450 and are involved in glutamine metabolism.
Glutamine synthetase (GS) is encoded by PF0450; it is a homolog of the characterized GS
from Thermococcus kodakarensis KOD1 (2) (previously P. sp. strain 1). GS plays a dual
role in glutamine biosynthesis and ammonia (NH4+) assimilation. Glutamine is the amino
group donor in the formation of many biosynthetic products, as well as being a storage form
of ammonia. Thus, GS’s pivotal position in nitrogen metabolism makes this enzyme an
excellent candidate for controlling the metabolic flux of nitrogenous compounds. PF0450
was the only ORF up-regulated in all three tungsten comparisons, suggesting that
progressively higher tungsten concentrations may affect either glutamine pools, requiring
their replenishment through increased synthetase activity, or nitrogen limitation. The
depletion of glutamine may be reflected by an increased flux through biosynthetic pathways
that require glutamine, such as tryptophan, histidine, de novo purine and pyrimidine
synthesis. This is supported in our data showing an up-regulation of tryptophan synthesis
genes, PF1702-PF1704, PF1592. We also observed an up-regulation of PF0308, a putative
adenylosuccinate synthetase, a key enzyme in purine biosynthesis. Glycine is required in
purine biosynthesis and up-regulation of PF1999-PF2000, ORFs important in glycine
metabolism were observed. Both PF0449 and PF0450 were significantly up-regulated (5-
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fold) in high tungsten compared to no tungsten, further supporting an increased anabolic
function. Other reports show that PF0450 was up-regulated by growth phase changes (15)
and down-regulated when cells are grown in media supplemented with elemental sulfur (85).
In bacteria, chemostat studies have demonstrated that GS is greatly induced under
NH4+ limitation and repressed in glucose or glycerol medium containing a high concentration
of NH4+ or organic nitrogen sources (29) (1% yeast extract plus 1% peptone). In our
chemostat cultures, the amount of yeast extract was 0.05%, enough to support growth
without addition of another peptide source, but is probably nitrogen limiting. It is reasonable
then to predict that up-regulation of GS in P. furiosus is likely due to both glutamine
biosynthesis and NH4+limitation.
Glutamine synthetase usually functions in concert with glutamate synthase (66)
forming glutamine from glutamate and ammonia in an ATP-dependent reaction (2). P.
furiosus has two putative glutamate synthase genes, (PF0204-PF0206 and PF1852), and
neither were regulated, indicating that the two enzymes may function independently or have
other roles (43). This delicate balance between glutamate/glutamine pools and NH4+ appear
to be broadly responsive to a variety of changes, from growth phase, sulfur, to metal
concentration as reflected by these microarray analyses.
Under high tungsten conditions, a slight down regulation of some amino acid
catabolism genes was observed. For instance PF0121 (AroATI) was down-regulated in high
compared to standard tungsten. It is thought that PF0121 and PF1253 (AroATII) are
aminotransferases responsible for amino acid catabolism (116), as they are up-regulated in
peptide-based media (16, 84). One of the first steps in the utilization of amino acids in
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peptide grown cells is speculated to involve transamination (86). These transamination
reactions produce various 2-ketoacids as well as glutamate from 2-ketoglutarate. Glutamate
dehydrogenase (GDH) then serves to regenerate the 2-ketoglutarate. No regulation of GDH
is observed under high tungsten.
Basic amino acids are also thought to be converted to acyl CoAs through the
tungstoenzyme formaldehyde-ferredoxin oxidoreductase (1, 78), FOR, encoded by PF1203,
which was concomitantly down-regulated in high tungsten conditions. However, another
oxidoreductase complex encoded by PF0751-PF0753 was up-regulated in high compared to
standard tungsten, which is thought to be related to alternative glycolytic routes (15).
Collectively, the transcriptome data suggest a decrease in amino acid catabolism
under high tungsten, presumably due to central metabolism differences. Conversely, the upshift in amino acid anabolism under high tungsten does not appear to be the result of a typical
transition metal stress response either. Transcriptional studies on metal ion stress (Cu, Zn,
Ni) reflect a trend towards the activation of arginine, cysteine, histidine, lysine and proline
synthesis as they are the targets of oxidation through transition metal induced oxidative stress
(37). However, we do not see regulation in the biosynthesis of these particular amino acids
or induction of oxidative stress genes. Instead, our data suggests that the induction of certain
biosynthetic pathways (branched chain and aromatic amino acids) and cofactor biosynthesis
genes (NAD) seems to be primarily required to replenish amino acids/oligopeptides/growth
factors under high tungsten. We do not know if this response is unique to higher tungsten
concentrations or due to a secondary effect of tungsten that may be related to peptide
metabolism.
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Effect of tungsten on tungstoenzymes and the production of the tungstopterin cofactor:
Surprisingly, there was minimal regulation of genes encoding either tungstoenzymes
or the putative genes involved in the production of the tungsten cofactor (Wco) present in
these enzymes. This was an unanticipated finding as we had expected that tungsten
availability would affect the regulation of these genes, particularly in the no added tungsten
condition. Our expectation was that under no added (≤ 30 nM) tungsten, regulation of
putative Wco synthesis genes and the recently characterized tungsten binding protein (8)
WtpA, would be significantly affected. Based on our analyses of the transcriptional response
between standard (10 μM) and no added tungsten, it is clear that these conditions are nearly
identical (4 ORFs were regulated genome-wide), despite the fact that the differences in
tungsten levels are over 300-fold lower in the no added tungsten condition.

This strongly

indicates that the no added tungsten conditions are not considered limiting, and this is further
supported by efficient growth under both conditions. However, transcriptional analyses of
the high (500 μM) vs. standard (50-fold higher) and high vs. no added (> 16,000-fold higher
tungsten levels) show that there is regulation in a few tungsten related ORFs, namely
PF1203, the tungstoenzyme FOR, and tungsten transport protein, WtpA (PF0080).
FOR was down regulated in high tungsten. As previously discussed, it is thought to
play a role in amino acid catabolism, and its regulation is most likely a reflection of changes
in central metabolism. No regulation was seen in four of the five other characterized
tungstoenzymes: PF0464 (GAPOR), PF0346 (AOR), PF1961 (WOR4), and PF1480
(WOR5), all of which are in the aldehyde oxidoreductase family with broad substrate
specificities for aldehydes of varying lengths. Similarly, in cold shock, none of these
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tungstoenzymes appeared to be regulated except for WOR5 (117). In another report, growth
of P. furiosus on a complex medium supplemented with vanadate and no added tungsten did
not affect the amount of the tungstoenzyme AOR produced, suggesting further that tungsten
does not regulate this tungstoenzyme (64). Previously, microarray experiments indicate that
the tungstoenzymes play a role in glucose/peptide fermentation (84) and stress response
(117).
The tungstoenzymes in P. furiosus require tungsten in the form of a Wco where
tungsten is coordinated by two pterin moieties forming a bis-pterin cofactor (35, 48). The
pathway for the synthesis of this Wco is unknown, but putative Wco biosynthesis genes have
been identified in the genome based on the characterized molybdenum cofactor (Moco)
biosynthesis genes. Structurally, Moco is nearly identical to the Wco, and the pathway for
Moco synthesis, as well as the genes involved, has been well characterized (88). It is
expected that the synthesis of the Wco will be highly similar to that of Moco. The putative
tungsten cofactor synthesis and tungsten transport genes are listed in Table 3-3.
Two of these putative tungsten cofactor synthesis and tungsten transport genes were
regulated in our transcriptional analyses, PF0080 and PF1289. PF0080 encodes WtpA, a
protein found to be involved in the transport of tungsten (8). This protein is thought to be
part of an operon that contains PF0081 (WtpB/permease) and PF0082 (WtpC/ATPase) that
code for a tungstate selective ABC transporter similar to the high affinity ABC transporter
for molybdate encoded by the modABC genes (73). In this transporter, ModA is the
periplasmic molybdate binding protein. PF0080 has 30% sequence similarity/18% sequence
identity to ModA, and it was found to have a higher affinity for binding tungstate than ModA
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and TupA (59) (tungsten specific uptake protein) and similar affinity for molybdate as
ModA. [Note P. furiosus does not have a TupA homolog].
WtpA was down-regulated under high tungsten and this seems to correlate well with
the idea that under elevated tungsten the cell would repress the production of this high
affinity tungstate transporter as it may lead to metal related toxicity issues. Similar
regulation has been observed previously. For example, microorganisms have evolved
systems for the specific uptake of nickel and cobalt that are found in the environment only at
very low concentrations and a strategy developed for resistance to higher levels of these
metals is by repression of the uptake system rather than active efflux (10, 14).
PF1289 is annotated as the molybdopterin (MPT) biosynthesis protein MoeB. In E.
coli, recent evidence points to its role in the activation of the C-terminus of the MoaD
(molybdopterin synthase small subunit) via the formation of an acyl-adenylate (56, 57).
PF1289 has 26% identity and 46% similarity to the MoeB from E. coli K12 substrain
W3110, and was found to be up-regulated about 2-fold in the high tungsten compared to no
added tungsten condition. This putative protein belongs to the E1 family of enzymes that are
involved in both molybdopterin and thiamine biosynthesis (ThiF is another homolog).
PF1289 is the only putative Wco biosynthesis ORF up-regulated, however, its role in
tungsten metabolism is unclear. Presumably if it functions as a true MoeB, then coordinated
up-regulation of the putative MoaE/MoaD genes might have been observed.
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Tungsten effect on protein biosynthesis and protein fate:
An overall increase in protein biosynthesis is observed under the high tungsten
regime. Ribosomal proteins encoded by ORFs PF1818, PF1819, PF1822, and PF1823, are
likely part of an operon or have related functions due to apparent co-regulation of adjacent
genes. They are all up-regulated 2-fold in high compared to no added tungsten. Two tRNA
synthetases were up-regulated, which include PF0428, a putative partial alanyl-tRNA
synthetase and PF0890, a putative leucyl-tRNA synthetase. This increase in expression of
ribosomal and tRNA synthetases for protein synthesis correlates well with increased
regulation of amino acid biosynthesis genes.
PF0094, a protein disulfide oxidoreductase (PDO) was up-regulated in high tungsten
conditions. P. furiosus PDO has been characterized (70, 75), and results indicate that this
glutaredoxin-like protein has oxidative, reductive and isomerase activity. It has been
proposed that PDO enzymes are part of a complex system involved in the maintenance of
protein disulfide bonds (53). PDO was also up-regulated in the early cold shock response
(117) (thought to facilitate protein folding at suboptimal temperature) and up-regulated upon
sulfur addition to a P. furiosus culture, but recombinant PDO was found to have no effect on
any aspect of S0 reduction (85). A specific physiological role for PF0094 as a PDO has yet
to be established (70), although its catalytic function is likely related to the redox
environment of the cell (53). Due to the multifaceted enzymatic nature of PDO, it may serve
an oxidative role in regenerating disulfide bonds under high metal stress to stabilize proteins,
act as a chaperone similar to the proposed cold shock response, or it may be highly sensitive
to the redox status of the cell due to the redox properties of its active site disulfides. At any
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rate, further investigation is required to explain the transient nature of its transcriptional
response.
A selection of ORFs encoding proteases were down-regulated in high compared to no
added tungsten. These ORFs include two serine proteases (PF0688, PF0287) and an
intracellular protease (PF1719). However, the ATP-dependent lon protease, PF0467, was
up-regulated. One of the serine proteases, PF0287, encoding a characterized pyrolysin (23,
112) was previously seen to be down-regulated in heat shock (91). P. furiosus cells grown
on peptides are known to contain high levels of pyrolysin (22). Generally, proteases appear
to be repressed under high tungsten, this may be an extension of the down-regulation of
amino acid catabolism.

Tungsten effect on energy production and conversion:
P. furiosus produces organic acids, CO2 and H2 (H2S if S0 present) as major
fermentation products during growth on carbohydrates or peptides. During saccharolytic
growth, it uses a modified EM pathway containing the ferredoxin (Fd) linked enzymes,
GAPOR (63) and POR (11) (pyruvate Fd oxidoreductase), where Fd serves as the electron
acceptor, and as a result, no NADPH is formed (108). The reduced Fd is then coupled to H2
evolution through a membrane bound NiFe hydrogenase (MBH) (PF1423-1436) in an
energy-conserving process (79). In this model, the production of H2 by MBH in the presence
of reduced Fd leads to proton translocation across the membrane and the formation of a
proton motive force. An ATP synthase then uses this energy to drive the energetically
favorable transport of protons into the cell to synthesize ATP from ADP and Pi .
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The putative MBH operon contains a total of 14 contiguous genes, PF1423-PF1436
(mbhA-N). The first half of the operon, PF1423-1429 and PF1431 (mbhA-G, I) are thought
to encode hydrophobic membrane spanning subunits. The second half, PF1430, PF1432PF1436 (mbhH, mbhJ-N) encodes six genes that are part of the conserved core of a new class
of energy converting hydrogenases. This class of hydrogenases has close homologs to genes
encoding the NADH: quinone oxidoreductase complex (complex I) of the aerobic respiratory
chain (93).
Regulation of the MBH operon was observed under high tungsten conditions, 7 of the
ORFS (PF1423-PF1429) were down-regulated. This first half of the MBH operon encodes a
series of membrane associated proteins. The core hydrogenase subunits (PF1430, PF1432PF1436) containing the catalytic large subunit, were not regulated. The putative gene
products of PF1423-PF1429 present no relevant similarities to any purified proteins, but P.
furiosus codon preference is conserved, and prediction of membrane spanning helices in all
of these ORFs are statistically relevant (93). Genomes of P. horikoshii (mbhACEFGI), P.
absyssi (mbABCEFGI), and Thermotoga maritima (mbhABG) contain close homologs (93).
These subunits are thought to have a role in anchoring the MBH complex to the membrane.
Interestingly, these genes (mbhABCDEFGI) are also similar to genes encoding ion
transporters, such as the Na+/H+ transporters in Bacillus (41, 80). Since it is unknown
whether the core hydrogenase (mbhH, mbhJ-N) pumps protons or Na+ ions, the H+
translocation observed could be due to the conversion of a Na+ gradient into a H+ gradient
by this Na+/H+ antiporter (31, 32). Therefore the first half of the MBH operon (mbhA-G)
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may encode a pump that serves to convert a primary Na+ gradient into a secondary H+
gradient.
Interestingly, under high tungsten conditions, the lack of co-regulation between the
first half and the core hydrogenase of the MBH operon may indicate an unlinked function.
This would be an unexpected result as previous transcriptional studies have generally found
the entire operon to be coordinately regulated (85, 87, 121). There is also the possibility that
MBH down-regulation could be due to the decrease of reducing equivalents (Fd) available.
This idea is supported by the down-regulation in the ORF that codes for Fd (PF1909). Fd
serves as the primary electron acceptor in a variety of reactions in the peptide and
carbohydrate fermentation pathways of P. furiosus.
The nature and function of all 14 genes in the MBH operon remain unclear; they
respond to a host of conditions, ranging from gamma irradiation (121), sulfur addition (85),
and glycoside linkage (16) to tungsten availability, emphasizing the global response of this
operon and its pivotal role in energy conservation under a variety of environmental
conditions.
P. furiosus contains two other distinct NiFe-hydrogenases (58), the soluble
cytoplasmic enzymes, SH1 (PF0891-PF0894) and SH2 (PF1329-1330). In our
transcriptional analyses, PF1332 (catalytic NiFe-containing large subunit) and PF1331 (FeScluster containing small subunit) of SH2, were found to be up-regulated in high tungsten
conditions. It has also been observed that SH2 was transcribed to a greater extent in batch
exponential phase compared to continuous culture (15). In our study, the two additional
subunits of SH2 were not regulated. These are PF1329, which encodes for a subunit that has
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FeS centers and PF1330 which codes for a protein subunit containing a flavin adenine
dinucleotide (FAD) that likely allows the hydrogenase to interact with its dedicated electron
carrier.
The other cytoplasmic hydrogenase (SH1) encoded by PF0891 to PF0894 was not
affected by high tungsten. This hydrogenase was previously observed to be affected
primarily by growth rate and growth phase but not by cultivation methods (15). This absence
of SH1 regulation is consistent with divergence of expression patterns between the two
hydrogenases (15). The physiological role of the two soluble hydrogenases is still unknown,
but the different regulation patterns would be suggestive of separate functions in vivo.
Perhaps SH2 is up-regulated to support SH1 activity, as the cell encounters a greater need for
reducing power (in the form of NADPH) due to a decrease in MBH and Fd pools and thus
would save energy by helping to convert the ‘waste product’ (H2) from metabolism into
reducing equivalents.

Tungsten effect on ABC transporters:
ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters constitute one of the largest and most
important classes of transport proteins found in all domains of life (74). Their functions may
vary from substrate uptake or export, to osmotic sensing and regulation (4, 38). Bacterial and
archaeal ABC transporters consist of two integral membrane proteins (permeases), two
cytoplasmically located ATPases, and an extracellular substrate-binding protein responsible
for substrate binding and delivering to the permease domain (4).
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Genome analysis indicates that P. furiosus has 19 putative ABC transporters (4), 3 of
which have been characterized (49, 50) and are involved in organic solute uptake
(cellobiose/β-glucoside, trehalose/maltose, maltodextrin). The trehalose/maltose transporter
(PF1739-PF1741, PF1744 or Mal I) belongs to the carbohydrate uptake transporter class
(CUT1), but interestingly, the cellobiose/β-glucoside (PF1209-PF1213) uptake system is in
the di/oligopeptide class (82) and is involved in the uptake of di/oligosaccharides of the βglucoside class. Genome analysis of hyperthermophilic archaea and bacteria has found that
many of the transport operons assigned as di/oligopeptide transporters are in the vicinity of
sugar metabolizing enzymes (4, 67) suggesting that many of these transporters are likely
involved in uptake of di/oligosaccharides (4). Indeed the P. furiosus cellobiose/β-glucoside
(PF1209-PF1213) transporter belongs to the di/oligopeptide class and can be found with a
characterized β-mannosidase (6) (PF1208) associated with it. In addition, it was found to be
responsive to β-glucosides. The closely related species, P. abyssi contains a homolog of the
cellobiose/β-glucoside transporter (PAB0627-PAB0628, PAB2363, PAB0630-PAB0631)
and also has a putative β-mannosidase (PAB1740) next to the transporter gene cluster. Of
the 3 remaining ABC transporter gene clusters assigned in the di/oligopeptide class in P.
furiosus, two of them also have sugar metabolizing ORFs located in close proximity to the
transporter, and these ABC gene clusters, PF0357-PF0361 and PF0190-PF0194, were
significantly regulated under high tungsten.
The first transport cluster is PF0357-PF0361, and it was up-regulated under high
tungsten. As observed for the cellobiose/ β-glucoside transporter where a sugar utilization
gene (i.e., a β-mannosidase) is present upstream of the transporter, a putative β-galactosidase
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(PF0356) is located upstream of PF0357; however, it was not coordinately up-regulated with
the gene cluster. PF0356 is 88% identical at the amino acid level with PH0501, a
biochemically characterized β-mannosidase from P. horikoshii (45). As for the transporter
components, PF0357 encodes a binding protein, PF0358/PF0359 the permease, and
PF0360/PF0361 the ATPase. The ORF encoding the putative binding protein, PF0357,
shows the highest amino acid homology to PF1209 (38% identity, 54% homology) and is the
second most highly expressed under high tungsten (5.5 and 6-fold). PF1209 has been
characterized previously as the cellobiose/β-glucoside binding protein (49). Therefore,
PF0357 might also encode a carbohydrate binding protein (4). Likewise, P. abyssi and P.
horikoshii contain a homolog of PF0357, and within its vicinity genes encoding sugar
metabolizing proteins are present, though their function is unknown (4).
Although our data does not show regulation of the adjacent sugar utilization gene,
PF0356 (putative β-galactosidase), there is a similar gene downstream of the ABC
transporter gene cluster, PF0363. This ORF is annotated as a putative β-galactosidase
precursor, and is the most highly expressed ORF under high tungsten (up-regulated 9.5 and
8.5-fold). PF0363 was also observed to be up-regulated during heat shock (91). Despite its
annotation, it has been reported that PF0363 did not possess β-galactosidase activity toward a
chromogenic substrate (46). Interestingly, Tanaka et al. (96) recently characterized an exoβ-D-glucosaminidase (GlcNase) from Thermococcus kodakaraensis KOD1 encoded by
glmAtk. This gene has an amino acid sequence which showed high overall identities to the
putative P. furiosus β-galactosidase PF0363 (57% identity), P. abyssi PAB1349 (64%
identity), and P. horikoshii PH0511 (61% identity). GlcNase participates in an archaeal
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chitinolytic pathway, and evidence points to GlcN2 (the deacetylated product of chitin) as the
intracellular substrate to produce glucosamine (GlcN). Chitin is an insoluble β-1,4-linked
linear polymer of N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc), which is the second most abundant
organic compound on our planet after cellulose. P. furiosus is known to grow on chitin and
two chitinases have been characterized (PF1233 and PF1234) (26). The chitinase genes were
previously found to be transcribed when grown on chitin and peptide-based media (26);
however, they were not differentially regulated in our maltose based tungsten arrays.
It has been suggested by Tanaka et al. that the putative Pyrococcal β-galactosidases,
including PF0363, can be predicted not to be β-galactosidases but most likely GlcNases
based on high homology, lack of key motifs surrounding catalytic residues, phylogenetic
analysis and absence of β-galactosidase activity. Interestingly, the arrangement of the chitin
gene cluster in T. kodakaraensis KOD1 is highly similar to the PF0357-PF0361 gene cluster,
including the adjacent genes. In T. kodakaraensis KOD1, the glmAtk gene (encoding
GlcNase) was clustered with genes of a characterized β-glucosidase (24), a chitinase (95, 97),
putative ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transport system, and a putative glucosamine-6phosphate (GlcN6P) synthase. In T. kodakaraensis KOD1, it is thought that the putative
ABC transporter system may function as the amino disaccharide transporter. Once the
extracellular chitanase or β-glucosidase degrades its substrate, it must be translocated across
the cellular membrane to be further degraded by GlcNase into glucosamine (96) (GlcN).
Eventually the GlcN is converted to fructose-6-phosphate to be catabolized in the glycolytic
pathway. GlcN6P synthase plays a role in converting fructose-6-phosphate into
glucosamine-6-phosphate. By comparison, the P. furiosus putative ABC transporter PF357-
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PF361, has adjacent to it a predicted β-galactosidase (potentially GlcNase) PF0363, the
putative β-glucosidase/mannosidase PF0356, and a putative GlcN6P synthase, PF00362.
Almost all the genes in this arrangement were up-regulated under high tungsten, and this is
suggestive of a shift in substrate preference. P. furiosus may be responding to elevated
tungsten concentration by shifting its carbon metabolism for metabolizing β-linked sugars
like chitin or cellobiose, and down regulating the binding of α-linked sugars like maltose,
although further downstream, PF0442, a β-glucosidase is down-regulated in high tungsten.
The second ABC transporter gene cluster of the di/oligopeptide class is PF0190PF0194, and it was down-regulated under high tungsten. PF0190 is the putative binding
protein, PF0191-PF0192 is the permease, and PF0193-PF0194 the ATPase. The binding
protein shows only weak homology to the carbohydrate binding proteins PF1209 and
PF0357, although these are members of the same binding protein family (4). PF0190 shows
highest homology with bacterial oligopeptide binding proteins. Homologs of PF0190 are
found in P. horikoshii (PH1962), and P. abyssi (PAB1193), and in both species they are
included as part of an ABC transporter also of the di/oligopeptide class (4). No ORFs
encoding carbohydrate-hydrolyzing enzymes are located in the vicinity of the P. furiosus
transport cluster, implying that this ORF is involved in di/oligopeptide transport (4). This is
consistent with the induction of the putative binding protein, PF0190, under conditions of
growth on peptides and pyruvate (4). Additionally, the entire transporter (PF0190-PF0194)
was induced when grown on peptides (16).
Previous studies designated PF0190 as one of the cold induced proteins, CipA, found
to be up-regulated dramatically along with CipB, PF1408, during cold shock and adaptation
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in the membranes of P. furiosus (117) and thus, are thought to be stress responsive proteins.
PF1408 is also a binding protein that is part of another P. furiosus di/oligopeptide class ABC
transporter gene cluster (PF1408-PF1412). This transporter was not regulated under high
tungsten.
PF0190 was also found to be affected by growth phase transitions. It was down
regulated when cells entered early stationary phase, but up-regulated from early stationary to
late stationary phase (15). Although we do not know the binding substrates for this
transporter, it is clear that it is highly sensitive to various stress conditions including a metal
induced response. In fact, it appears that P. furiosus transporters generally are highly
responsive to environmental perturbations such as cold shock (117), growth phase (15), and
here, metal induction. These coordinated responses suggest that P. furiosus highly regulates
its large repertoire of ABC transporters when encountering different cellular or
environmental changes.
Although there does not appear to be a sugar hydrolyzing enzyme near this gene
cluster, a glucose-6-phosphate isomerase (PGI) PF0196, is located down stream of the
transporter and was coordinately down regulated under high tungsten conditions. PGI is
unrelated to its bacterial and eukaryal counterparts; instead it belongs to the so-called cupin
superfamily (42). Members of this family have a wide variety of functions that often appear
to be related to the binding or conversion of saccharides. PGI catalyzes the isomerization of
glucose-6-phosphate to fructose-6-phosphate in the modified EM pathway (28). PGI is
known to be a point of regulation in the P. furiosus modified EM pathway and in
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gluconeogenesis. It is tempting to speculate that PGI expression may affect this putative
di/oligopeptide transporter.
The permease component, PF1697, of the gene cluster PF1695-PF1698 appears to
belong to the carbohydrate ABC transport family. It was down-regulated in high tungsten
conditions. It is not known what the function of this transport cluster is, although PF1697 is
thought to be a β-glucan-induced transporter (55) (also PF1211 (49)). PF1696-PF1697 was
observed to be up-regulated on cellobiose, further supporting the idea that it is likely βglucan induced. What is interesting to note is that of all the ABC transport operons that were
regulated, even though the entire operon was not always seen to be regulated, the binding
protein was always regulated.
The last predicted ABC transport cluster that was up-regulated under high tungsten
was PF1003, PF1006-PF1008. The binding protein is encoded by PF1003, while PF1006PF1007 is the permease component, and PF1008 codes for the ATPase. This gene cluster is
in the phosphate transporter family and is thought to encode a putative phosphate transporter
with similarity to the high-affinity ABC transporter for molybdate encoded by the modABC
genes from E. coli (73). PF1003 has some similarity (28%) to the periplasmic molybdate
binding protein (ModA), but sequence identity is much lower (8) at 11%. A recently
characterized tungstate binding protein (8), WtpA (PF0080) has 30% sequence similarity and
18% identity to ModA. WtpA binds tungstate and molybdate (but with less affinity) and is
part of the sulphate/molybdate family of ABC transporters (PF0080-PF0082). This family is
known to transport oxyanions sulphate, molybdate, tungstate, selenate, and chromate whereas
the phosphate family preferentially binds phosphate, arsenate, and vanadate due to structural
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similarities (119). Additionally, the two ORFs in between the putative phosphate transporter,
PF1004 and PF1005, encoding a putative alkaline phosphatase IV precursor and a conserved
hypothetical protein (conserved domains suggest an AP endonuclease important in DNA
repair), respectively were also coordinately regulated with the ABC transporter.
PF1005 is thought likely to play a role in hydrolyzing extracellular nucleic acids into
nucleotides allowing phosphate moieties to become accessible to alkaline phosphatase (118).
In addition, the annotation of the adjacent ORFs, PF1009 and PF1010, appear to be related to
phosphate metabolism. PF1009 is a conserved hypothetical protein most similar to PhoU,
the phosphate regulatory protein, with homologs in T. kodakarensis KOD1 TK1869 (66%
identity) and P. abyssi GE5 PAB0701 (31% identity). PF1010 is annotated as a putative
PhoU with 29% identity to PF1009. The genomic region of PF1003-PF1010 has nearly the
same arrangement in M. jannaschii MJ1015-MJ1010 (all but alkaline phosphatase), P. abyssi
GE5 PAB2365-PAB2366, PAB0696-PAB0702, and T. kodakarensis KOD1 TK1864-1869
(all but AP endonuclease). See Figure 3-7 for gene organization in this region.
The binding protein of the transporter (PF1003) is most similar to PstS, the
periplasmic phosphate binding protein from E. coli with 35% identity/51% similarity and
with many of the conserved residues necessary for binding phosphate. PF1003 has close
homologs in Thermococcus kodakarensis KOD1 (81% identity/88% similarity), P. abyssi
GE5 (78% identity/87%similar), M. jannaschii DSM 2661 (68% identity/81% similar), and
Staphylothermus marinus (47% identity/65% similar). See Figure 3-6 for ClustalW
alignment. Similar analyses were done for the rest of the components of the transporter.
PF1006-PF1007 are homologs of PstC and PstA, respectively, and are components of the
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permease. PF1008 is a homolog of PstB the ATP binding protein. Cumulatively, these
details seem to support the role of phosphate transporter rather than molybdate or tungstate.

Based on gene organization, regulation, conserved residues and binding domains, the
putative phosphate transporter in P. furiosus appears to be similar to the high affinity Pst
transporter in E. coli. Pst is a multicomponent system that is similar to ones for histidine,
maltose, ribose, and other bacterial periplasmic transport systems (115). It is induced when
the external level of inorganic phosphate (Pi) is lower than 20 μM in E. coli (72). Pst is a
member of the phosphate regulon (PHO) consisting of more than 40 genes and operons
induced under Pi limitation and has been described in E. coli and Bacillus subtilis. The Pst
system is encoded by an operon including PhoU, the negative effector of the response
regulator in the PhoR/PhoB two-component regulatory system (TCS). This system controls
the Pho regulon in bacteria based on monitoring Pi levels in its habitat.
P. furiosus has not been reported to have a two component regulatory system
controlling phosphate homeostasis, and there does not appear to be PhoB or PhoR homologs
in the genome. There is however a putative PhoU regulatory protein (PF1009 and PF1010)
downstream of the putative phosphate transporter, but it was not differentially expressed.
This indicates a different mode of phosphate homeostasis, and it is unknown if PhoU has a
role. It has been reported that lower eukaryotes like Saccharomyces cerevisiae monitors its
internal phosphate reserves to adjust gene expression through the PHO regulon instead of
using a TCS. A recent report indicates that this mode of regulation is in operation in the
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euryarchaeon Halobacterium salinarum strain R1 (118). Such a system may also be
involved in phosphate homeostasis in P. furiosus.
The putative phosphate transporter was up-regulated under high tungsten and one
possibility for this may be due to monitoring of either low external or internal Pi levels. The
P. furiosus culture medium was made to a final concentration of 1 mM, added as potassium
phosphate buffer. This is thought to be sufficient as cell densities remained steady (~1.5x108
cells/ml) in continuous culture with various tungsten concentrations. However, we did not
measure external Pi levels, so it is unknown if there was a limitation of phosphate under high
tungsten, possibly due to incorporation into hetero-polyoxometallate complexes with
tungsten (30). Since phosphate is an essential nutrient for cells (54), its homeostasis is
critical to cellular function and coordinated up-regulation of this putative transporter along
with a putative alkaline phosphatase is significant.
Phosphate dependent gene expression has been analyzed in about 30 bacterial species
(36, 40, 60, 89, 94, 100, 110, 111) and is primarily regulated by the two-component systems
mentioned previously. Although the mechanisms to address phosphate limitation are well
studied in bacteria and eukarya, there are few studies in archaea. Previous reports on
chemostat studies of the hydrogenotrophic methanogen Methanococcus maripuludis under
phosphate limitation induced a specific response, a marked increase in mRNA levels for the
phosphate ABC transporter (34) (Mmp1095-Mmp1098). Similarly, a phosphate ABC
transporter (Pst) was regulated at the transcriptional level by phosphate starvation in E. coli
(114). In another study, the response of Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum to Pi
limited continuous cultures were evaluated by studying Pi uptake rates determined by
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disappearance of 32Pi from the medium (52). M. thermoautotrophicum was found to be able
to easily sequester Pi from low Pi environments through the presence of a low-Km, high-Vmax
uptake system for Pi , presumably similar to the Pst system. More recently, microarray
analysis was utilized to study phosphate limitation in Halobacterium salinarum strain R1
(118). Similarly, they found significant induction of alkaline phosphatase, Pi specific
transporters Pst1 and Pst2, and three PhoU homologs. The production and activity of
alkaline phosphatase is known to be part of the phosphate starvation response in E. coli
(114). It releases Pi from organophosphate compounds, which is transported by the Pit (low
affinity) or Pst system.
The putative Pyrococcus phosphate transporter was also up-regulated in chemostat
co-cultures of P. furiosus and Methanocaldococcus jannaschii when compared to a pure P.
furiosus culture (15). This may suggest that co-culture conditions could be phosphate
limiting for P. furiosus. Taken together, the transcriptional response in these studies mirrors
what is seen in the regulation of the putative phosphate transporter of P. furiosus and appears
to support the case for Pi limitation as the cause under high tungsten continuous culture.
However, if there is indeed Pi limitation under high tungsten for P. furiosus, one would
expect more than just the up-regulation of this transporter and alkaline phosphatase
expression.
Organisms such as E. coli respond to Pi limitation by eliciting a global transcriptional
and growth response. This may include, but is not limited to, a decrease or cessation in cell
growth/numbers, an increase in phosphate metabolism through induction of phosphatases
(other than alkaline phosphatase), and an uptake of alternative phosphate sources such as
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phosphonate and glycerol-3-phosphate. Pi limitation may also cause induction of stress
responsive genes, and a decrease in purine/pyrimidine synthesis as reported for E. coli (5,
104, 114). Under Pi limitation E. coli also represses amino acid metabolism and ribosomal
genes (40, 51), which was not observed in P. furiosus here. However, we cannot rule out the
possibility of Pi limitation; P. furiosus could be responding to Pi limitation differently based
on how it senses Pi (either internal or external) and therefore, we do not see a global
response. For example, in M. maripaludis phosphate limitation was highly specific and
resulted in the induction of only a few operons (34) (up-regulation of phosphate transporter).
Future studies to assess if Pi levels are limiting is necessary, as is analysis of intracellular Pi
concentrations and alkaline phosphatase activity that could support the hypothesis for a more
eukaryotic mode of phosphate homeostasis that involves monitoring of internal Pi
concentrations rather than bacterial-like two component systems.

Hypothetical proteins:
The COG categories of “empty” and “function unknown” contained a high number of
ORFs that were among the most regulated under varying tungsten conditions.
Approximately 18% of all the regulated ORFs were in this category, therefore, their roles in
tungsten metabolism is of interest. ORFs PF0324-PF0325 were up-regulated in high
tungsten, they encode conserved hypothetical proteins that might be part of an operon
(PF0324-PF0326). PF0324 was one of the most highly up-regulated ORFs, 4-5.5-fold. This
putative operon was previously found to be the most dramatically up-regulated of all ORFs in
the late cold shock response and increased even more (from 20- to 39-fold) in the cold
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adapted cells (117). The co-regulation of these genes seen in both studies suggests that they
are probably part of a operon and may have some role in stress response and merits further
investigation.
There is a down-regulation of a putative cobalt transport operon PF0529-PF0531,
which was also observed when elemental sulfur was added to a log phase culture of P.
furiosus (85). In fact, this operon was one of the most highly repressed under high tungsten,
from 5 to 7-fold down-regulated. Schut et al. (85) suggests that this operon along with
PF1621 (also down-regulated in high tungsten) may be involved in sugar metabolism due to
their conservation in T. kodakarensis but not P. horikoshii or P. abyssi, which do not utilize
sugars like P. furiosus and T. kodakarensis. However, PF1621 is a hypothetical protein with
no conserved domains, its function is completely unknown, with no resemblance to sugar
metabolizing enzymes. The P. furiosus putative cobalt transport operon does have homologs
to the CbiMNOQ system of Co2+ transport with many conserved domains and organization
of the gene structure. Further investigation into this operon as to its role as a cation
transporter is required to assign function.
Interestingly, PF1072, a hypothetical protein in the ArsR family was up-regulated
under high tungsten. Proteins in this family are metalloregulatory and all contain a
conserved helix-turn-helix domain involved in DNA recognition (76). The metalloregulatory
members of this protein family bind DNA as repressors, and are induced by binding of a
metal ion (33). Typically, these family members bind an operator sequence that contains a
12-2-12 imperfect inverted repeat upstream of regulated genes. Once bound with metal ions,
a conformational change is induced that dissociates the repressor from its operator sequences,
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resulting in transcription of efflux pumps and thereby allowing the removal of toxic or excess
metal ions from the cell. It is unknown what role, if any, it has on the tungsten regulation.
Notable hypothetical proteins highly regulated only in the high compared to no added
tungsten include: PF0858 (-7.7-fold), and PF1217 (-8.3-fold). Hypothetical proteins encoded
by ORFs PF0449 (3.1 to 5-fold), PF0489 (3.4 to 6.3-fold), and PF1618 (-2.4 to -4.5-fold)
were significantly regulated under both high compared to standard and high compared to no
added tungsten. Given the number of hypothetical proteins regulated, and a few of them
being among the most highly regulated under high tungsten, these candidates should be
investigated further to determine their roles in the tungsten specific response.
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3.4

CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we have applied whole genome microarray analysis to chemostat

cultures of the hyperthermophilic archaeon Pyrococcus furiosus under different tungsten
regimes. We found that the transcriptomes of P. furiosus cultured with standard (10 μM)
compared to no added (≤30 nM) tungsten are nearly identical. Regulation may be at the
posttranscriptional level, or more likely, levels of tungsten are sufficient for cellular
metabolism as reports of tungsten concentration are in the nanomolar range near where this
organism was first isolated. Furthermore, this is supported by the recently characterized
tungstate specific binding protein, WtpA, that has the lowest known Kd of 17 ± 7 pM for any
tungstate/molybdate periplasmic protein (8). These results suggest that this organism can
effectively scavenge for trace elements that are essential to its metabolism.
Conversely, the transcriptome under high (0.5 mM) when compared to standard and
no added tungsten indicates that major transcriptional adjustments occurred, primarily in the
COG categories of amino acid metabolism, transport of inorganic ions and hypothetical
proteins. Genes related to carbohydrate metabolism, and nitrogen utilization were highly
impacted and would suggest a repression of sugar (maltose) binding, hydrolysis and
transport, while there was an up-regulation in amino acid biosynthesis presumably linked to a
greater requirement for nitrogen under higher metals concentrations. Arguably, the most
interesting findings of this work relates to the coordinate response of ABC transporters.
P. furiosus has 19 putative transporters, of which various components of 7 of these
transporters were regulated in high tungsten. The role of these putative transporters range
from carbohydrate, di/oligopeptide to metal and phosphate transport and regulation. These
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coordinated responses suggest that the organism highly regulates its large repertoire of ABC
transporters when encountering different cellular or environmental challenges. Regulation of
these key transporters may affect the rest of the transcriptomic response.
It was anticipated that many genes important in tungsten metabolism such as
tungstoenzymes, tungsten binding and transport genes would be greatly affected by
concentrations of this metal. Surprisingly, there was minimal regulation of tungstoenzymes,
which require tungsten incorporated into a bispterin moiety of the tungsten cofactor (Wco),
and of the putative Wco biosynthesis genes. Down-regulation of the tungsten binding protein
WtpA was observed under high tungsten, further implicating its role in tungsten metabolism.
There was also down-regulation of the tungstoenzyme formaldehyde ferredoxin
oxidoreductase, but this seems to more likely linked to central carbon metabolism differences
rather than a tungsten specific response. Lastly, PF1289 is annotated as MoeB-like, a protein
thought to be involved in the activation of the C-terminus of the MoaD (molybdopterin
synthase small subunit) via the formation of an acyl-adenylate in E. coli (57). The role of
this homolog in P. furiosus is unknown, although it may be part in the Wco synthesis
pathway and its annotation as a MoeB suggests that it may have a role in the activation and
incorporation of metal into the pterin. Reports also indicate that the MoeB and MoaD
interaction resemble the first step of the ubiquitin-targeted degradation of proteins in
eukaryotes, namely the ATP dependent activation of ubiquitin by Uba (57). This leads to the
intriguing possibility that PF1289 could be involved in a different pathway than that of Wco
biosynthesis. Further evidence that may support this link is that there are 2 other MoeB-like
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proteins in the genome of P. furiosus, PF0003 and PF0009, and which of these are involved
in Wco biosynthesis is also unknown.
Surprisingly, an oxidative stress response was not seen under high tungsten. Previous
reported effects of metal ion toxicity are similar to those reported for oxidative stress (37).
This observation does correlate with the overall transcriptional response. There did not
appear to be other hallmarks of a bacterial metal toxicity response such as exopolysaccharide
production, nor a membrane and osmotic stress response (37). Furthermore, depletion or
toxic levels of metals may interfere with the function of one or more metal dependent
enzymes, which in turn can lead to activation of stress responses. Genes associated with
metal starvation and stress may result from such indirect effects and this was not observed.
Under many metal ion stress conditions, amino acid biosynthesis pathways are regulated (37)
and this was observed under high tungsten. In general, it appears that high tungsten
conditions do not conform to a typical bacterial metal toxicity and stress response. Rather
the conditions could be considered a specific adaptive response as there is a distinct
transcriptional profile for high compared to standard and no added tungsten.
Although the present work does not definitively indicate specific mechanisms of how
P. furiosus deals with varying concentrations of tungsten, the results do provide a framework
for future studies directed at analyzing the role of ABC transporters, particularly as they
pertain to metal and phosphate homeostasis.
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Table 3-1 Numbers of differentially transcribed ORFs in three dye swap comparisons.
Std_NoW

HiW_Std

HiW_NoW

Total regulated

4

121

120

Up-regulated

3

58

69

Down-regulated

1

63

51

ORFs were ≥ 2-fold differentially transcribed in each comparison. For example, 121 total
ORFs were differentially transcribed in the HiW compared to Std tungsten. Of these, 58
were up-regulated, 63 were down-regulated in HiW conditions compared to Std tungsten.
HiW = 0.5 mM tungsten
Std = 10 μM tungsten
NoW = ≤ 30 nM tungsten
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Table 3-2 Differentially expressed (Fold-change) ORFs regulated
by tungsten concentration
HiW: High tungsten = 0.5 mM
NoW: No added tungsten = ≤ 30 nM
Std: Standard tungsten = 10 μM
NC: No Change, “-“ Down regulated
Function
Gene ID
HiW
HiW vs.
vs.
NoW
Std
PF0121
-2.5
NC
Amino acid
metabolism PF0428
NC
2.4

Std
vs.
NoW
NC

Annotation

PF0429
PF0449
PF0450
PF0499
PF0936PF0938
PF0940PF0942
PF1054PF1056
PF1071
PF1266PF1268
PF1335
PF1592AB
PF1702PF1704
PF1715

2.1
3.1
2.6
2.2
2.2 to
2.9
NC

2.2
5
5.3
2.5
2.4 to 3.8

NC
NC
2
NC
NC

Putative aspartate
aminotransferase
Partial alanyl-tRNA
synthetase matches C-term
Putative proline permease
Hypothetical protein
Glutamine synthetase 1
Metal-binding protein, Arg 1
Leucine anabolism

2 to 2.3

NC

Leucine anabolism

NC

2.1 to 2.2 NC

Serine/threonine anabolism

2.2
-2.3 to
-2.4
NC
2 to 2.1
2.1 to
2.3
NC

2.2
NC

Asparagine synthetase
Methionine biosynthesis

PF1778

-2.6

NC

NC
NC

-2.3
NC
2.2 to 2.4 NC
2.5 to 2.7 NC

Thiamine metabolism
Tryptophan synthase
Tryptophan anabolism

2.1

NC

-2.2

NC

Pyrroline-5-carboxylate
reductase
Serine
hydroxymethyltransferase
Glycine metabolism

PF19992.1 to
2.0 to 2.6 NC
PF2000
3.0
Example: PF0450 is 2.6-fold up-regulated in high tungsten conditions compared to
standard tungsten, it is 5.3-fold up-regulated in high tungsten compared to no added
tungsten, and it is 2-fold up-regulated in standard compared to no added tungsten.
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Table 3-2 Continued: Differentially expressed (Fold-change) ORFs regulated
by tungsten concentration
HiW: High tungsten = 0.5 mM
NoW: No added tungsten = ≤ 30 nM
Std: Standard tungsten = 10 μM
NC: No Change, “ – “ Down regulated
Function
Gene ID HiW vs.
Std
PF0362

2.7

HiW
vs.
NoW
2.3

PF0363
PF0442
PF0477
PF1109PF1110

9.5
-2.1
-7.4
-2.1

8.6
-2.3
-4.5
NC

NC
NC
NC
NC

PF1697

NC

-2.0

NC

PF1739

-2.6

-2.7

NC

PF1935

-2.3

-2.0

NC

PF1936

-2.7

-2.0

NC

PF1938

-2.1

NC

NC

PF0080
Tungsten
specific ABC
transport
Tungstoenzyme PF1203

NC

-2.3

NC

-2.1

-2.1

NC

-2.0 to
-3.3
2.1 to 5.5

-2.0 to
-2.7
2.0 to
6.0

NC

Formaldehyde Fd
oxidoreductase
Putative ABC transporter

NC

Putative ABC transporter

Carbohydrate
transport and
metabolism

ABC
di/oligopeptide
transporters

PF0190PF0194
PF0357,
PF0359PF0360
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Std
vs.
NoW
NC

Annotation
Glucosamine-6-phosphate
synthase
Exo-β-D-glucosaminidase
β-glucosidase
Cytoplasmic α-amylase
Putative extracellular
proteins in starch
metabolism
Putative ribose/galactose
ABC transporter
Mal I operon: ABC
transporter:
trehalose/maltose binding
protein
Mal II operon:
amylopullulanase
Mal II operon: ABC
transporter permease
Mal II operon: ABC
transporter maltodextrin
binding protein
Periplasmic tungsten binding
protein, WtpA

Table 3-2 Continued: Differentially expressed (Fold-change) ORFs regulated
by tungsten concentration
HiW: High tungsten = 0.5 mM
NoW: No added tungsten = ≤ 30 nM
Std: Standard tungsten = 10 μM
NC: No Change, “ – “ Down regulated
Function
Gene ID
HiW vs.
Std
ABC
Transporters

Glycolysis

Annotation

2.1 to
4.0

HiW vs. Std
NoW
vs.
NoW
2.0 to
NC
2.6

-2.1

-2.0

NC

-2.4

NC

NC

PF0751PF0753

2.1 to
2.3

NC

NC

PF0868
PF1064
PF1331PF1332
PF1423PF1429

-3.0
2.0
2.1 to
2.3
-2.1 to 3.1

-3.1
2.1
2.2 to
2.4
-2.0 to 2.4

NC
NC
NC

PF1456

-3.1

-2.7

NC

PF1909
PF0094

-2.1
2.2

-2.3
2.3

NC
NC

PF0287
PF0467

-3.8
NC

-3.1
2.1

NC
NC

PF0688

NC

-2.0

NC

PF1719

NC

-2.3

NC

Glucose-6-phosphate
isomerase
Fructose 1,6bisphosphatase
Putative
oxidoreductase
complex
NDP-sugar synthase
Hypothetical protein
Soluble hydrogenase
II (SH2) Cytoplasmic
Membrane bound
hydrogenase
complex (MBH)
Acetyltransferase, in
membrane bound
oxidoreductase
complex (MBX)
operon
Ferredoxin
Protein disulfide
oxidoreductase
Pyrolysin
ATPdependent
protease lon
Subtilisin-like
protease
Intracellular protease

PF1003,
PF1006PF1007
PF1004
PF0196

Gluconeogenesis PF0613

Energy and
metabolism

NC

Protein Fate

153

Putative phosphate
transporter and
alkaline phosphatase

Table 3-2 Continued: Differentially expressed (Fold-change) ORFs regulated
by tungsten concentration
HiW: High tungsten = 0.5 mM
NoW: No added tungsten = ≤ 30 nM
Std: Standard tungsten = 10 μM
NC: No Change, “ – “ Down regulated
Function
Gene ID HiW vs.
Std

Protein
synthesis

DNA
metabolism

Purines and
Pyrimdines

PF0890
PF1561

2.1
2.2

HiW
vs.
NoW
2.0
2.7

PF1562

-2.0

NC

NC

PF1563

-3.1

-2.6

NC

PF1564

-2.3

-2.2

NC

PF1818PF1819,
PF1822PF1823
PF1965
PF2012
PF0642PF0643
PF1005
PF1051

NC

2.1 to
2.4

NC

NC
NC
-2.1 to
-2.2
2.7
2.2

-2.3
2.2
NC

NC
NC
NC

3
2.3

NC
NC

PF1167
PF2023
PF2024
PF0308

2.2
-2.1
-2.1
2.3

2
NC
NC
2.4

NC
NC
NC
NC

PF0421
PF2014

NC
NC

NC
2.3

2.2
NC

154

Std
vs.
NoW
NC
NC

Annotation
Leucyl-tRNA synthetase
LSU ribosomal protein
L30E
DNA-directed RNA
polymerase subunit a
DNA-directed RNA
polymerase subunit a’
DNA-directed RNA
polymerase subunit b
LSU and 30S Ribosomal
proteins
Elongation factor 1-β
Elongation factor 2
Hypothetical proteins,
CRISPR associated genes
Putative AP endonuclease
Large helicase related
protein
Smc-like
DNA invertase
Transposase
Adenylosuccinate
synthetase
Hypothetical protein
Extragenic suppressor

Table 3-2 Continued: Differentially expressed (Fold-change) ORFs regulated
by tungsten concentration
HiW: High tungsten = 0.5 mM
NoW: No added tungsten = ≤ 30 nM
Std: Standard tungsten = 10 μM
NC: No Change, “ – “ Down regulated
Function
Gene ID HiW vs.
Std

Biosynthesis of
cofactors

Cell envelope

Coenzyme
transport and
metabolism
Cellular
processes

Unknown
hypothetical
proteins

PF1289
PF1482
PF1618
PF1674

NC
-2.1
-4.5
3.0

HiW
vs.
NoW
2.2
-2.5
-2.4
2.4

PF1676

2.7

2.3

NC

PF1975
PF1976PF1978
PF0471
PF0834
PF0883
PF1217
PF2032
PF1102

NC
2.0 to
2.4
-2.1
-2.3
NC
NC
-2.3
NC

2.1
2.1 to
3.6
NC
-2.4
-2.6
-8.3
NC
2.3

NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
2.2
NC

PF1033

NC

2.4

NC

PF1063
PF1285
PF0016
PF0083

2.5
3.1
-2.4
2.3

2.3
NC
-2.2
2.3

NC
NC
NC
NC

155

Std
vs.
NoW
NC
NC
NC
NC

Annotation
MoeB
Hypothetical protein
ATP-binding protein phnp
Predicted protein-tyrosine
phosphatase
Biotin-(acetyl CoA
carboxylase) ligase
NAD biosynthesis
NAD biosynthesis
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Putative Na+/H+ antiporter
bifunctional short chain
isoprenyl diphosphate
synthase
Alkyl hydroperoxide
reductase
Hypothetical protein
FeS assembly protein SufD
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein

Table 3-2 Continued: Differentially expressed (Fold-change) ORFs regulated
by tungsten concentration
HiW: High tungsten = 0.5 mM
NoW: No added tungsten = ≤ 30 nM
Std: Standard tungsten = 10 μM
NC: No Change, “ – “ Down regulated
Function
Gene ID HiW vs.
Std

Unknown
hypothetical
proteins

PF0133

2

HiW
vs.
NoW
NC

PF0134
PF0195
PF0210
PF0225

2.1
-2.8
-2.2
NC

NC
-3.2
-2.0
-3.3

NC
NC
NC
NC

PF0281
PF0286
PF0323
PF0324PF0325
PF0328
PF0329
PF0339
PF0354
PF0421
PF0489
PF0490
PF0529
PF0530PF0531
PF0566
PF0672
PF0673

NC
2.2
NC
2.4 to
4.4
2.2
2.3
-2.2
2
NC
3.4
NC
-2.2
-6.0 to
-6.8
2.1
-2.9
-2.5

-2.2
2.1
2
2.5 to
5.1
NC
2.1
-2.4
NC
NC
6.3
2.3
NC
-4.8 to
-6.9
NC
-2.3
NC

NC
NC
NC
NC

Glucokinase pathway
related
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Putative oxidative cyclase
Putative Nacetyltransferase
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein

NC
NC
NC
NC
2.2
NC
NC
NC
NC

Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Methyltransferase
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
ABC type Co2+ transporter
ABC type Co2+ transporter

NC
NC
NC

PF0674

-2.1

NC

NC

PF0723

-2.4

-2.9

NC

Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Methylmalonyl-CoA
decarboxylase gamma
chain
Ion gradient generating
decarboxylase subunit β
Putative permease
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Std
vs.
NoW
NC

Annotation

Table 3-2 Continued: Differentially expressed (Fold-change) ORFs regulated
by tungsten concentration
HiW: High tungsten = 0.5 mM
NoW: No added tungsten = ≤ 30 nM
Std: Standard tungsten = 10 μM
NC: No Change, “ – “ Down regulated
Function
Gene ID HiW vs.
Std

Unknown
hypothetical
proteins

PF0856
PF0858
PF0882
PF0883
PF0886
PF1072
PF1168
PF1190
PF1195
PF1255
PF1524
PF1545
PF1572
PF1609
PF1612
PF1621

-2.0
NC
NC
NC
NC
2.4
2.3
-2.5
NC
-2.3
NC
NC
-2.2
2.1
-2.2
-2.2

HiW
vs.
NoW
NC
-7.7
-2.5
-2.6
-2.1
2.1
2.3
-2.5
-2.0
NC
-2.2
-2.4
-2.3
2.3
-2.1
-3.1

PF1638
PF1764
PF1890
PF1907
PF1914

NC
-2.1
-2.0
NC
2.0

2.2
-2.4
NC
-2.3
2.1
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Std
vs.
NoW
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
-2.5
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC

Annotation
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
ArsR metalloregulator
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Small peptide, 32AA
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
ACT domain
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Signal sequence membrane
protein S layer domain
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein

Table 3-3 Putative tungsten cofactor biosynthesis and tungsten transport ORFs
Gene ID
PF0090
PF0849
PF0372
PF1854
PF0345
PF0543
PF1605
PF0100
PF0080
PF0081

Wco Biosynthesis
homolog
MoaA
MoaA
MoaB*
MoaC
MoaD2
MoaD1
MoaD3
MoaE
ModA/WtpA#
ModB/WtpB

PF0082

ModC/WtpC

PF0003
MoeB
PF0009
MoeB
PF1289
MoeB
PF0542
MoeA1
PF1783
MoaA2
PF0618
MobA
PF2041
MobA
PF1954
MobB
* PF0372 characterized by Bevers et al. (9)
# PF0080 characterized by Bevers et al. (8)

Wco Biosynthesis gene function
cPMP synthesis
cPMP synthesis
Catalyze MPT adenylylation
cPMP synthesis
Molybdopterin synthase
Molybdopterin synthase
Molybdopterin synthase
Molybdopterin synthase
Molybdenum/tungsten transport: binding protein
Molybdenum/tungsten transport: integral
membrane protein
Molybdenum/tungsten transport: ATP binding
protein
Activation of MoaD
Activation of MoaD
Activation of MoaD
Insertion/Activation of molybdenum or tungsten
Insertion/Activation of molybdenum or tungsten
MPT guanine dinucleotide synthase
MPT guanine dinucleotide synthase
GTP binding protein
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Figure 3-1 Venn diagram analysis of tungsten effect in three dye swap comparisons:
1)HiW_Std 2) HiW_NoW 3) Std_NoW
HiW (0.5 mM), Std (10 μM), NoW ( ≤ 30 nM) tungsten
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log2 fold change

Figure 3-2 Volcano plot of Standard vs. No added tungsten
The log2 fold change in gene expression between standard (10 μM) and no added
(≤ 30 nM) tungsten. A positive fold change indicates an up-regulation of the genes in
standard compared to no added tungsten. The vertical axis represents the statistical
significance of the change in terms of the –log10 P-value. The bold vertical lines represent a
2-fold change, and the horizontal lines represent the Bonferroni correction for this
experiment.
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Figure 3-3 Volcano plot of High vs. Standard tungsten
The log2 fold change in gene expression between high (0.5 mM) and standard (10 μM)
tungsten. A positive fold change indicates an up-regulation of the genes in high compared to
standard tungsten. The vertical axis represents the statistical significance of the change in
terms of the –log10 P-value. The bold vertical lines represent a 2-fold change, and the
horizontal lines represent the Bonferroni correction for this experiment.
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log2 fold change in gene expression
High W vs. No W
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Figure 3-4 Volcano plot of High vs. No added tungsten
The log2 fold change in gene expression between high (0.5 mM) and no added (≤ 30 nM)
tungsten. A positive fold change indicates an up-regulation of the genes in high compared to
no added tungsten. The vertical axis represents the statistical significance of the change in
terms of the –log10 P-value. The bold vertical lines represent a 2-fold change, and the
horizontal lines represent the Bonferroni correction for this experiment.
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Gene expression changes broken down into
functional categories as defined by the COG database
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Figure 3-5 Gene expression changes broken down into functional categories as defined by the COG
database.
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Figure 3-6 ClustalW alignment of Pyrococcus furiosus ORF PF1003 (PstS_Pfu). Also
shown are homologs from T. kodakarensis KOD1, P. abyssi, M. jannasschii, S. marinus, E.
coli, and Clustal consensus sequence.
* means the residues in that column are identical in all sequences in the alignment
: means that conserved substitutions have been observed
. means that semi-conserved substitutions are observed
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Figure 3-7 Gene organization in the 9.6-kbp region (starting from locus PF1003-PF1010) on
the Pyrococcus furiosus genome. Arrows indicate open reading frames.
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ABSTRACT
Pyrococcus furiosus is one of the most extensively studied hyperthermophilic archaea.
Proteins from this hyperthermophilic organism are extremely thermostable and are highly
resistant to chemical denaturants, organic solvents and proteolytic digestion. This
thermostability makes it difficult to apply traditional methods of enzymatically digesting a
complex mixture of proteins, commonly a first step in peptide generation in most shotgun
proteomics methods. Here, we have developed a simple shotgun proteomics approach for the
global identification of the P. furiosus proteome. This methodology uses a detergent-based
microwave assisted acid hydrolysis (MAAH) step coupled with an overnight trypsin digest to
obtain peptides. Subsequent peptide fractionation by isoelectric focusing in immobilized pH
gradients (IPG-IEF), followed by chromatographic separation with reverse phase nano-HPLC
and electrospray ionization tandem mass spectrometry (ESI-MS/MS) of peptides enabled the
identification of over 900 proteins representing over 44% of the proteome. In most
functional classes, over 50% of the predicted proteins were identified, including a number of
membrane proteins. This new sample preparation technique will enable extensive
proteomics data to be obtained for this organism, thereby enabling the reconstruction of
metabolic pathways and promoting a systems biology based understanding of this important
extremophile.
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4.1

INTRODUCTION

The Archaea represent one of the three primary domains of life, distinct from Bacteria
and the Eucarya (56). The assignment of Archaea to a third domain of life has been based on
the universal small subunit ribosomal RNA (57) (SSU rRNA) and further validated by
comparative genomics, molecular and phylogenetic data. The Archaea have distinct
molecular characteristics, such as regions of rRNA different from Bacteria and Eucarya (56),
a unique RNA polymerase structure (61), and specialized cell membrane components (24).
They inhabit some of the most extreme environments on Earth, from acidic pools,
hypersaline lakes to volcanic vents, but they are not confined to such extremes. Recent
environmental surveys suggest that these diverse organisms can also be found coexisting
with Bacteria and Eucarya in the majority of earth’s terrestrial and oceanic environments
(43). The broad distribution and abundance of Archaea could make them one of the most
common organisms on earth and imply that they have the potential to contribute significantly
to global energy cycles (46).
Hyperthermophilic archaea, organisms that have an optimal growth temperature of
80°C or higher (4) are of particular interest. Enzymes from these organisms exhibit optimal
activity under high temperatures, and thus have been a valuable source of thermostable
enzymes for many industrial applications (54). A cataloging of the proteome of these
organisms is important in order to facilitate our use of these enzymes for novel metabolic
reactions and to fully relate other ‘omic scale data on these organisms. An increased
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understanding of these proteins will allow us to better employ them for applications in fields
such as biotechnology, bioremediation, energy, and biofuel production.
One of the most studied hyperthermophilic archaea is Pyrococcus furiosus, a strictly
anaerobic heterotroph that grows optimally at 100°C. P. furiosus is an excellent candidate
for proteomics studies due to its relative ease of cultivation, providing a source of
thermostable proteins for biotechnological applications (14) and the sequencing and in silico
annotation of its genome (41). The accumulation of genomic sequence data for P. furiosus
and other hyperthermophilic archaea has produced a large set of new protein sequences, most
of which have been derived from the translation of predicted open reading frames (59)
(ORFs).
Many of these predicted ORFs have no experimental evidence relating to their
expression or function, and any functional prediction is often made by comparison with
sequences currently in the public databases (59). Nearly 50% of the genes in P. furiosus are
not assigned a role category, or are identified as conserved hypothetical or hypothetical genes
(41). Since it is still difficult to predict coding regions accurately from genomic data, whole
proteome analysis can validate whether these predicted ORFs actually encode functional
proteins. This will also allow us to identify the total number of genes in a given genome,
which increasingly has been shown to be important. For example, a study by Poole et al.
(38) found large discrepancies in gene size and gene number between annotations of the P.
furiosus genome in two public databases, the Comprehensive Microbial Resource (CMR)
(37) of The Institute for Genomic Research (TIGR) and the Reference Sequence (RefSeq)
(39) collection of the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI). More than
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500 of the originally annotated genes differ in size in the two databases, and many vary
significantly (38). The two databases contain 60 (RefSeq) and 221 (CMR) genes not present
in the original annotation of P. furiosus (38). Due to annotation discrepancies in P. furiosus,
use of a proteomics based approach to provide experimental evidence that specific ORFs are
functional and or encode stable proteins will enable us to clarify the true number of genes in
the genome.
P. furiosus was one of the first archaeal species whose proteome was examined using
mass spectrometry. Holden et al. (15) was able to identify more than 60 proteins by using a
combination of matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight (MALDI-TOF) and
capillary liquid chromatography electrospray ionization tandem mass spectrometry (μLCESI-MS/MS) on proteins extracted from two-dimensional gels (2DE). In Lim et al. (28) a
comparative analysis of protein identification for 2DE gel separation of proteins from
Methanococcus jannaschii and P. furiosus using MALDI-TOF peptide mass mapping and
LC-MS/MS was presented. A total of 62 cytoplasmic proteins were successfully identified in
this report. A very recent report by Menon et al. (29) identified multiprotein complexes from
P. furiosus using non-denaturing, sequential column chromatography and nano-LC-ESIMS/MS.
Alternative approaches such as reverse-phase liquid chromatography (LC)
separations of proteolytic digests of whole cellular fractions coupled online with electrospray
tandem mass spectrometry (ESI-MS/MS), commonly referred to as the “shotgun” approach,
have been developed for high-throughput proteome analysis (16). This method has
facilitated the identification of thousands of expressed proteins in a single series of
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experiments (55). Generally, the first step to a successful shotgun proteomics strategy is to
create peptides from a complex protein mixture using proteases, a major obstacle in P.
furiosus. Proteins from hyperthermophilic organisms show an intrinsic degree of stability at
high temperatures (54), which is associated with a higher resistance to chemical denaturants
such as detergents, organic solvents and other chemical reagents (44). Some thermophilic
proteins also resist proteolytic digestion at moderate temperatures (20 to 60°C) and only
become sensitive to proteolytic attack above 70°C (54). Therefore, it is difficult to apply the
traditional methods of enzymatically digesting a complex mixture of proteins using trypsin
alone to obtain peptides from P. furiosus.
One way to circumvent this problem is the use of a microwave-assisted acid
hydrolysis (MAAH) step before overnight digestion with trypsin. The application of acidcatalyzed hydrolysis to degrade proteins to generate peptides can be traced to Sanger and
Thompson (45, 60). More recently, Trauger et al. (51) applied an acid cleavable detergent
(Rapigest) along with trypsin, to examine the global molecular changes in the transcriptome,
metabolome, and proteome of P. furiosus as it undergoes a cold adaptation response. In
another study, an application developed in the Fenselau Laboratory has demonstrated that the
use of microwave and acid-catalyzed hydrolysis produces peptide products useful in the
identification of Bacillus spores (48). Zhong et al. (60) reported a method of protein
identification based on MAAH using 25% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) for protein degradation
followed by LC-MALDI MS/MS of the resultant peptides. Microwave irradiation has been
known to accelerate chemical or enzymatic reactions (9), and the use of MAAH can
significantly increase the speed of protein processing for proteome analysis.
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Here, we have developed a simple shotgun proteomics approach as an alternative to
gel-based proteomic platforms to identify the diversity of proteins produced by P. furiosus.
This technique uses detergent with acid in a microwave-assisted acid hydrolysis (MAAH)
step before overnight bulk digestion of proteins with trypsin. This complex mixture of
mostly tryptic peptides is then fractionated by isoelectric focusing in immobilized pH
gradients (IPG-IEF), followed by chromatographic separation with reverse phase nano-HPLC
and ESI-MS/MS analysis of peptides using an ion trap mass spectrometer (7).
This combined approach identified over 900 unique proteins from P. furiosus, which
is the largest number of reported proteins identified from this organism to date using
shotgun-based proteomic techniques. This approach requires significantly fewer separation
and processing steps than previous reports and results in the identification of nearly 44% of
the P. furiosus proteome over all functional classes.
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4.2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

4.2.1 Reagents
All standard chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) unless
otherwise noted. HPLC-grade water and acetonitrile were purchased from Burdick and
Jackson (Muskegon, MI, USA).

4.2.2 Growth of Microorganisms
Pyrococcus furiosus (DSM 3638) was grown at 90°C in a 1-liter capacity Corning
pyrex media bottle with a 1% inoculum as previously described (52). In addition to the 500
mls of basic salts medium, 5 ml of 100 mM Na2WO4 · 2H2O , 2.5 ml yeast extract stock (10%
w/v), 5.0 ml maltose stock (50% w/v), and 5.0 ml potassium phosphate stock (0.1M, pH 6.8)
were added.
For all experiments, P. furiosus was grown for 15 hours and harvested by
centrifugation at 6000g in a Sorvall RC-5B centrifuge for 30 min at 4°C. Cell pellets were
collected and stored at -80°C. There were two cell pellet samples, referred to as Pfu-W1 and
Pfu-W2, were used for the proteomics analyses.
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4.2.3 Preparation of Digested Lysate
A P. furiosus cell pellet of 0.1 g was resuspended in 400 μl of 25 mM Tris-Cl pH 8,
1% SDS, 5 mM DTT, and vortexed for 2 min in a 2 ml microcentrifuge tube. The sample
was then sonicated on ice at 60% amplitude using 2 s pulses in a Digital Sonifier (Branson)
for 20 pulses or until the sample appeared to be completely free of solid cellular material.
Cellular debris was removed by centrifugation at 25,000g for 30 min at 4°C. The whole cell
lysate supernatant was incubated in a 37°C water bath for 1 h to completely reduce the
sample. The protein content was assayed using the Bradford method (3) (Biorad, Hercules,
CA). Next, 1 mg of whole cell lysate was transferred to a 2 ml microcentrifuge tube and
formic acid (50% stock) was added to a final concentration of 6%. The sample was then
placed in the center of a domestic microwave (1.2kW Daewoo), with the cap open, and
irradiated for 2 min 45 s at the highest power setting to achieve 40°C. The pH was adjusted
to pH 7.0 with 500 mM Tris-Cl, pH 8.0. Then 20 μg of sequencing-grade trypsin (Promega,
Madison, WI) was added to the sample and incubated overnight at 37°C. In preparation for
peptide IPG-IEF, tryptic peptides were desalted using a C18 Sep-Pak (Waters, Milford, MA)
according to the manufacturer’s protocol and eluted in 2 ml of 85% acetonitrile, 15 mM
ammonium formate. Residual SDS was removed using HILIC (hydrophilic interaction
chromatography) SPE cartridges (The Nest Group, Southborough, MA) according to the
manufacturer’s protocol. The peptides were eluted off the HILIC cartridge in 600 μl of
HPLC-grade water and were lyophilized to dryness using a Speedvac (Thermo Savant,
Waltham, MA).
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4.2.4 Peptide IPG-IEF
Peptide IPG-IEF was performed as previously described (11). Briefly, peptides were
resuspended in 450 μl of 8 M urea and 0.5% ampholytes buffer, pH 3.5 – 5.0 (Amersham
Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ, USA). A 24 cm pH 3.5 - 4.5 pH linear Immobiline Drystrip
(Amersham Biosciences) was rehydrated overnight with the peptide solution. Peptides were
focused using an EttanTM IPGphorTM IEF system (GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ) according
to the manufacturer’s protocol for a linear pH 3.5 – 4.5 IPG strip conditions (step to 300 V
for 900 VHr, gradient to 1000 V for 3,900 VHr, gradient to 8,000 V for 13,500 VHr, step to
8,000 V for 93,700 VHr). After focusing, the IPG strip was cut into 60 fractions 4 mm in
length. Each fraction was extracted three times for 30 min with 200 μl of 0.1% TFA. The
three extracts for each fraction were pooled and desalted using a 96-well SPE plate packed
with Waters HLB resin. Peptides were sequentially eluted in 500 μl of 50% acetonitrile and
0.1% TFA and 500 μl of 100% acetonitrile and 0.1% TFA. The eluates for each fraction
were pooled and dried in a Speedvac and the resuspended in 25 μl of 0.1% TFA.

4.2.5 Mass Spectrometry
For inline LC-MS/MS, Zorbax C18 media (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA)
was used to make a 1.5 cm 360 µm OD x 100 µm ID fused silica trap contained in a column
holder (Upchurch Scientific, Oak Harbor WA) and a 10cm 360 µm x 75 µm ID fused silica
analytical column that was integral with the nanospray tip. The mobile phases employed
were A: 0.1% formic acid, B: 70% acetonitrile, 0.1% formic acid. Samples (10 µl) were
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loaded onto trap columns using an Eksigent (Dublin, CA) Nano-2 D LC system with
autosampler and automatic 10-port switching valve (Valco Instruments, Houston TX) at a
flow rate of 3 μl/min with 98% A. Samples were washed with 98% A for 35 min before
switching inline with the analytical column. Chromatography was performed as follows: 0 –
44 min, 5% - 50% B; 44 – 45 min, 50% - 100% B, 45 – 47 min, 100% - 5% B; 47 – 55 min,
5% - 5% B. MS/MS was performed on a ThermoFisher Scientific LTQ XL (San Jose, CA).
The instrument was fitted with a New Objective Picoview (Woburn, MA) source for online
nanospray. Precursor ion isolation width was set to 2 Da, with default charge state setting of
two. The MS/MS parameters used selective mass range scans followed by data-dependent
MS/MS (1 μscan for Pfu-W1 and 3 μscans for Pfu-W2) of the two or three most intense
peaks (400-600 m/z, top two peaks; 600-700 m/z, top three peaks; 700-800 m/z, top three
peaks, 800-900 m/z, top three peaks; 900-1300 m/z, top two peaks). Dynamic exclusion was
enabled using a repeat count of 1 over duration of 60 s with a mass width of 1.5.

4.2.6 Database Searching
Tandem mass spectra were extracted by BioWorks version 3.3. Due to the large
number of spectra collected for the Pfu-W1 samples (1 μscan per MS/MS spectrum as
opposed to 3 μscans per MS/MS spectrum for Pfu-W2), a Spectral Quality filter setting of
0.2 was used during data generation in Bioworks. All MS/MS samples were analyzed using
SEQUEST (ThermoFinnigan, San Jose, CA; version 27, rev. 12). A protein database of P.
furiosus proteins (NC_003413, 2125 proteins) was inverted (abcxyz inverted is azbycx) and
appended to the NC_003413 database. SEQUEST was configured to search the
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NC_003413_inverted database twice, once assuming trypsin digestion and once assuming
nonspecific cleavages. SEQUEST parameters included a fragment ion mass tolerance of 1.00
Da and a parent ion tolerance of 2.0 Da. Oxidation of methionine was specified as a variable
modification.

4.2.7 Criteria for Protein Identification
Protein and peptide identification utilized peptide pI, target/decoy, and probability
filtering. SEQUEST results were initially filtered by peptide pI (8) and target/decoy
methods (36). For each fraction, all top ranked peptide identifications in each .out file, both
target and decoy, were collected, separated by charge state, and the pI for each peptide
sequence was calculated using a novel pI prediction algorithm (6, 8). The peptide pI range
for each charge state was calculated using quartile filtering of all target peptides with XCorrs
greater then the highest decoy database identification (median ±1.5*Interquartile range). The
pI range for the entire fraction was determined by using the highest and lowest pI values for
the three charge states within the fraction. In instances where there were too few peptides in
the +1 charge state to accurately determine the pI range, only the +2 and +3 charge states
were considered. All identifications within this pI range, both target and decoy, were then
used for probability filtering. Probability filtering used Scaffold (version Scaffold-01_07_00,
Proteome Software Inc., Portland, OR) to validate MS/MS based peptide and protein
identifications. Peptide identifications were accepted if they could be established at greater
than 95.0% probability as specified by the Peptide Prophet algorithm (23). Protein
identifications were accepted if they could be established at greater than 95.0% probability
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and contained at least two identified peptides. Protein probabilities were assigned by the
Protein Prophet algorithm (32). Proteins that contained similar peptides and could not be
differentiated based on MS/MS analysis alone were grouped to satisfy the principles of
parsimony. Since decoy database identifications were included in the Scaffold analysis, we
were able to apply an additional layer of filtering. Initial Scaffold analysis produced a list of
1057 proteins, 69 of which were from the decoy database, for a 13.1% false positive rate.
Since we had two replicates and two searches per replicate (tryptic and nonspecific), for a
total of four database searches, a protein identification was only accepted if it was identified
at greater than 95% probability, contained at least two identified peptides, and it was
identified in at least two separate searches. This reduced the number of identified proteins to
948 with 16 decoy proteins, for a false positive rate of 3.4%. All processing was done on a
desktop computer with a Pentium 4, 2.8 GHz processor and 3 GB RAM. A comprehensive
list of the proteins identified in this work is available in the supplemental information Table
4.S1.

4.3

RESULTS

4.3.1 Proteolytic Susceptibility of Hyperthermophilic Proteins
One of the major factors thought to affect proteolysis is the conformational mobility
of protein structure (13, 19). The susceptibility of a peptide bond to proteolytic cleavage is
partly determined by the flexibility of the protein chain region in which it is located, and to
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which the bond is exposed (18, 30, 35). This susceptibility can be influenced by high
temperature, and the addition of denaturants or co-solvents, which increases protein
flexibility (1) (54). In addition, recent studies have shown that there is also a direct
correlation between the thermal stability of a protein and its resistance to proteolytic
degradation (30). Since hyperthermophilic proteins are characterized by extreme thermal and
structural stability, traditional sample processing methods under standard conditions are not
effective in obtaining peptides. This is supported by Figure 4-1 where we initially tried a
variety of traditional tryptic digestion conditions to proteolize P. furiosus proteins. The use
of urea, acetonitrile, SDS formic acid and DTT under various combinations failed to produce
a complete digestion. As seen in Figure 4-1 lanes 2-5, most of the higher molecular weight
proteins were not digested. Only when both formic acid and SDS were applied, Figure 4-1,
lane 6, along with a microwave heat assisted step did tryptic digestion of the higher
molecular weight proteins occur. The SDS reduces excessive rigidity, and when coupled
with an acid hydrolysis step under microwave conditions (MAAH), the elevated temperature
further enhances protein flexibility and also induces thermal denaturation, thus allowing for
greater access to digestion sites for formic acid cleavage. These observations support
previous studies by Park et al. (34) and Zhong et al. (60) that enzymatic digestions of
proteins that are resistant to proteolysis are significantly enhanced by thermal denaturation.
Additional studies have shown in vitro that model proteases show preferences for denatured
protein substrates (33) The subsequent overnight trypsin digestion of these denatured and
partially acid cleaved proteins results in the production of sufficient digest fragments for
protein identification. A summary of this digestion scheme is found in Figure 4-2.
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Our findings support the idea that proteolysis is highly correlated to the
conformational mobility of proteins, especially hyperthermophilic proteins. The perturbation
of molecular structure by microwave irradiation and SDS causes the thermal stable P.
furiosus protein structure to be compromised, allowing for acid hydrolysis and trypsin
digestion to generate sufficient peptides. Further studies of how these experimental
conditions specifically influence protein structure may reveal mechanisms that underlie
extreme thermostability.

4.3.2 Digestion Efficiency using SDS Microwave-Assisted Acid Hydrolysis and Trypsin
In this study, digestion efficiency was greatly enhanced through the use of a
combination of SDS, low formic acid concentration (6%) and a relatively short microwave
period (less than 3 min) to produce peptide sequences of various sizes. Several studies
support the use of low formic acid concentrations with microwave-assisted hydrolysis to
generate efficient protein digestion for MS analysis (17, 48). Hua et al. (17) demonstrated
that formic acid cleavage at aspartic acid (Asp) residues under microwave irradiation could
be used for peptide mapping. Swatkoski et al. (48) reported a single step protein extraction
and microwave-assisted formic acid digestion of proteins from Bacillus spores. They used a
relatively low concentration of formic acid (6% v/v) and a short microwave (90 s) reaction
time to minimize nonspecific side reactions. Formic acid digestion will cleave proteins
preferentially at the C-terminal or sometimes N-terminal end of the Asp residues of a protein
(20). Specificity is also an important consideration for proteolysis in protein identification;
trypsin was used after acid hydrolysis in an overnight digestion since it generates peptides
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with useful ionization and fragmentation characteristics (1). Figure 4-3 shows that for the
initial Pfu-W1 study, a total of 4178 peptides for all digestion states was obtained, yielding
predominantly tryptic or partial tryptic peptides (3973 fully tryptic peptides corresponding to
912 proteins). In contrast, there were significantly fewer peptides, 131 total, that were
partial tryptic/acid, non-tryptic/acid, or full acid cleaved. Based on these results, the formic
acid treatment produced some acid cleaved peptides, but it is the specific trypsin cleavage
that is responsible for generating the majority of the peptide identifications. This data
confirms that pre-treatment of P. furiosus proteins with SDS-MAAH provides proteases with
greater access to potential cleavage sites, and when trypsin is applied to the overnight
digestion, an abundance of tryptic peptides results. The fact that tryptic peptides were the
predominant form of peptides seen greatly enhances the specificity of protein identification.
In a repeat trial (Pfu-W2) 4040 total peptides were obtained, of which 3564 were either
tryptic or partial tryptic peptides (907 identified proteins). The observed digestion specificity
is very high with trypsin as evidenced by appearance of mostly tryptic peptides.

4.3.3 Shotgun Proteomic Analysis
A plot of the peptide pI versus number of peptides for the entire P. furiosus proteome
digested with trypsin in silico is shown in Figure 4-4. This theoretical data reveals that a
narrow-range pI strip covering the 3.5 - 4.5 pI range will successfully cover a large
proportion of tryptic peptides. This pI range will maximize the resolution of peptides and
increase the number of identifications from this mixture. The experimental data, as indicated
in Figure 4-5, reveals nearly all the peptides were in this range, but the last five fractions in
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Pfu-W1 reflect a bias towards peptides with a much higher pI range. The average pI range
was 4.7 - 5.4 with a standard deviation range that covered pI values from 4.0 up to 6.5. The
Pfu-W2 data, a biological repeat, illustrates that there were also several fractions towards the
end of the strip that had high average pI values of 4.7 - 5.0 and a standard deviation range
from 4.0 - 5.8. It is unusual to have such a large range of peptide pI values in a narrow range
3.5-4.5 IPG strip. These outlying peptides may originate from the focusing procedure itself,
as has been observed in other studies (8) which have shown that the two ends of the gel strip
tend to be poorly focused in comparison to the interior of the strip. It should be noted in that
study the ends of the strip had a lower percentage of unique peptide identifications. In
contrast, we found higher numbers of unique peptides derived from the more basic end of the
strip. It was also suggested in earlier work that these outliers could be attributed to peptide
diffusion as it takes approximately 10-15 min to cut the entire strip into 60 fractions of 4mm
width. Another factor we have considered is that the presence of peptides with such aberrant
pI values might result from the presence of residual SDS binding the peptides, which would
cause an acidic shift in the pI of the peptide. A more efficient removal of SDS, using
chloroform/methanol/water (40) might correct for the distribution range of peptide pI values.
It should be noted that the peptides with high pI values still have good XCorrs and can be
identified to a specific protein. Several examples of peptides with pIs of over 8.0 were
readily identified, with strong database search engine scores (Figure 4-6A, B, C).
A comparison between the total peptides and unique peptides found in each fraction
can be seen in Figure 4-7 for Pfu-W1. It is apparent that a large number of different peptides
are observed in all the fractions, but fractions 55-60 were particularly notable, having
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between 150-400 total peptides. A similar trend can also be seen in the Pfu-W2 data set (data
not shown). It is thought that the propensity for a larger number of peptides to accumulate at
the end of the IPG strip might be due to the residual SDS left after HILIC SPE cleanup. Any
residual SDS will bind to the main peptide chain of very basic peptides, and effectively
impart a negative charge of significantly greater magnitude than the original charge of the
peptide, which would influence movement of the peptide as it is focused. This may result in
the total number of peptides obtained in each fraction being particularly skewed towards the
last 5 fractions where a high concentration of “more basic” peptides was seen.

4.3.4 Global Identification of Proteins Expressed by P. furiosus
The data set consists of a list of expressed proteins derived by searching peptide
tandem mass spectra against the theoretical protein database of P. furiosus. A total of more
than 8200 peptides (3717 unique) were identified from 2 samples using 2 mg of total protein
as starting material (see supplemental information). The reassembling of the unique peptides
resulted in a total of 932 proteins, representing ~44% of the predicted proteins in P. furiosus.
All of the proteins were identified based on at least two constituent peptides. The proteins
identified in the study were sorted into functional categories using the “clusters of
orthologous groups of proteins” (COG) classification system (49, 50). The proteins that did
not belong to a COG were manually assigned as “empty”. This is summarized in Figure 4-8,
which shows the predicted distribution of the different functional classes of proteins from P.
furiosus using COGs compared with the observed classes identified in this study. Proteins
from all functional categories except RNA processing and modification were identified. A
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summary of the number of predicted ORFs and the identified proteins in each functional
category is presented in Table 4-1. In most functional classes, over 50% of the predicted
proteins were identified. Proteins involved in secondary metabolite biosynthesis, transport
and catabolism, translation, ribosomal structure and biogenesis, amino acid transport and
metabolism, nucleotide transport and metabolism, poststranslational modification, protein
turnover, chaperones, transcription, translation, carbohydrate transport and metabolism, cell
cycle control, energy production and conversion, chromatin structure and dynamics were
particularly well represented (over 50% proteins observed). In addition, this technique
identified a number of membrane proteins, primarily ATPases, sugar transporters
(trehalose/maltose) and a variety of peptide binding proteins. Twenty-six percent of the
proteins identified are annotated as empty or function unknown (20% empty, 6% function
unknown); this is the largest functional class of proteins identified in this study. Clearly,
such a large number of sequences identified among these classes of proteins suggest these
molecules represent previously undocumented proteins synthesized in P. furiosus. Although
the number of proteins identified in these classes was the highest, the relative percentage of
the proteome observed is among one of the lowest when compared to the classes of highly
conserved protein families, which were observed at much greater than 50%. This implies
that current computational methods are capable of identifying highly conserved proteins, but
new protein families that are specific to an organism or a class of organisms that are not very
well studied are difficult to predict. Fourteen percent of the proteins identified, the second
largest percentage of proteins seen in this study, were classified as general function
prediction only (i.e. conserved hypothetical proteins). All of these species represent potential
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targets of investigation to determine function. Future studies to investigate the interaction of
these genes and proteins in relation to genetic or environmental perturbations will be
necessary to determine their function.
This data set only includes proteomic analyses on P. furiosus cultured under maltose
and high tungsten (0.5 mM), therefore biological comparisons cannot be made. Future
studies aimed at comparing standard tungsten (10 μM) with higher tungsten conditions will
give us a better understanding of metal homeostasis in P. furiosus.
A few of the most abundant proteins identified under maltose and high tungsten were:
phosphoenolpyruvate synthase (PF0043), a thermosome subunit (PF1974), putative ATPase
(PF1399), trehalose/maltose binding protein malE (PF1739), a translation elongation factor
eF-1 subunit (PF1375), putative dipeptide-binding protein (PF1408), a DNA-directed RNA
polymerase subunit b (PF1564), aldehyde:ferredoxin oxidoreductase (AOR) (PF0346), and
glutamate dehydrogenase (PF1602) (a major cytoplasmic protein (42)). Several of these are
membrane proteins that are associated with binding either peptides or maltose, and their
identification is consistent with the fact that this organism uses such compounds as its
primary carbon source (15).
P. furiosus can utilize a range of both simple and complex carbohydrates (12). Its
glycolytic pathway has been extensively studied and it has served as one of the model
systems for elucidating the modified Embden-Meyerhof (EM) pathway in archaea (44 ).
One of the key features of this pathway is that the classical glycolytic enzymes
glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) and phosphoglycerate kinase are
replaced by a single ferredoxin-linked enzyme, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate ferredoxin
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oxidoreductase (GAPOR). Indeed, all the enzymes involved in this modified EM pathway
were found (Locus tags: PF0215, PF0312, PF1956, PF0196, PF1920, PF0755, PF1057,
PF1959, PF1188, PF1874, PF1784, PF0464, PF1108) (53). Many of the key genes shown to
be transcriptionally regulated in response to starch and maltose metabolism were identified in
our proteomics analysis as having been produced (10, 27). These include: α-glucosidases
(PF1108), α-amylases (PF0272), isomaltase (PF0132) the Mal-I and Mal-II transporters,
amylopullulanases (PF1934+1935), trehalose synthetase, and sugar transcriptional regulators
(TrmB-like PF0124).
It should be noted that these identified proteins includes intracellular, extracellular
and membrane bound proteins. Almost all the proteins coded for by the maltose operons,
Mal I (58) (1739-1749) and Mal II (PF1933, PF1936-PF1938) (25) were identified.
Proteins belonging to pathways and operons thought to be transcriptionally regulated in
response to maltose metabolism (10) such as glucan hydrolysis proteins (PF0478, PF11091110), glucokinase (PF0132-0133, PF0312), phosphorylation pathway proteins (PF0272,
PF0588, PF1535), and proteins encoded by the maltose operon were also found.
Genes involved in gluconeogenesis (PF0613, PF0289, PF1874), acetyl-CoA
synthetases, 2-Keto acid ferredoxin oxidoreductases, cofactor biosynthesis, hydrogenases
(including both the membrane bound and two different cytoplasmic types), and
purine/pyrimidine metabolism were identified. Proteins from the citric acid cycle (TCA)
were well represented (PF201-203) (47). Many of the proteins involved in amino acid
biosynthesis were identified, including those responsible for the production of glutamate,
arginine, serine/threonine, methionine, histidine, and aromatics (47).
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All of the characterized tungstoenzymes were identified, which include the tungstencontaining oxidoreductases WOR4 (PF1961), and WOR5 (PF1480), aldehyde ferredoxin
oxidoreductase (AOR) (PF0346), glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate ferredoxin oxidoreductase
(GAPOR) (PF0464), and formaldehyde:ferredoxin oxidoreductase (FOR) (PF1203). AOR
was among one of the most abundant proteins identified. Previously it was observed to be
about 1% of the total soluble protein in P. furiosus (31). In addition, FOR and GAPOR were
among the most abundant proteins; the presence of three out of the five tungstoenzymes in
the highly abundant category highlights their potential importance under high tungsten
conditions.
Interestingly, a few of the β-specific glycoside hydrolases, such as β-mannosidase (2,
21), and glucosidases (22) were detected (PF0356, PF0442, PF1208) even though P. furiosus
was cultured on the α-glucan maltose. It has been found that the breakdown of β-glucans
requires three enzymes: endo-1,4-glucanase (2) (EglA, PF0854), laminarinase (26) (LamA,
PF0076 ), and β-glucosidase (5) (CelB, PF0073 ), and none of these were detected.
Stress-responsive proteins identified include heat shock proteins (PF1883), the
chaperone-related VAT homologs (PF1882 and PF0963), a single subunit of the thermosome
(PF1974, among the most abundant), and a Prefoldin homolog (beta subunit PF0380). Stress
related proteins that were observed include the Rad25 DNA repair (PF0126) and Zndependent carboxypeptidase (PF0456). Some oxidative stress-related proteins, were also
identified, superoxide reductase (PF1281), rubredoxin (PF1282), rubrerythrin (PF1283), and
peroxiredoxin thioredoxin systems (PF0752). It is unknown from this data set if high
tungsten conditions are responsible for the induction of these stress-related proteins or their
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presence is a matter of cellular upkeep. Genetic or metabolic flexibility under maltose and
high tungsten of this hyperthermophilic archaeon is well illustrated by this set of identified
proteins.

4.4

CONCLUSIONS

Genome analysis can provide a list of all predicted genes, yet information regarding
actual protein expression is difficult to measure. Thus, we have developed a shotgun
proteomic approach using SDS-MAAH, IPG-IEF, nano-RPLC-MS/MS and computational
analysis to characterize the peptides in complex mixtures of trypsin digested P. furiosus
proteins. This approach requires a minimal amount of starting material, 1-2 mg, and
significantly fewer separation and processing steps than in previous reports. The results of
this study include the identification of nearly 44% of the P. furiosus proteome over all
functional classes. We believe that, in our method, the microwave irradiation induces higher
temperatures, thus, increasing the flexibility of protein structure, allowing for partial protein
hydrolysis with formic acid. The addition of SDS further reduces protein rigidity, resulting
in better proteolytic susceptibility than can be realized by either treatment separately. In our
analysis following SDS-MAAH treatment, overnight trypsin digestion of these partially
hydrolyzed proteins results in a nearly complete proteolytic digestion of P. furiosus proteins.
We anticipate this approach will work for other hyperthermophilic organisms recalcitrant
to typical proteolytic methods. Researchers in the field of hyperthermophilic archaea can
apply this technique to their proteomics studies with proteins that normally resist proteolytic
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digestion with trypsin. With this technique we have catalogued over 900 proteins; in
particular the proteins involved in metabolic pathways in P. furiosus cultured under maltose
and higher tungsten (0.5 mM) conditions.
The integrated computational and mass spectrometry data analysis in this study gives
a better understanding of the expressed proteins. The information obtained in this study will
be useful for subsequent work, such as expression of proteins of interest to investigate certain
aspects of Pyrococcus biology.
As performed here, our method is not selective for secreted proteins (in the media
supernatant), and insoluble proteins. Since it is unlikely that all the predicted putative
proteins are expressed, we will certainly not detect the entire proteome. Even among the
expressed proteins, post-translational or chemical modifications could lead to the formation
of new or functionally different proteins that went undetected. This study was based on
matching predicted proteins from the P. furiosus genome sequence and post-translational
modifications were not considered. Furthermore, modified sample preparation protocols that
target, for instance, integral or membrane-associated proteins, will enable even more
expressed proteins to be identified in the future.
With this new proteomics technique for hyperthermophilic organisms, now extensive
proteomics data can be obtained and reconstruction of metabolic pathways can be attempted,
thus extending a systems biology understanding of this organism. The combination of novel
genomic techniques and proteomic analysis will further enable us to follow metabolic and
biochemical pathways, identify novel proteins with putative functions, and identify the
pathways used by hyperthermophiles to cope with environmental stress.
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Table 4-1 Relative percentage of the number of proteins from each class that was identified.
Functional classes
(functional annotation)
RNA processing
Chromatin structure and
dynamics
Energy production and
conversion
Cell cycle control

Total Proteins Predicted
(predicted by genome)
1
3

Total Proteins Observed
(identified protein)
0
2

Relative Percentage of
Proteome Observed
0
66.7

111

76

68.5

18

9

50

Amino acid transport
and metabolism
Nucleotide transport
and metabolism
Carbohydrate transport
and metabolism
Coenzyme transport
and metabolism
Lipid transport and
metabolism
Translation, ribosomes

107

80

74.8

43

32

74.4

62

44

71

64

32

50

18

8

44.4

128

87

68

63
103

34
48

54
46.6

45
6
43
87

20
2
25
19

44.4
33.3
58.1
21.8

6

5

83.3

270

133

49.3

148
16
20

53
8
10

35.8
50
50

34

15

44.1

729
2125

190
932

26.1
44

Transcription
Replication, repair
recombination
Cell wall/membrane
Cell motility
Protein fate
Inorganic ion transport
and metabolism
Secondary metabolites
metabolism
General function
prediction only
Function unknown
Signal transduction
Intracellular trafficking,
secretion, transport
Defense mechanisms
Empty (Unclassified)
Total
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1

2

3

4

5

6

250

Mass
(kDa)

75
50
37
25
20
15
10

Figure 4-1 SDS-PAGE of peptides resulting from various digestion schemes (applied to P.
furiosus cell pellets). Lanes: 1) Precision plus blue standard 2)1 M Urea, 0.14% SDS, 0.71
mM DTT 3) 1.4% ACN, 0.14% SDS, 0.71 mM DTT 4) 0.86% Formic Acid/MAAH, 0.71
mM DTT 5) 0.14% SDS/MAAH, 0.71 mM DTT 6) 0.86% Formic Acid/MAAH, 0.14%
SDS, 0.71 mM DTT
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Figure 4-2 Workflow diagram for performing shotgun proteomics on Pyrococcus furiosus.
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Figure 4-3 Numbers of peptides observed for the Pfu-W1 experiment categorized by tryptic
digestion status.
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Figure 4-4 Theoretical distribution of Pyrococcus furiosus peptides as a function of
isoelectric point.
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Figure 4-5 Observed results of peptide IPG-IEF experiment from Pfu-W1. Depicted as
average pI ± standard deviation after quartile filtering.
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Figure 4-6A Representative ESI-MS/MS spectra of a peptide derived from methionine
synthase found at the extreme of basic pI.
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Figure 4-6B Representative ESI-MS/MS spectra of a peptide derived from a putative
ATPase found at the extreme of basic pI.
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Figure 4-6C Representative ESI-MS/MS spectra of a peptide derived from glutamate
dehydrogenase found at the extreme of basic pI.
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Figure 4-7 Observed number of unique and total peptides as a function of IEF fraction
number for the Pfu-W1 data set.
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Figure 4-8 Pie charts showing observed and predicted proteins from Pyrococcus furiosus
based on functional category.
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Supplemental Information
Table 4.S1 List of identified proteins from P. furiosus
Locus Tag Accession number Protein name
PF1974
18978346 thermosome, single subunit
PF0043
18976415 phosphoenolpyruvate synthase
PF1399
18977771 putative ATPase, vanadate-sensitive
PF0346
18976718 aldehyde:ferredoxin oxidoreductase
PF1564
18977936 DNA-directed RNA polymerase subunit beta
PF0868
18977240 NDP-sugar synthase
PF0215
18976587 phosphopyruvate hydratase
PF1935
18978307 amylopullulanase
PF1529
18977901 pyridoxine biosynthesis protein
PF0547
18976919 hypothetical protein PF0547
PF1408
18977780 putative dipeptide-binding protein
PF0196
18976568 glucose-6-phosphate isomerase
PF1203
18977575 formaldehyde:ferredoxin oxidoreductase
PF1122
18977494 hypothetical protein PF1122
PF1602
18977974 glutamate dehydrogenase
PF0671
18977043 methylmalonyl-CoAdecarboxylase, subunit alpha
PF1076
18977448 hypothetical TLDD protein
PF0190
18976562 hypothetical protein PF0190
PF1615
18977987 hypothetical protein PF1615
PF1866
18978238 S-adenosylmethionine synthetase
PF0287
18976659 pyrolysin
PF1535
18977907 alpha-glucan phosphorylase
PF1933
18978305 putative sugar transport ATP-hydrolyzing
PF0983
18977355 DNA polymerase sliding clamp
PF1739
18978111 trehalose/maltose binding protein
PF1109
18977481 hypothetical protein PF1109
PF0597
18976969 hypothetical iaa-amino acid hydrolase 1 precursor
PF0464
18976836 glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate:ferredoxin oxidoreductase
PF1191
18977563 hypothetical protein PF1191
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Table 4.S1 Continued
Locus Tag Accession number
PF0183
18976555
PF1283
18977655
PF2012
18978384
PF1988
18978360
PF0559
18976931
PF1421
18977793
PF1843
18978215
PF0272
18976644
PF1778
18978150
PF1938
18978310
PF0588
18976960
PF0456
18976828
PF1073
33359536
PF0182
18976554
PF1394
18977766
PF1563
18977935
PF0963
18977335
PF1355
18977727
PF1269
18977641
PF1695
18978067
PF0019
33359447
PF0201
18976573
PF0971
18977343
PF0097
18976469
PF1881
18978253
PF1375
18977747
PF0132
33359454
PF0220
18976592
PF1332
18977704

Protein name
V-type ATP synthase subunit B
rubrerythrin
elongation factor EF-2
cell division protein FtsZ
hydrogenase expression/formation regulatory protein
4-aminobutyrate aminotransferase
chromosome segregation protein smc
alpha-amylase
serine hydroxymethyltransferase
putative malE-like sugar binding protein
phospho-sugar mutase
carboxypeptidase 1
hypothetical protein PF1073
V-type ATP synthase subunit A
phosphoglycerate dehydrogenase
DNA-directed RNA polymerase subunit alpha
cell division control protein 48, aaa family
NDP-sugar dehydrogenase
methionine synthase
hypothetical lipoprotein
DNA polymerase II large subunit
aconitate hydratase
pyruvate ferredoxin oxidoreductase subunit gamma
43 kDa subunit bacteriochlorophyll synthase-like protein
chromatin protein
elongation factor 1-alpha
hypothetical protein PF0132
hexulose-6-phosphate synthase
H-II alpha (hydrogenase subunit alpha)
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Table 4.S1 Continued
Locus Tag Accession number
PF1974
18978346
PF0043
18976415
PF1399
18977771
PF0346
18976718
PF1564
18977936
PF0868
18977240
PF0215
18976587
PF1935
18978307
PF1529
18977901
PF0547
18976919
PF1408
18977780
PF0196
18976568
PF1203
18977575
PF1122
18977494
PF1602
18977974
PF0671
18977043
PF1076
18977448
PF0190
18976562
PF1615
18977987
PF1866
18978238
PF0287
18976659
PF1535
18977907
PF1933
18978305
PF0983
18977355
PF1739
18978111
PF1109
18977481
PF0597
18976969
PF0464
18976836
PF1191
18977563

Protein name
thermosome, single subunit
phosphoenolpyruvate synthase
putative ATPase, vanadate-sensitive
aldehyde:ferredoxin oxidoreductase
DNA-directed RNA polymerase subunit beta
NDP-sugar synthase
phosphopyruvate hydratase
amylopullulanase
pyridoxine biosynthesis protein
hypothetical protein PF0547
putative dipeptide-binding protein
glucose-6-phosphate isomerase
formaldehyde:ferredoxin oxidoreductase
hypothetical protein PF1122
glutamate dehydrogenase
methylmalonyl-CoAdecarboxylase, subunit alpha
hypothetical TLDD protein
hypothetical protein PF0190
hypothetical protein PF1615
S-adenosylmethionine synthetase
pyrolysin
alpha-glucan phosphorylase
putative sugar transport ATP-hydrolyzing
DNA polymerase sliding clamp
trehalose/maltose binding protein
hypothetical protein PF1109
hypothetical iaa-amino acid hydrolase 1 precursor
glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate:ferredoxin oxidoreductase
hypothetical protein PF1191
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Table 4.S1 Continued
Locus Tag Accession number
PF0990
18977362
PF0533
18976905
PF1022
18977394
PF0380
33359476
PF0798
18977170
PF0467
18976839
PF0886
33359522
PF1129
18977501
PF1030
18977402
PF1245
18977617
PF0495
18976867
PF0640
18977012
PF1640
18978012
PF0642
33359495
PF1186
18977558
PF1562
18977934
PF0604
18976976
PF2000
18978372
PF0303
18976675
PF1462
18977834
PF1831
18978203
PF0608
18976980
PF1137
18977509
PF1635
18978007
PF0991
18977363
PF1717
18978089
PF0613
18976985
PF1994
18978366
PF0265
18976637

Protein name
phenylalanyl-tRNA synthetase subunit beta
indolepyruvate ferredoxin oxidoreductase subunit a
transcriptional regulatory protein, asnC family
hypothetical protein PF0380
glycosyl transferase
ATP-dependent protease LA
hypothetical protein PF0886
hypothetical protein PF1129
methionyl-tRNA synthetase
hypothetical d-nopaline dehydrogenase
reverse gyrase
ATP-dependent RNA helicase, putative
30S ribosomal protein S2
hypothetical protein PF0642
NADH oxidase
DNA-directed RNA polymerase subunit A''
hydrogenase expression/formation protein
glycine dehydrogenase subunit 2
hypothetical protein PF0303
glutamyl-tRNA(Gln) amidotransferase subunit E
archaeal histone a1
alcohol dehydrogenase
translation initiation factor IF-2
ATP-dependent DNA ligase
L-threonine 3-dehydrogenase
translation initiation factor IF-2 subunit gamma
hypothetical protein PF0613
50S ribosomal protein L12P
2-amino-3-ketobutyrate coenzyme A ligase
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Table 4.S1 Continued
Locus Tag Accession number
PF0599
18976971
PF1433
18977805
PF0450
18976822
PF0022
18976394
PF1557
18977929
PF0270
18976642
PF1838
18978210
PF1241
18977613
PF1251
18977623
PF1480
18977852
PF0059
18976431
PF1959
18978331
PF0020
18976392
PF0343
18976715
PF1128
18977500
PF1827
18978199
PF0525
18976897
PF0767
18977139
PF0974
18977346
PF1264
18977636
PF1136
18977508
PF1764
18978136
PF0966
18977338
PF1800
18978172
PF1472
18977844
PF0321
18976693
PF1861
18978233
PF1126
18977498
PF1055
18977427

Protein name
aspartate carbamoyltransferase catalytic subunit
mbh11 membrane bound hydrogenase beta
glutamine synthetase i
putative RNase E
hypothetical protein PF1557
alanyl-tRNA synthetase
hypothetical protein PF1838
uracil phosphoribosyltransferase
hypothetical protein PF1251
formaldehyde:ferredoxin oxidoreductase wor5
fibrillarin
cofactor-independent phosphoglycerate mutase
hypothetical protein PF0020
S-adenosyl-L-homocysteine hydrolase
hypothetical protein PF1128
hypothetical protein PF1827
cell division protein FtsZ
pleiotropic regulatory protein degT
hypothetical protein PF0974
translation initiation factor IF-5A
hypothetical protein PF1136
metal-dependent hydrolase
pyruvate ferredoxin oxidoreductase subunit
adenylate kinase
aspartate/serine transaminase
related to inosine monophosphate dehydrogenase
endo-1,4-beta-glucanase-like protein
hypothetical protein PF1126
threonine synthase
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Table 4.S1 Continued
Locus Tag Accession number
PF0768
18977140
PF1663
18978035
PF1774
18978146
PF1434
18977806
PF1105
18977477
PF0193
18976565
PF1436
18977808
PF0972
18977344
PF0825
18977197
PF0937
18977309
PF1327
18977699
PF0694
18977066
PF1744
18978116
PF1745
18978117
PF0319
18976691
PF1571
18977943
PF1461
18977833
PF0402
18976774
PF0085
18976457
PF0566
18976938
PF1127
33359545
PF1328
18977700
PF0246
18976618
PF1728
18978100
PF1569
18977941
PF0894
18977266
PF1783
18978155
PF0285
18976657
PF0160
18976532

Protein name
acetyl / acyl transferase related protein
imidazoleglycerol-phosphate synthase, cyclase subunit
iron III ABC transporter, ATP-binding protein
mbh12 membrane bound hydrogenase alpha
pyrazinamidase/nicotinamidase pxnc
putative ABC transport ATP binding protein
NADH-plastoquinone oxidoreductase subunit
hypothetical protein PF0972
prolyl endopeptidase
2-isopropylmalate synthase
putative oxidoreductase
flavoprotein
trehalose/maltose transport ATP-hydrolyzing
hypothetical protein PF1745
glyoxylate reductase
proteasome subunit alpha
glutamyl-tRNA(Gln) amidotransferase subunit D
UDP- or dTTP-glucose 4-epimerase or 4-6-dehydratase
putative DNA helicase
hypothetical protein PF0566
hypothetical protein PF1127
ferredoxin--NADP(+) reductase subunit alpha
hypothetical protein PF0246
NDP-sugar synthase
exosome complex RNA-binding protein Rrp4
sulfhydrogenase alpha subunit
molybdenum cofactor biosynthesis protein
inositol-5-monophosphate dehydrogenase
TLDD - like protein
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Table 4.S1 Continued
Locus Tag Accession number
PF0496
18976868
PF1874
18978246
PF1915
33359582
PF0156
18976528
PF0405
18976777
PF1814
18978186
PF1140
18977512
PF1719
18978091
PF1021
18977393
PF1296
18977668
PF1547
18977919
PF0747
18977119
PF0442
18976814
PF0845
18977217
PF1822
18978194
PF1538
18977910
PF1454
18977826
PF0053
18976425
PF0177
18976549
PF0463
18976835
PF0846
18977218
PF0755
18977127
PF0236
18976608
PF0239
33359463
PF1142
18977514
PF1393
18977765
PF0492
18976864
PF1743
18978115
PF0005
18976377

Protein name
hypothetical protein PF0496
glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase
hypothetical protein PF1915
oligosaccharyl transferase stt3 subunit related protein
methanol dehydrogenase regulatory protein
50S ribosomal protein L14P
translation initiation factor IF-2 subunit alpha
intracellular protease
hypothetical protein PF1021
dihydropteroate synthase
endoglucanase
putative proline dipeptidase
beta-glucosidase
2-keto acid:ferredoxin oxidoreductase subunit alpha
50S ribosomal protein L2P
N-ethylammeline chlorohydrolase
hypothetical protein PF1454
putative ATP dependent RNA helicase
V-type ATP synthase subunit I
hydrolase related to 2-haloalkanoic acid dehalogenase
hypothetical protein PF0846
non-phosphorylating glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehase
ribose-phosphate pyrophosphokinase
hypothetical protein PF0239
hypothetical protein PF1142
hypothetical protein PF1393
hypothetical protein PF0492
hypothetical protein PF1743
ABC transporter, ATP-binding protein
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Table 4.S1 Continued
Locus Tag Accession number
PF0102
18976474
PF0060
18976432
PF0310
18976682
PF0861
18977233
PF0890
18977262
PF0241
18976613
PF1268
18977640
PF0853
18977225
PF1488
18977860
PF1967
18978339
PF0390
18976762
PF0041
18976413
PF1121
33359543
PF1592
18977964
PF1926
18978298
PF0422
18976794
PF0376
18976748
PF0378
33359475
PF1572
18977944
PF1654
18978026
PF0301
18976673
PF0251
18976623
PF0553
18976925
PF0936
18977308
PF1500
18977872
PF1110
18977482
PF1293
18977665
PF0112
18976484
PF1829
18978201

Protein name
hypothetical protein PF0102
NOP5/NOP56 related protein
daunorubicin resistance ATP-binding protein drrA
phospho-sugar mutase
leucyl-tRNA synthetase
tryptophanyl-tRNA synthetase
5-methyltetrahydropteroyltriglutamate methyltransferase
5'-methylthioadenosine phosphorylase
hypothetical protein PF1488
hypothetical protein PF1967
hypothetical protein PF0390
putative oxidative cyclase
hypothetical protein PF1121
tryptophan synthase subunit beta
DNA repair and recombination protein RadA
phosphoribosylamine--glycine ligase
50S ribosomal protein LX
50S ribosomal protein L31e
hypothetical protein PF1572
hypothetical ABC transporter
cobyric acid synthase
hypothetical protein PF0251
arsenate reductase
ketol-acid reductoisomerase
hypothetical protein PF1500
hypothetical protein PF1110
prolyl-tRNA synthetase
hypothetical protein PF0112
nucleotidyltransferase
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Table 4.S1 Continued
Locus Tag Accession number
PF0180
18976552
PF1377
18977749
PF1574
18977946
PF0685
18977057
PF0035
18976407
PF1828
33359575
PF0298
18976670
PF0192
18976564
PF2048
18978420
PF1784
18978156
PF0309
18976681
PF1794
18978166
PF0207
18976579
PF1978
18978350
PF1579
18977951
PF1204
18977576
PF0095
33359448
PF1197
18977569
PF0164
18976536
PF1497
18977869
PF1559
18977931
PF0119
18976491
PF0504
18976876
PF1167
18977539
PF1059
18977431
PF0973
18977345
PF0071
18976443
PF2032
18978404
PF1188
18977560

Protein name
V-type ATP synthase subunit C
transcription initiation factor IIB
hypothetical protein PF1574
hypothetical protein PF0685
daunorubicin resistance ATP-binding protein
hypothetical protein PF1828
hypothetical protein PF0298
hypothetical permease protein appc
peptidase
ADP-specific phosphofructokinase
ABC transporter
inosine-5'-monophosphate dehydrogenase
argininosuccinate synthase
nicotinate-nucleotide pyrophosphorylase
DNA topoisomerase VI subunit B
seryl-tRNA synthetase
hypothetical protein PF0095
NADH oxidase /nitrite reductase
nifS protein
alanine aminotransferase
30S ribosomal protein S12P
putative perplasmic sugar binding protein
DNA helicase
chromosome segregation protein
hypothetical protein PF1059
acetyl-CoA acetyltransferase
hypothetical protein PF0071
hypothetical protein PF2032
pyruvate kinase
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Table 4.S1 Continued
Locus Tag Accession number
PF1992
18978364
PF0969
18977341
PF1883
18978255
PF0018
18976390
PF0116
18976488
PF1558
18977930
PF0742
18977114
PF0121
18976493
PF1904
18978276
PF0577
18976949
PF1725
18978097
PF0534
18976906
PF1685
18978057
PF1573
18977945
PF1481
18977853
PF1056
18977428
PF0542
18976914
PF0532
18976904
PF0965
18977337
PF1927
18978299
PF1879
18978251
PF1017
18977389
PF1567
18977939
PF1771
18978143
PF1172
18977544
PF1593
18977965
PF1412
18977784
PF1549
18977921

Protein name
50S ribosomal protein L1P
2-ketoisovalerate Fd oxidoreductase subunit
small heat shock protein
DNA polymerase II small subunit
putative multiple sugar transport protein
30S ribosomal protein S7P
putative ferritin
putative aspartate aminotransferase
nicotinate phosphoribosyltransferase
ATP-binding transport protein
DNA primase
indolepyruvate oxidoreductase subunit B
acetylornithine/acetyl-lysine aminotransferase
hypothetical TLDD protein
hypothetical protein PF1481
aspartate-semialdehyde dehydrogenase
molybdenum cofactor biosynthesis protein
hypothetical protein PF0532
pyruvate Fd oxidoreductase subunit beta
hypothetical protein PF1927
o-linked glcnac transferase
hypothetical protein PF1017
exosome complex RNA-binding protein Rrp42
2-oxoglutarate Fd oxidoreductase subunit alpha
RNA methyltransferase
peptide chain release factor 1
dipeptide transport ATP-binding protein
RNA 3'-terminal-phosphate cyclase
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Table 4.S1 Continued
Locus Tag Accession number
PF0870
18977242
PF0502
18976874
PF0429
18976801
PF1187
18977559
PF1008
18977380
PF0939
18977311
PF1387
18977759
PF0165
18976537
PF1832
18978204
PF1729
33359571
PF0276
18976648
PF0795
18977167
PF1649
18978021
PF0024
18976396
PF0099
18976471
PF0128
18976500
PF0722
18977094
PF0418
18976790
PF1837
18978209
PF2020
18978392
PF1199
18977571
PF1950
18978322
PF1124
18977496
PF2047.1n
33359591
PF1519
18977891
PF0589
18976961
PF1166
18977538
PF0127
18976499
PF1847
18978219
PF0382
18976754

Protein name
hypothetical protein PF0870
iron(III) dicitrate transport system permease
putative proline permease
hypothetical protein PF1187
putative ABC transport protein
3-isopropylmalate dehydratase small subunit
hypothetical protein PF1387
hydrolase
regulatory protein
phospho-sugar mutase
oxidoreductase
capsular polysaccharide biosynthesis protein
30S ribosomal protein S4
putative glycerate kinase
hypothetical protein PF0099
hypothetical protein PF0128
alkyl hydroperoxide reductase subunit c
methanol dehydrogenase regulatory protein
hypothetical protein PF1837
replication factor A
hypothetical protein PF1199
xanthine-guanine phosphoribosyltransferase
hypothetical protein PF1124
hypothetical protein PF2047.1n
sugar-binding transport ATP-binding protein
mannose-6-phosphate isomerase
exonuclease putative
spermidine synthase
tbp-interacting protein tip49
hypothetical prefoldin
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Table 4.S1 Continued
Locus Tag Accession number
PF0715
18977087
PF1060
18977432
PF2018
33359589
PF0751
18977123
PF0491
18976863
PF0905
18977277
PF1787
18978159
PF0353
33359472
PF1533
18977905
PF0308
18976680
PF0935
18977307
PF1025
18977397
PF0968
18977340
PF1594
18977966
PF1646
18978018
PF0191
18976563
PF1804
18978176
PF1753
18978125
PF0189
18976561
PF0518
18976890
PF1709
18978081
PF1731
18978103
PF1492
18977864
PF0199
18976571
PF1516
18977888
PF0124
18976496
PF0235
18976607
PF1931
18978303
PF1329
18977701

Protein name
NAD(P)H oxidase
hypothetical protein PF1060
hypothetical protein PF2018
flavoprotein
transcription initiation factor E subunit alpha
putative ABC transporter
acetyl-CoA synthetase
hypothetical protein PF0353
nodulation protein nfeD
adenylosuccinate synthetase
acetolactate synthase
hypothetical protein PF1025
2-ketoisovalerate ferredoxin oxidoreductase subunit
dolichol-phosphate mannose synthase
50S ribosomal protein L18e
oligopeptide transport system permease protein
30S ribosomal protein S5P
glutamyl-tRNA synthetase
dihydroorotase
hypothetical protein PF0518
anthranilate synthase component I
signal recognition particle protein Srp54
glycine cleavage system protein H
phosphoribosylformylglycinamidine synthase II
GMP synthase subunit B
hypothetical protein PF0124
glucose-1-phosphate thymidylyltransferase
hypothetical protein PF1931
H-II hydrogenase subunit beta
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Table 4.S1 Continued
Locus Tag Accession number
PF1548
18977920
PF1054
18977426
PF1867
33359578
PF1948
18978320
PF1214
18977586
PF1156
18977528
PF0989
18977361
PF1532
18977904
PF1650
18978022
PF0980
18977352
PF1999
18978371
PF1333
18977705
PF0934
18977306
PF0476
18976848
PF0038
18976410
PF2054
18978426
PF0488
18976860
PF0794
18977166
PF0153
18976525
PF1528
18977900
PF1208
18977580
PF0159
18976531
PF1578
18977950
PF1477
18977849
PF1875
18978247
PF1349
18977721
PF0541
18976913
PF0262
18976634
PF1638
18978010

Protein name
hypothetical protein PF1548
homoserine kinase
hypothetical protein PF1867
hypothetical protein PF1948
transcription elongation factor NusA-like protein
ribulose bisophosphate carboxylase
phenylalanyl-tRNA synthetase subunit alpha
NADH oxidase
30S ribosomal protein S13P
putative aspartate racemase
glycine dehydrogenase subunit 1
phosphomethylpyrimidine kinase
hypothetical protein PF0934
competence damage-inducible protein A
glyoxalase II family member
30S ribosomal protein S3Ae
30S ribosomal protein S6e
UDP-n-acetylglucosamine 2-epimerase
phosphoribosylaminoimidazole-succino synthase
imidazoleglycerol-phosphate synthase,
beta-mannosidase
multicatalytic endopeptidase complex beta subunit
DNA topoisomerase VI subunit A
methylmalonyl-CoA mutase
hypothetical protein PF1875
translation initiation factor IF-2B subunit beta
methionine aminopeptidase
mfs transporter
hypothetical protein PF1638
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Table 4.S1 Continued
Locus Tag Accession number
PF1386
18977758
PF1648
18978020
PF1090
18977462
PF1042
18977414
PF1909
18978281
PF1952
18978324
PF0355
33359473
PF2005
18978377
PF1665
18978037
PF1341
18977713
PF1455
18977827
PF0093
18976465
PF0142
18976514
PF0250
18976622
PF1735
18978107
PF1165
18977537
PF1086
18977458
PF0522
18976894
PF1357
18977729
PF0526
18976898
PF1483
18977855
PF0430
18976802
PF1405
18977777
PF1069
18977441
PF0994
18977366
PF0056
18976428
PF1543
18977915
PF1957
18978329
PF1368
18977740

Protein name
hypothetical protein PF1386
30S ribosomal protein S11P
putative ABC transporter
hypothetical protein PF1042
ferredoxin
hypothetical protein PF1952
hypothetical protein PF0355
glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase
histidinol-phosphate aminotransferase
glycine cleavage system aminomethyltransferase
hypothetical protein PF1455
replication factor C small subunit
asparaginase
transcriptional regulatory protein, lrp family
adenine phosphoribosyltransferase
hypothetical protein PF1165
hypothetical protein PF1086
aspartate aminotransferase
UDP/dTTP-glucose4-epimerase or 4-6,dehydratase
soj - like protein
hypothetical protein PF1483
phosphoribosylglycinamide formyltransferase 2
cleavage & polyadenylation specifity factor
30S ribosomal protein S8e
type II secretion system protein
putative carbohydrate binding protein
transcriptional regulatory protein, asnC family
agmatinase
30S ribosomal protein S28e
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Table 4.S1 Continued
Locus Tag Accession number
PF1458
18977830
PF1238
18977610
PF1253
18977625
PF1903
18978275
PF1587
18977959
PF1242
18977614
PF1138
18977510
PF0726
18977098
PF0481
18976853
PF1570
18977942
PF1196
18977568
PF0094
18976466
PF2046
18978418
PF1310
18977682
PF0667
18977039
PF1819
18978191
PF0670
18977042
PF0169
18976541
PF1555
18977927
PF0668
18977040
PF0903
18977275
PF1889
18978261
PF1862
18978234
PF1805
18978177
PF0752
18977124
PF1641
18978013
PF1411
18977783
PF0289
18976661
PF1616
18977988

Protein name
sugar kinase
putative ABC transporter
aspartate aminotransferase
hypothetical translation initiation factor IF-2
hypothetical protein PF1587
dehydrogenase subunit alpha
hypothetical protein PF1138
hypothetical protein PF0726
translation initiation factor IF-2 subunit beta
hypothetical protein PF1570
hypothetical protein PF1196
glutaredoxin-like protein
hypothetical protein PF2046
hypothetical protein PF1310
adenylosuccinate lyase
30S ribosomal protein S3P
putative ATPase RIL
putative nol1-nop2-sun family nucleolar protein III
tRNA pseudouridine synthase D
hypothetical protein PF0668
hypothetical protein PF0903
daunorubicin resistance ATP-binding protein drrA
DNA-binding protein
50S ribosomal protein L18P
thioredoxin peroxidase
hypothetical protein PF1641
dipeptide transport ATP-binding protein
phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase
myo-inositol-1-phosphate synthase
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Table 4.S1 Continued
Locus Tag Accession number
PF1145
18977517
PF1977
18978349
PF0835
18977207
PF0399
18976771
PF0357
18976729
PF1869
18978241
PF0008
18976380
PF2006
18978378
PF0600
33359489
PF1770
18978142
PF1281
18977653
PF0039
18976411
PF0482
18976854
PF1495
18977867
PF1577
18977949
PF1517
18977889
PF1123
33359544
PF1917
18978289
PF1099
18977471
PF1438
18977810
PF0942
18977314
PF1284
33359556
PF0258
18976630
PF1118
18977490
PF1916
18978288
PF1657
18978029
PF1131
18977503
PF0138
18976510
PF1683
18978055

Protein name
mrp/nbp35 family nucleotide-binding protein
quinolinate synthetase
daunorubicin resistance ATP-binding protein drrA
member of s1p family of ribosomal proteins
dipeptide-binding protein
hypothetical protein PF1869
hit family protein
NADH oxidase
hypothetical protein PF0600
2-oxoglutarate ferredoxin oxidoreductase subunit
superoxide reductase
xanthine-guanine phosphoribosyltransferase
cell division control protein 21
GTP-binding protein, gtp1/obg family
hypothetical protein PF1577
synthetase
hypothetical protein PF1123
putative dehydrogenase
putative formamidase (formamide amidohydrolase)
hypothetical protein PF1438
dihydroxy-acid dehydratase
hypothetical protein PF1284
putative endonuclease IV
hypothetical protein PF1118
hypothetical protein PF1916
histidyl-tRNA synthetase
hypothetical protein PF1131
hypothetical protein PF0138
N-acetyl-gamma-glutamyl-phosphate reductase
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Table 4.S1 Continued
Locus Tag Accession number
PF0306
18976678
PF1406
18977778
PF1812
18978184
PF0426
18976798
PF1003
18977375
PF1824
18978196
PF0530
18976902
PF1920
18978292
PF1882
18978254
PF0200
18976572
PF1506
18977878
PF0257
18976629
PF0198
18976570
PF0703
18977075
PF1987
18978359
PF1036
18977408
PF0372
18976744
PF1432
18977804
PF0370
18976742
PF0606
18976978
PF1612
18977984
PF0612
33359492
PF1848
18978220
PF1046
18977418
PF1560
18977932
PF1647
18978019
PF0047
18976419
PF1953
18978325
PF1428
18977800

Protein name
sua5 superfamily-related protein
threonine synthase
30S ribosomal protein S4e
phosphoribosylaminoimidazole ATPase subunit
phosphate-binding periplasmic protein precursor
50S ribosomal protein L4P
hypothetical protein PF0530
triosephosphate isomerase
cell division control protein 48, aaa family
hypothetical protein PF0200
hypothetical protein PF1506
inorganic pyrophosphatase
phosphoribosylformylglycinamidine synthase subuni
hypothetical protein PF0703
hypothetical protein PF1987
hypothetical protein PF1036
molybdenum cofactor biosynthesis protein
mbh10 NADH dehydrogenase subunit
2-hydroxyacid dehydrogenase
hypothetical protein PF0606
hypothetical protein PF1612
hypothetical protein PF0612
3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-coenzyme a reductase
queuine trna-ribosyltransferase
transcription elongation factor NusA-like protein
DNA-directed RNA polymerase subunit D
hypothetical protein PF0047
inosine-5'-monophosphate dehydrogenase related
putative monovalent cation/H+ antiporter subunit B
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Table 4.S1 Continued
Locus Tag Accession number
PF0620
18976992
PF1272
18977644
PF1901
18978273
PF1734
18978106
PF1718
18978090
PF1934
18978306
PF0560
18976932
PF1738
18978110
PF1274
18977646
PF0478
18976850
PF1790
18978162
PF1666
33359570
PF1085.1n
33359537
PF1499
18977871
PF0202
18976574
PF0475
18976847
PF1993
18978365
PF0892
18977264
PF1750
18978122
PF1414
18977786
PF1045
18977417
PF1768
18978140
PF0639
18977011
PF1074
18977446
PF0501
18976873
PF1655
18978027
PF1249
18977621
PF0641
18977013
PF2055
18978427

Protein name
hypothetical protein PF0620
hypothetical protein PF1272
oxygen-indept. coproporphyrinogen III oxidase
transcriptional regulatory protein, asnC family
hypothetical protein PF1718
hypothetical protein PF1934
hypothetical protein PF0560
sugar kinase
urea amidolyase
alpha-amylase
transcriptional regulatory protein arsR family
hypothetical protein PF1666
hypothetical protein PF1085.1n
30S ribosomal protein S19e
isocitrate dehydrogenase
translation initiation factor IF-2B subunit alpha
acidic ribosomal protein P0
cytochrome-c3 hydrogenase subunit gamma
putative sugar-binding transport ATP-binding
flap endonuclease-1
adenylate kinase
2-oxoglutarate ferredoxin oxidoreductase subunit α
hypothetical protein PF0639
hypothetical protein PF1074
gtpase domain, related to era and thdf
hypothetical ABC transporter
putative ABC transporter
hypothetical protein PF0641
hypothetical protein PF2055
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Table 4.S1 Continued
Locus Tag Accession number
PF1568
18977940
PF1690
18978062
PF0512
18976884
PF1763
18978135
PF0929
18977301
PF1057
18977429
PF1561
18977933
PF1627
18977999
PF0157
18976529
PF0151
18976523
PF1065
18977437
PF0341
18976713
PF1267
18977639
PF1662
18978034
PF0260
18976632
PF1507
18977879
PF1130
18977502
PF1951
18978323
PF0154
18976526
PF0232
18976604
PF0174
18976546
PF0185
18976557
PF0147
18976519
PF1702
18978074
PF1102
18977474
PF0052
18976424
PF0494
18976866
PF1459
18977831
PF0092
18976464

Protein name
exosome complex exonuclease Rrp41
3-deoxy-7-phosphoheptulonate synthase
transcription factor
GTP-binding protein, gtp1/obg family
hypothetical protein PF0929
phosphoglycerate kinase
50S ribosomal protein L30e
glycyl-tRNA synthetase
D-fructose-6-phosphate amidotransferase
hypothetical protein PF0151
hypothetical protein PF1065
hypothetical protein PF0341
hypothetical protein PF1267
1-(5-phosphoribosyl)-5hypothetical protein PF0260
hypothetical cell division protein ftsZ
hypothetical protein PF1130
asparagine synthetase A
amidophosphoribosyltransferase
transcription regulatory protein, arsR family
preprotein translocase subunit SecD
partial alanyl-tRNA synthetase
potassium channel related protein
aspartate aminotransferase
short chain isoprenyl diphosphate synthase
exosome complex RNA-binding protein Csl4
DNA topoisomerase I
hypothetical protein PF1459
replication factor C large subunit
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Table 4.S1 Continued
Locus Tag Accession number
PF1817
18978189
PF1759
18978131
PF1376
18977748
PF0181
18976553
PF1936
18978308
PF0458
18976830
PF0261
18976633
PF1607
18977979
PF1644
18978016
PF0765
18977137
PF1331
18977703
PF1751
18978123
PF0075
18976447
PF1043
18977415
PF1201
18977573
PF0388
18976760
PF1325
18977697
PF0042
18976414
PF1658
18978030
PF1195
18977567
PF0205
18976577
PF0356
18976728
PF1431
33359564
PF1004
18977376
PF0908
33359526
PF1443
18977815
PF1444
18977816
PF0860
33359517
PF0078
18976450

Protein name
translation initiation factor Sui1
hypothetical protein PF1759
30S ribosomal protein S10P
V-type ATP synthase subunit F
putative malg-like sugar transport inner membrane
nicotinamide-nucleotide adenylyltransferase
hypothetical protein PF0261
thymidine phosphorylase
30S ribosomal protein S9P
NDP-sugar dehydrogenase
H-II delta (hydrogenase subunit delta)
putative solute binding lipoprotein
alcohol dehydrogenase
hypothetical protein PF1043
hypothetical protein PF1201
hypothetical protein PF0388
hypothetical protein PF1325
metal-dependent hydrolase
ATP phosphoribosyltransferase catalytic subunit
hypothetical protein PF1195
glutamate synthase subunit alpha
beta-galactosidase
hypothetical protein PF1431
alkaline phosphatase IV precursor
hypothetical protein PF0908
NADH dehydrogenase subunit C
NADH dehydrogenase subunit B
btpA family protein
2-phosphoglycerate kinase
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Table 4.S1 Continued
Locus Tag Accession number
PF0517
18976889
PF0970
18977342
PF2044
18978416
PF1103
18977475
PF0176
33359456
PF0329
33359469
PF0678
18977050
PF1925
18978297
PF1706
18978078
PF0792
18977164
PF0996
18977368
PF1135
18977507
PF0431
18976803
PF0895
18977267
PF1083
18977455
PF1026
18977398
PF0161
18976533
PF0673
18977045
PF1720
18978092
PF0554
18976926
PF0122
18976494
PF0572
18976944
PF0125
18976497
PF1066
18977438
PF1932
18978304
PF0581
18976953
PF1732
18978104
PF0152
18976524
PF1382
18977754

Protein name
methanol dehydrogenase regulatory protein
2-ketoisovalerate Fd oxidoreductase subunit
glycogen synthase
inorganic polyphosphate/ATP-NAD kinase
V-type ATP synthase subunit H
hypothetical protein PF0329
hypothetical protein PF0678
hypothetical protein PF1925
tryptophan synthase subunit beta
hypothetical protein PF0792
hypothetical protein PF0996
heat shock protein HtpX
phosphoribosylaminoimidazole synthetase
putative ABC transporter
hypothetical protein PF1083
malate oxidoreductase (malic enzyme)
hypothetical protein PF0161
acetyl-CoA carboxylase biotin carboxyl subunit
hypothetical protein PF1720
hypothetical protein PF0554
translation initiation factor IF-2B subunit delta
dna2-nam7 helicase family protein
hypothetical protein PF0125
putative aminotransferase
hypothetical protein PF1932
hypothetical protein PF0581
transcriptional regulatory protein, asnC family
hypothetical protein PF0152
NAD(P)-dept glycerol-1,phosphate dehydrogenase
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Table 4.S1 Continued
Locus Tag Accession number
PF0864
18977236
PF0173
18976545
PF1262
18977634
PF0344
18976716
PF0938
18977310
PF1965
18978337
PF1851
18978223
PF1605
18977977
PF1437
18977809
PF0291
18976663
PF0336
18976708
PF0146
18976518
PF0435
18976807
PF1871
18978243
PF0985
18977357
PF1125
18977497
PF1285
18977657
PF0209
18976581
PF0569
18976941
PF1419
18977791
PF0381
18976753
PF0528
18976900
PF1868
18978240
PF1028
18977400
PF1120
18977492
PF0881
18977253
PF0537
18976909
PF0204
18976576
PF1052
18977424

Protein name
transcriptional regulatory protein, asnC family
preprotein translocase subunit SecF
ribosome biogenesis protein
tungsten aldehyde Fd oxidored cofactor modifying
3-isopropylmalate dehydratase large subunit
elongation factor 1-beta
hypothetical protein PF1851
hypothetical protein PF1605
hypothetical protein PF1437
prephenate dehydratase
hypothetical protein PF0336
potassium channel, putative
DEXX-box atpase
N(2),N(2)-dimethylguanosine tRNA methyltransferase
DNA-directed RNA polymerase subunit M
hypothetical protein PF1125
hypothetical protein PF1285
ribosomal protein s6 modification protein
hypothetical protein PF0569
phosphoglycolate phosphatase
hypothetical protein PF0381
cobalt transport ATP-binding protein
integrase-recombinase protein
hypothetical protein PF1028
hypothetical ATP-dependent RNA helicase
putative ABC transporter
hypothetical protein PF0537
hypothetical protein PF0204
aspartate kinase
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Table 4.S1 Continued
Locus Tag Accession number
PF0364
18976736
PF0874
18977246
PF1700
18978072
PF1580
18977952
PF0871
33359519
PF1306
18977678
PF1591
18977963
PF1330
18977702
PF1600
18977972
PF1374
18977746
PF0115
18976487
PF1304
18977676
PF1795
18978167
PF0074
18976446
PF0347
18976719
PF0598
18976970
PF1553
18977925
PF0566
18976938
PF1919
18978291
PF0907
18977279
PF0342
33359470
PF1582
18977954
PF0374
18976746
PF0240
18976612
PF0544
18976916
PF1289
18977661
PF1707
18978079
PF0869
18977241
PF0941
18977313

Protein name
tyrosine-protein kinase
membrane dipeptidase
chorismate synthase
hypothetical protein PF1580
hypothetical protein PF0871
hypothetical protein PF1306
dipeptide transport protein
cytochrome-c3 hydrogenase subunit gamma
ferripyochelin binding protein
lipoate-protein ligase a
proteasome-activating nucleotidase
hypothetical protein PF1304
sarcosine oxidase subunit alpha
alcohol dehydrogenase, short chain
hypothetical protein PF0347
aspartate carbamoyltransferase regulatory subunit
putative nol1-nop2-sun family nucleolar protein I
hypothetical protein PF0566
putative dehydrogenase
hypothetical protein PF0907
hypothetical protein PF0342
translation initiation factor IF-1A
translation-associated GTPase
hypothetical protein PF0240
hypothetical protein PF0544
molybdopterin biosynthesis protein moeb
N-(5'-phosphoribosyl)anthranilate isomerase
aspartyl-tRNA synthetase
α-isopropylmalate/homocitrate synthase transferase
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Table 4.S1 Continued
Locus Tag Accession number
PF0133
33359455
PF1397
18977769
PF0335
18976707
PF0139
18976511
PF1035
18977407
PF1476
18977848
PF0079
18976451
PF0222
18976594
PF1781
18978153
PF1766
18978138
PF1440
18977812
PF0043
18976415
PF0643
18977015
PF1979
18978351
PF1209
18977581
PF1789
18978161
PF0175
18976547
PF0373
18976745
PF0001
18976373
PF1246
18977618
PF0705
18977077
PF1947
18978319
PF1441
18977813
PF1101
18977473
PF1823
18978195
PF0891
18977263
PF0680
18977052
PF1096
18977468
PF0804
18977176

Protein name
hypothetical protein PF0133
hypothetical protein PF1397
flagella-related protein d, putative
indolepyruvate oxidoreductase subunit B
50S ribosomal protein L21e
hypothetical protein PF1476
cyclic 2,3-diphospoglycerate-synthetase
hydrolase related to 2-haloalkanoic acid dehalogenase
ribonuclease HII
signal recognition particle receptor
synthase
phosphoenolpyruvate synthase
hypothetical protein PF0643
hypothetical protein PF1979
oligopeptide ABC transporter
hydrolase related to 2-haloalkanoic acid dehalogenase
trk system potassium uptake - like protein
putative ABC transporter, periplasmic binding
hypothetical protein PF0001
sarcosine oxidase, subunit beta
cytochrome c-type biogenesis protein
hypothetical protein PF1947
NADH dehydrogenase subunit I
hypothetical protein PF1101
50S ribosomal protein L23
sulfhydrogenase beta subunit
hypothetical protein PF0680
isoleucyl-tRNA synthetase
methanol dehydrogenase regulator
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Table 4.S1 Continued
Locus Tag Accession number
PF1588
18977960
PF1356
18977728
PF0087
18976459
PF0940
18977312
PF0818
18977190
PF0111
33359449
PF0264
18976636
PF0363
18976735
PF1291
18977663
PF1674
18978046
PF1173
18977545
PF1111
18977483
PF0465
18976837
PF1381
33359562
PF1487
18977859
PF1946
18978318
PF1713
18978085
PF0026
18976398
PF1741
18978113
PF1545
18977917
PF1425
18977797
PF0050
18976422
PF2004
18978376
PF0213
18976585
PF0479
18976851
PF1113
18977485
PF1611
18977983
PF1711
18978083
PF1194
18977566

Protein name
hypothetical protein PF1588
glucose-1-phosphate uridylyltransferase
inosine-5'-monophosphate dehydrogenase related
3-isopropylmalate dehydrogenase 2
aminohydrolase
DNA primase large subunit
histidyl-tRNA synthetase
beta-galactosidase precursor
hypothetical protein PF1291
hypothetical protein PF1674
hypothetical protein PF1173
hypothetical protein PF1111
putative glycosyl transferase
hypothetical protein PF1381
thiamine biosynthesis protein ThiI
methylmalonyl-CoAmutase, subunit alpha
carbamoyl phosphate synthase small subunit
tRNA CCA-pyrophosphorylase
trehalose/maltose transport inner membrane protein
nascent polypeptide-associated complex protein
putative monovalent cation/H+ antiporter subunit G
DNA-directed RNA polymerase subunit L
glycerol kinase
hypothetical protein PF0213
hypothetical protein PF0479
hypothetical protein PF1113
cell division inhibitor minD
indole-3-glycerol-phosphate synthase
furr family transcriptional regulator
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Table 4.S1 Continued
Locus Tag Accession number
PF0023
18976395
PF0432
18976804
PF0696
18977068
PF1168
18977540
PF1044
18977416
PF1930
18978302
PF0493
18976865
PF1400
18977772
PF0179
33359457
PF0413
18976785
PF1344
18977716
PF1777
18978149
PF1502
18977874
PF0592
18976964
PF0277
18976649
PF1016
18977388
PF0859
18977231
PF0088
18976460
PF1088
18977460
PF0149
18976521
PF0695
18977067
PF1192
18977564
PF0219
18976591
PF1051
18977423
PF0601
18976973
PF1705
18978077
PF0230
18976602
PF1132
18977504
PF0162
18976534

Protein name
hypothetical protein PF0023
putative sugar-catabolism phosphotransferase
putative carbohydrate-binding protein
hypothetical protein PF1168
hypothetical protein PF1044
S-adenosylmethionine decarboxylase proenzyme
hypothetical protein PF0493
hypothetical protein PF1400
V-type ATP synthase subunit E
hypothetical protein PF0413
putative maleate cis-trans isomerase
hydrolase related to 2-haloalkanoic acid dehalogenase
hypothetical protein PF1502
ATP-dependent RNA helicase, putative
hypothetical protein PF0277
2-hydroxyhepta-2,4-diene-1,7-dioate isomerase
hypothetical protein PF0859
icc related protein
hypothetical protein PF1088
short chain dehydrogenase
hypothetical protein PF0695
hypothetical protein PF1192
putative 6-pyruvoyl tetrahydrobiopterin synthase
large helicase-related protein
hypothetical phosphomethylpyrimidine kinase
tryptophan synthase subunit alpha
transcriptional regulatory protein, arsR family
putative carbamoyl transferase
hypothetical protein PF0162
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Table 4.S1 Continued
Locus Tag Accession number
PF0421
18976793
PF0880
18977252
PF0108
18976480
PF0017
18976389
PF1699
18978071
PF1363
18977735
PF1334
18977706
PF0184
18976556
PF0249
18976621
PF0875
18977247
PF0676
18977048
PF1691
18978063
PF0677
18977049
PF1024
18977396
PF1721
18978093
PF0564
18976936
PF1403
18977775
PF1367
18977739
PF0607
18976979
PF0048
18976420
PF1779
18978151
PF0480
18976852
PF1859
33359577
PF1380
18977752
PF1776
18978148
PF1894
18978266
PF1398
18977770
PF1159
18977531
PF0427
18976799

Protein name
hypothetical protein PF0421
DEXX-box atpase
L-fuculose phosphate aldolase
cell division control protein 6
3-phosphoshikimate 1-carboxyvinyltransferase
glycosyl transferase
thiamine-phosphate pyrophosphorylase
V-type ATP synthase subunit D
ham1 protein
hypothetical protein PF0875
carbamate kinase-like carbamoyl phosphate synthetase
3-dehydroquinate synthase
ski2-like helicase
cysteinyl-tRNA synthetase
hypothetical protein PF1721
ATP-dependent RNA helicase hepa, putative
hypothetical protein PF1403
50S ribosomal protein L7Ae
hypothetical protein PF0607
succinoglycan biosynthesis regulator
putative ABC transporter
lysophospholipase
hypothetical protein PF1859
arginyl-tRNA synthetase
hypothetical protein PF1776
signal recognition particle protein Srp19
hypothetical protein PF1398
group II decarboxylase
phosphoribosylaminoimidazole carboxylase catalytic
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Table 4.S1 Continued
Locus Tag Accession number
PF1404
18977776
PF0884
18977256
PF0820
18977192
PF0546
18976918
PF2063
18978435
PF1518
18977890
PF0482
18976854
PF0203
18976575
PF0051
18976423
PF0411
18976783
PF0666
18977038
PF1798
18978170
PF1973
18978345
PF0918
18977290
PF0391
18976763
PF0933
18977305
PF1589
18977961
PF1943
18978315
PF0988
18977360
PF1664
18978036
PF0283
18976655
PF0016
18976388
PF1630
18978002
PF0625
18976997
PF1185
18977557
PF1206
18977578
PF1279
18977651
PF1490
18977862
PF1239
18977611

Protein name
proteasome, subunit beta
hypothetical protein PF0884
cytidylate kinase
hypothetical protein PF0546
putative aminopeptidase
thiamin-binding periplasmic protein precursor
cell division control protein 21
citrate synthase
hypothetical protein PF0051
protein-export membrane protein
nol1-nop2-sun family putative nucleolar protein IV
sarcosine oxidase, subunit beta
hypothetical protein PF1973
tRNA pseudouridine synthase A
hypothetical protein PF0391
DNA repair helicase rad3, putative
hypothetical protein PF1589
hypothetical protein PF1943
hypothetical protein PF0988
phosphoribosyl-AMP
putative acylphosphatase
5'-methylthioadenosine phosphorylase II
UDP-n-acetylglucosamine 2-epimerase
hypothetical protein PF0625
acetylornithine deacetylase
hypothetical protein PF1206
50S ribosomal protein L10e
hypothetical protein PF1490
hypothetical protein PF1239
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Table 4.S1 Continued
Locus Tag Accession number
PF1031
18977403
PF1696
18978068
PF0187
18976559
PF0414
18976786
PF1843
18978215
PF0557
18976929
PF1679
18978051
PF0098
18976470
PF0549
18976921
PF1996
18978368
PF0021
18976393
PF0850
18977222
PF0624
18976996
PF0351
18976723
PF1295
18977667
PF0206
18976578
PF0304
18976676
PF1801
18978173
PF1530
18977902
PF0144
18976516
PF0739
18977111
PF0339
18976711
PF1686
18978058
PF1554
18977926
PF1029
18977401
PF1639
18978011
PF1880
18978252
PF0166
18976538
PF1581
18977953

Protein name
divalent cation tolerance protein
putative ABC sugar transporter
putative cofactor synthesis protein
hypothetical protein PF0414
chromosome segregation protein smc
3-ketoacyl-(acyl-carrier-protein) reductase
3-isopropylmalate dehydratase large subunit
NAD synthetase
hydrogenase expression/formation protein
deoxycytidine triphosphate deaminase
DNA repair and recombination protein RadB
hypothetical protein PF0850
hypothetical protein PF0624
hypothetical protein PF0351
transcription factor
hypothetical protein PF0206
DEXX-box atpase
preprotein translocase subunit SecY
putative thiazole biosynthetic enzyme
hypothetical protein PF0144
transcriptional regulatory protein, asnC family
methyltransferase
acetyl-lysine deacetylase
hypothetical protein PF1554
hypothetical protein PF1029
threonine synthase
hypothetical protein PF1880
oxidoreductase
rio1 protein, putative
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Table 4.S1 Continued
Locus Tag Accession number
PF0445
18976817
PF1442
18977814
PF1872
18978244
PF1408
18977780
PF1976
18978348
PF0693
18977065
PF1803
18978175
PF1941
18978313
PF0808
18977180
PF0015
18976387
PF0621
18976993
PF2015
18978387
PF0105
18976477
PF0986
18977358
PF1599
18977971
PF0136
18976508
PF1877
18978249
PF1962
18978334
PF1299
18977671
PF0188
18976560
PF0392
18976764
PF1913
18978285
PF0086
18976458
PF0253
18976625
PF1385
18977757
PF0982
33359532
PF1971
18978343
PF0819
18977191
PF0470
18976842

Protein name
galactokinase
NADH dehydrogenase subunit D
50S ribosomal protein L35Ae
putative dipeptide-binding protein
L-aspartate oxidase
hypothetical protein PF0693
50S ribosomal protein L30P
dihydropteroate synthase
hypothetical protein PF0808
hypothetical protein PF0015
hypothetical protein PF0621
ATP-dependent RNA helicase, putative
hypothetical protein PF0105
DNA-directed RNA polymerase subunit M
undecaprenyl diphosphate synthase
hypothetical protein PF0136
thiamine monophosphate kinase
hypothetical protein PF1962
pyrrolidone-carboxylate peptidase
dihydroorotate dehydrogenase electron transfer subunit
metalloprotease
hypothetical protein PF1913
partial alanyl-tRNA synthetase
30S ribosomal protein S24e
DNA polymerase, bacteriophage-type
hypothetical protein PF0982
anaerobic ribonucleoside triphosphate reductase
50S ribosomal protein L14e
hypothetical protein PF0470
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Table 4.S1 Continued
Locus Tag Accession number
PF1556
18977928
PF1011
18977383
PF0574
18976946
PF1258
18977630
PF1498
18977870
PF0994
18977366
PF1730
18978102
PF0110
18976482
PF0331
18976703
PF1756
18978128
PF0231
18976603
PF0992
18977364
PF1617
18977989
PF1760
18978132
PF0049
18976421
PF1937
18978309
PF1364
18977736
PF1277
18977649
PF1682
18978054
PF0565
18976937
PF1886
18978258
PF0538
18976910
PF2001
18978373
PF0404
18976776
PF2051
18978423
PF1772
18978144
PF0126
18976498
PF0725
18977097
PF2064
18978436

Protein name
peptidyl-tRNA hydrolase
daunorubicin resistance ATP-binding protein drrA
hypothetical protein PF0574
ribose-5-phosphate isomerase A
hypothetical protein PF1498
type II secretion system protein
thymidylate kinase
DNA primase small subunit
putative type II secretion system protein
hypothetical protein PF1756
hypothetical protein PF0231
hypothetical protein PF0992
hypothetical protein PF1617
hypothetical protein PF1760
cytosine-specific DNA-methyltransferase
putative malf-like sugar transport inner membrane
hypothetical protein PF1364
hypothetical protein PF1277
ribosomal protein s6 modification protein
hypothetical protein PF0565
sugar kinase
hypothetical protein PF0538
hypothetical protein PF2001
hypothetical protein PF0404
arsr family transcriptional regulator
2-oxoglutarate ferredoxin oxidoreductase subunit beta
DNA repair protein rad25
hypothetical protein PF0725
arylsulfatase regulatory protein, putative
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Table 4.S1 Continued
Locus Tag Accession number
PF1818
18978190
PF0514
18976886
PF0849
18977221
PF1515
18977887
PF0150
18976522
PF1785
18978157
PF0863
18977235
PF1282
18977654
PF0079
18976451
PF0993
18977365
PF1229
18977601
PF1593
18977965
PF0459
18976831
PF1184
18977556
PF0070
18976442
PF0490
18976862
PF1108
18977480
PF0277
18976649
PF1085
18977457
PF1595
18977967
PF0753
18977125
PF1551
18977923
PF0307
18976679
PF0887
18977259
PF0279
18976651
PF1656
18978028
PF1326
18977698
PF0271
18976643
PF1119
18977491

Protein name
50S ribosomal protein L29
d-alanine glycine permease
hypothetical protein PF0849
GMP synthase subunit A
hypothetical protein PF0150
H/ACA RNA-protein complex component Cbf5p
hypothetical protein PF0863
rubredoxin
cyclic 2,3-diphospoglycerate-synthetase
hypothetical protein PF0993
glycosylase putative; mutY-nth family
peptide chain release factor 1
hypothetical protein PF0459
hypothetical protein PF1184
hypothetical protein PF0070
hypothetical protein PF0490
putative alpha-dextrin endo-1, 6-alpha-glucosidase
hypothetical protein PF0277
hypothetical protein PF1085
hypothetical protein PF1595
2-oxoacid ferredoxin oxidoreductase subunit beta
hypothetical protein PF1551
glycosyltransferase
hypothetical protein PF0887
putative ABC transporter
putative NADH oxidase
hypothetical protein PF1326
hypothetical protein PF0271
hypothetical protein PF1119
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Table 4.S1 Continued
Locus Tag Accession number
PF0205
18976577
PF2064
18978436
PF1990
18978362
PF1133
18977505
PF0495
18976867
PF0917
18977289
PF0144
18976516
PF0766
18977138
PF0273
18976645
PF0101
18976473
PF1205
18977577
PF1181
18977553
PF2065
18978437
PF0454
18976826
PF1632
18978004

Protein name
glutamate synthase subunit alpha
arylsulfatase regulatory protein, putative
transcription antitermination protein NusG
hypothetical protein PF1133
reverse gyrase
hypothetical protein PF0917
hypothetical protein PF0144
putative dehydrogenase
n-type ATP pyrophosphatase superfamily
hypothetical protein PF0101
hypothetical protein PF1205
hypothetical protein PF1181
putative aminopeptidase
bacteriochlorophyll synthase, 43 kDa subunit
hypothetical protein PF1632
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